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Foreword

This document is an expanded, English adaption of a National Standard prepared by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and titled Soil Quality Decision Unit-Multi Increment Sampling (国家标准, 土壤质量决策单元-多点增量采样法; CAS 2022). Preparation of both versions of the guidance was jointly overseen by the authors noted below. In both cases the documents reflect a rearrangement and expansion of sampling guidance presented in the Hawai‘i Department of Health Technical Guidance Manual for investigation of environmental contamination (HIDOH 2021). The guidance represents the collective experience of a large group of international environmental experts trained in Gy’s Theory of Sampling. Although primarily focused on the characterization of contaminated soil, the methods introduced are also applicable to the investigation of contaminated sediment and other particulate media.

The guidance is presented in two parts. Part 1 provides a basic but concise overview of the site investigation process, beginning with Systematic Planning and the designation of risk- or remediation-based Decision Units (DUs) for characterization and ending with the collection and evaluation of Multi Increment® Sample (MIS) data (“Multi Increment” is a registered trademark of EnviroStat, Inc.). Part 2 of the guidance presents a series of appendices that provide detailed discussions and examples of each aspect of the site investigation process as well as references for additional information. A fact sheet overview of DU-MIS investigation methods is provided in Appendix A.

Following the systematic, investigation methods described in this document will help ensure that contamination that poses a significant risk to human health and the environment is rapidly and accurately identified and that projects are completed in a time- and cost-efficient manner. The process itself is straight forward: 1) Designate a DU area and volume of soil or sediment for testing based on risk or optimization of anticipated remedial actions, 2) Collect a single, representative Multi Increment sample from the targeted DU with replicates in some DUs to test data precision and 3) Process and test the sample in a manner that ensures the resulting data are reasonably representative of the sample submitted. The document highlights factors behind the unreliability of past “grab” and “discrete” sampling methods uniquely employed by the environmental industry, introduces Gy’s Theory of Sampling for particulate matter as the basis for DU-MIS investigation methods, and provides detailed guidance on the implementation of DU-MIS methods in the field and the laboratory.

The expanded English version of the Chinese National Standard includes additional sections and information due to more strict formatting and length restraints for the latter. The guidance documents will be periodically updated as additional experience in the investigation and remediation of contaminated industrial lands and related environmental issues is gained. Comments and suggestions are welcome and can be submitted to the below authors.
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Appendix A.  DU-MIS Fact Sheet

Use of DU-MIS Sampling Methods for Risk-Based Investigation of Contaminated Soil and Sediment

This fact sheet provides government regulators, consultants, property owners and other interested parties with a brief overview of Decision Unit and Multi Increment® Sample (DU-MIS) investigation methods for contaminated soil (Multi Increment® is registered trademarked of EnviroStat, Inc.). This fact sheet is an accompaniment to the document “Application of Decision Unit and Multi Increment Sample Investigation Methods for Assessment of Contaminated Soil” (CAS 2022). A version of the guidance is also available in Chinese. Part 1 of that document provides an overview of the DU-MIS process. Part 2, of which this fact sheet is included, provides detailed guidance on individual topics associated with DU-MIS investigations. The examples presented focus on soil, but similar approaches are applied to testing of sediment and other particulate media.

What is DU-MIS?

Decision Unit and Multi Increment Sample investigation methods are a risk-based strategy to test soil and determine if contamination poses a potential threat to human health and the environment. The methods were specifically designed to address concerns related to the unreliability of “discrete” sampling methods widely utilized in the environmental industry. The DU-MIS approach can require additional time and effort at the beginning of a project but will ultimately help to:

- Provide a clear endpoint to an environmental investigation;
- Reduce total project duration and cost;
- Ensure sample data collected are reliable and reproducible;
- Provide a higher degree of confidence that potential risks have been identified and addressed;
- Provide confidence that cleanup actions are only conducted where warranted; and
- Avoid unanticipated delays or even abandonment of projects due to time and cost overruns and lack of a clear endpoint.

These methods apply to nonvolatile and volatile contaminants as well as surface and subsurface soils. Similar sampling methods have been used for decades by the mineral exploration and agriculture industries but are relatively new to the environmental industry, where the error in the representativeness of sample data is less evident.
How is DU-MIS Implemented in the Field?

DU-MIS investigation methods are carried out in a methodical manner that helps increase confidence in the representativeness of the data collected and decisions made based on the data. This step-by-step process, which includes inspecting the site, talking to people familiar with the site history and compiling existing data, is referred to as “Systematic Planning.” A nine-step process is described in the DU-MIS guidance associated with this fact sheet. Below is a condensed five-step process for ease of explanation.

Step 1: Review the Site History
The first step in a “risk-based” investigation is to gain a thorough understanding of the site before samples are even collected. The information is summarized in a preliminary “Conceptual Site Model (CSM).” The CSM is then used to design the site investigation.

Step 2: Designate Decision Units for Sample Collection
The second step is to designate well-thought-out areas of the site, referred to as “Decision Units (DUs),” to be individually tested for contamination. A DU can be thought of as an area and volume of soil or sediment that would ideally be sent to a laboratory for testing as a single sample. Each DU is designated to address a specific site investigation question regarding the assessment of risk to human health and the environment and/or the optimization of potential remedial actions.

Decision Units are set to the size needed to address the questions asked and the objectives of the investigation. A “Decision Statement” is assigned to each DU. This statement specifies the action to be taken when sample data are received and prepared prior to the collection of a sample. This provides a clear pathway forward for subsequent stages of the investigation once sample data are obtained and helps expedite the overall completion of the project.

Risk-based DUs should be selected based on site history and current potential exposure pathways. Exposure Area DUs include unpaved areas where children and adults frequently play or work, such as playgrounds, schoolyards, gardens, open areas of commercial and industrial sites and exposed soil at construction sites. These are a very common component of human health risk assessments. The exact size of an Exposure Area DU is site-specific but normally ranges from a few hundred to a few thousand square meters in area and from one hundred to several hundred cubic meters of soil in volume with the upper 5 to 15 centimeters tested.

Areas of known or suspected heavily contaminated soil that are almost certain to pose a risk if exposed at the surface are designated for separate testing to optimize anticipated remediation. These are referred to as Source Area (or Spill Area) DUs. Source Area DUs are surrounded by anticipated clean Boundary DUs to isolate areas of heavy contamination to
the extent practicable and cost-beneficial in terms of anticipated remediation needs. Successful remediation of contamination can be verified by designation and testing Exposure Areas DUs in the same locations.

DUs are designated to characterize both surface soil and, as needed, subsurface soil. Subsurface soil is characterized in terms of stacked DU Layers. Suspect layers of subsurface soil, identified by site history, initial surface soil data or other observations, should be designated for separate testing to bound the vertical extent of the contamination. Designation of subsurface DUs is normally done at a scale that will assist in optimization of potential remediation. Testing and documentation of subsurface contamination might also be performed for long-term management purposes to avoid potential excavation of the material in the future and inadvertent reuse on the surface.

The size and number of DUs designated to characterize a site reflects the “resolution” of the investigation necessary to answer the questions being asked, much like the pixels of a digital photograph. Five to ten DUs are normally adequate to characterize a simple site. Twenty or more surface and subsurface DUs might be required to characterize a complex site.

Step 3: Collect a Representative Sample from Each DU Area

Decisions regarding both risk and remediation are always based on the true concentration of the contaminant for the DU volume of soil as a whole. This is often referred to as the “mean” concentration in environmental documents. All data for particulate matter necessarily represents a mean of the collective group of particles tested, however, and use of this term is unnecessary.

Under ideal circumstances the entire DU volume of soil or sediment would be excavated and submitted to the laboratory for testing as a single unit. This is not practical under most circumstances impossible and a representative sample of the material must be collected instead. The science and statistics behind the collection of a representative sample of soil is complex and involves the need to address both variability between individual particles (“compositional heterogeneity”) and variability within the targeted DU (“distributional heterogeneity”). The procedure to collect a sample in the field is, however, relatively straightforward.

A single sample is prepared for each DU by collecting and combining small, core-shaped masses of soil from a large number of points within the targeted area. The soil from each point is referred to as an “increment” and the combined increments are referred to as a “Multi Increment (MI)” sample. A minimum of 30 to 75+ increments with a combined mass of 1 to 3
kilogram (kg) is normally required to prepare a reliably representative sample that is to be tested for non-volatile chemicals. A default of 50 increments per sample is recommended.

The number of increments included in a sample depends on the nature of the contamination. Fewer increments might be acceptable for testing of liquid releases (anticipated lower heterogeneity). A larger number of increments is required for contaminants present in the soil as clumps or chips (anticipated higher heterogeneity).

This sample collection method provides a high degree of confidence that the resulting data will be representative of the targeted DU pertinent to the investigation questions being asked. For added certainty, two additional, independent samples are collected from at least one of the DUs. These are referred to as “replicate” samples and are used to evaluate the overall precision of the sampling method and reproducibility of the sample data.

Direct-push rigs or excavators can be used to collect increments and prepare MI samples from subsurface DU Layers. If the collection of 50-increment MI samples is not possible due to drilling obstructions or other challenges, then this should be discussed with the overseeing regulatory agency and the limitations of the resulting data should be noted. MI sample testing of targeted, DU Layers in individual “Exploratory Borings” can be useful for a very general estimation of the extent and magnitude of subsurface contamination, especially in the case of subsurface petroleum and solvent releases. Be aware however, that there is a risk of “false negative” results when using this approach and underestimation of the magnitude and extent of contamination. Full DU-MIS testing of the soil is required for confirmation.

Sample collection methods for volatile chemicals require that separate increments are combined in a bottle containing a pre-measured volume of methanol. Further details on sample collection methods for volatile chemicals are discussed in Appendix I.

**Step 4: Sample Processing and Analysis**

Contact the laboratory during the planning phase to ensure that they are experienced in processing and testing of MI samples. Ensure also that the laboratory can achieve the desired reporting limits and data quality objectives. Select analyses that achieve the desired risk concerns and goals. Avoid testing for unneeded unknowns to keep costs under control.

Once collected, the sample is sent to a laboratory for processing and testing. The laboratory will not be able to test the entire 1 to 2 kg sample. Strict protocols must be followed in order to
collect a representative subsample for testing. The bulk field sample is normally air dried for 24 to 48 hours and then passed through a sieve to remove large rocks and other debris and isolate the target particle size (e.g., <2 millimeters). A sectoral splitter is then used to collect a representative subsample (third photo in figure on previous page). Although more prone to error, the sample can also be spread into a thin layer and a subsample is then manually collected from 30 or more points (increments), similar to how the sample was collected in the field.

These steps help ensure that the laboratory data are representative of the sample and that the sample submitted is representative of the targeted DU. The laboratory is required to test two additional replicate subsamples (laboratory “triplicates”) collected from 10% of the samples submitted to test the precision and reliability of the subsampling method.

Step 5: Data Review and Decision Making
When the laboratory data are received, a review of the overall reliability of the data is made based on field and laboratory replicate samples and other quality control measures. If the replicate data are very different and the problem is determined to be at the laboratory, then retesting of the samples might be required. If the problem is determined to be related to the method used to collect the samples in the field, then the sampling process will be reviewed and the collection of new samples might be required. Error associated with sample collection and laboratory testing decreases as experience is gained.

Once the data are determined to be usable, the data for each DU can be directly compared to risk-based screening levels applicable to the investigation question(s) of interest and decisions can be made on the need for cleanup or other soil management actions. The need to collect additional samples should be minimal, assuming that DUs were appropriately designated at the beginning of the project and DU questions and decision statements were properly prepared ahead of time.

Why are DU-MIS Sampling Methods Necessary?

Guidance for the investigation of contaminated sites published by the USEPA in the 1980s focused on the collection and testing of individual, small masses of soil from single points referred to as “discrete” samples. The authors noted that this method would only be reliable if the concentration of a contaminant in soil was very uniform both within a sample and between closely spaced samples.
Scientists and field workers began to warn in the early 1990s that this was not the case. Data for co-located samples often varied widely and randomly, as did data for duplicate subsamples tested by the laboratory. This caused confusion in the field regarding the extent of contamination above levels of potential concern and in the assessment of risk. The need to repeatedly remobilize field teams for sample collection and the discovery of additional contamination after remediation was thought to be completed, caused some projects to be delayed for years and in some cases to be abandoned due to the lack of a clear endpoint.

A thorough field study of the reliability of discrete sample data for testing of environmental sites was, surprisingly, not carried out until 2015 – thirty years after the first USEPA site investigation guidance was published (Brewer et al. 2017). The field study verified contaminant concentrations can vary dramatically and randomly between samples collected just a few centimeters from each other and even within an individual sample. Statistical analysis of independent (replicate) sets of discrete samples can predict very different mean contaminant concentrations and associated risks for targeted exposure areas. These factors are the primary cause of project completion delays, cost overruns and the later discovery of significant contamination in areas previously declared to be “clean.”

The mineral exploration and agricultural industries recognized the same problems many years ago. Gold exploration companies often went bankrupt when the amount of gold initially estimated to be presented in stockpiles of crushed ore, based on traditional sampling methods accepted at the time, proved dramatically different from the mass of gold ultimately extracted from the ore after selling it to a processor. Farmers realized the unreliability of discrete sample data very quickly, as crop yields failed to meet expectations or large sums of money were unnecessarily spent on fertilizer or other field amendments.

The result was the development of the Theory of Sampling by Pierre Gy in the 1950s. The Theory of Sampling serves as the basis of the DU-MIS methods described in this fact sheet. Errors in sample data and decision making are less obvious in the environmental industry, but DU-MIS methods are continually improved to make the investigation, assessment and remediation of contaminated soil as efficient and reliable as possible.

**Where can I get more information on DU-MIS investigation methods and Gy’s Theory of Sampling?**

Refer to Parts 1 and 2 of this guidance document for additional information (CAS 2022).
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Appendix B. Conceptual Site Models

The Conceptual Site Model (CSM) prepared during the first step of the systematic planning is a comprehensive representation of site environmental conditions with respect to recognized or potential environmental hazards. The CSM is continuously updated as the site investigation progresses, and the site conditions are better understood.

A basic understanding of contaminant migration pathways and exposure pathways is necessary to formulate a CSM and to guide site investigation and response actions, including preparation of remedial actions and/or long-term management plans. Preparation and submittal of a formal, detailed CSM, however, is generally only required at sites where significant contamination exists and cleanup activities are anticipated to take more than a year to complete.

B.1. Summarize Known Site Conditions

The first step in the preparation of a CSM is to summarize current site conditions. At the most basic level, this includes a summary of the known or suspected extent and magnitude of soil and groundwater contamination. In addition, site conditions such as land use, groundwater use, potential onsite and offsite receptors, exposure or isolation of contaminated soil, etc., are identified, as are specific environmental hazards that might be posed by the identified contamination.

B.2. Screen for Potential Environmental Hazards

A basic understanding of potential environmental hazards in terms of the environmental fate and transport of contaminants of potential concern (COPCs) targeted for a site is important for development of a CSM and subsequent stages of an investigation. As discussed in Section 4 of the main document and in Appendix C, the designation of DUs is intricately tied to the type of environmental hazard(s) posed by the COPC.

Common environmental hazards associated with contaminated soil and groundwater include as follows (Figure B-1):

- Long-term chronic risk to humans caused by long-term direct exposure to contaminants in soil, sediment, water or air;
- Short-term acute risk to humans caused by strong vapor emissions from temporary exposure of heavily contaminated soil or groundwater;
- Chronic and acute risk posed to terrestrial and aquatic ecological receptors;
- Intrusion of vapors from soil or groundwater into overlying buildings;
- Leaching of contaminants from soil and contamination of groundwater or surface water; and
- Short-term risk of fire, strong vapor emissions, odors, sheens in stormwater runoff, fouling of construction equipment and other gross contamination problems related to widespread petroleum contamination.
Potential concerns are identified by comparison of site data to pertinent screening criteria or the use of models to estimated risk based on predicted contaminant fate and transport and receptor exposure scenarios.

Environmental risk is always assessed based on the true (“mean”) concentration of the targeted contaminant for a designated area and volume and soil as a whole, rather than at discrete points (USEPA 1987, 1988a, 1989a,b,c,d, 1991, 1992, 2014).

**B.3. Default Conceptual Site Models**

Default CSMs can provide a useful starting point for the preparation of site-specific CSMs and might be required by some regulatory agencies. It is important that the CSM takes into consideration all potential environmental concerns relevant to the subject site. Site-specific factors such as current and anticipated land use, the utility of underlying groundwater and the potential for contaminated groundwater to discharge into a nearby aquatic habitat must also be taken into consideration. The rationale for excluding specific concerns should be clearly discussed in the report.

The default CSMs can also be depicted in a more classical "risk assessment" format, as presented in Figure B-1. The hypothetical site is contaminated with petroleum from leaking aboveground storage tanks (ASTs), underground storage tanks (USTs), pipelines, drum storage areas and disposal areas. As a default, the site is assumed to overlay groundwater that is a source of drinking water and be adjacent to a surface water body with impacted soil exposed at surface.
## Figure B-1. Default Conceptual Site Model for a petroleum-contaminated site.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Sources</th>
<th>Primary Release Mechanism</th>
<th>Secondary Sources</th>
<th>1° Potential Environmental Hazards</th>
<th>2° Hazard Present Under Current or Future Site Conditions?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASTs, USTs, pipelines, drums, disposal areas, etc.</td>
<td>Spills, leaks, improper disposal</td>
<td>Soil</td>
<td>³Risk to Human Health</td>
<td>Direct Exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>³Risk to Human Health</td>
<td>Vapor Intrusion into Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>⁴Risk to Terrestrial Ecological Habitats</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>⁵Leaching</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>⁶Gross Contamination</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Groundwater</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>⁷Risk to Human Health</td>
<td>Direct Exposure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>⁷Risk to Human Health</td>
<td>Vapor Intrusion into Buildings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>⁸Risk to Aquatic Ecological Habitats</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>⁹Gross Contamination</td>
<td>YES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CSM assumptions:

1. Example potential environmental hazards (modified on a site-by-site basis as appropriate).
2. All listed hazards assumed present or potentially present and exposure pathways complete under current or future site conditions in the example.
3. Human health hazards include direct exposure to contaminated soil or vapors and dust from soil in outdoor air as well as the intrusion of subsurface vapors into overlying buildings.
4. Assumes a significant terrestrial, ecological habitat is impacted by the contamination with resulting toxicity to flora and fauna.
5. Assumes potential leaching of contaminants from soil and impacts to underlying groundwater.
6. Gross contamination hazards for soil include short-term, high-concentration emissions of hazardous vapors (e.g., during subsurface utility or construction work), potential fire and explosive hazards, sheens in stormwater runoff, fouling of equipment and related concerns.
7. Human health hazards based on ingestion of contaminated groundwater as well as exposure via dermal absorption and vapor emissions during indoor use of water.
8. Assumes discharge of contaminated groundwater into an aquatic habitat.
9. Gross contamination hazards for groundwater include potential taste & odors concerns for drinking water, presence of free product, explosive hazards, odors, sheens, interference with construction work and other related concerns.
B.4. Advanced Site Conceptual Models

The template CSM presented in Figure B-1 is designed to be conservative and suitable for use in preliminary screening of a site. The CSM can be modified on a site-specific basis to more accurately reflect and assess potential environmental hazards under current and future site conditions.

Risk and cleanup needs are assessed based on the current and anticipated future use of the property. An assessment of requirements to remediate a site to unrestricted use (e.g., residential, schools, etc.) should always be included, even if the expected site use for the foreseeable future is only for commercial/industrial purposes. This will help ensure that formal restrictions are put in place to prevent inappropriate redevelopment of the property in the future as well as minimize unnecessary restrictions on the property should it already meet criteria for unrestricted reuse. The assessment might include a simple statement that additional investigation is required to clear the property for more sensitive uses. It could also include more detailed testing beyond what is called for to assess commercial/industrial use, such as the use of smaller DUs and comparison of data to both screening levels applicable to unrestricted land use and commercial/industrial land use.

Remediation to unrestricted use of the property is oftentimes only nominally higher in terms of cost than for commercial/industrial. In general, actions to address remediation of contaminated soil are financially manageable when the cost of the remediation is less than 10% of the total property redevelopment cost. Heavily contaminated sites are most effectively cleaned up by incorporating remedial actions into a large, redevelopment project.

Site-specific CSMs can be prepared by modifying the default CSMs to more closely evaluate potential environmental hazards under current and anticipated future site conditions. A more detailed CSM is generally warranted at sites where cleanup costs could be significant or at sites where long-term management of contaminated soil or groundwater will be required. A closer evaluation of current and future risks to human or ecological receptors will be particularly important. These types of CSMs will typically identify site-specific sources of contaminant releases, types of contaminated media, migration pathways, exposure pathways, and human and/or ecological receptors.

Figure B-2 presents a more site-specific CSM for the same hypothetical commercial/industrial site contaminated with petroleum. The CSM includes the following site assumptions:

- Contamination is restricted to the site boundaries;
- Area of contaminated soil is paved;
- Underlying groundwater is not a current or potential source of drinking water; and
- Site is located more than 150 m from the nearest surface water body.
Figure B-2. Expanded, site-specific Conceptual Site Model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primary Sources</th>
<th>Primary Release Mechanism</th>
<th>Secondary Sources</th>
<th>Potential Environmental Hazards</th>
<th>Hazard Present Under Current or Future Site Conditions?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Exposure Type</td>
<td>Secondary Release Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASTs, USTs,</td>
<td></td>
<td>Spills, leaks,</td>
<td>Direct Exposure</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pipelines,</td>
<td></td>
<td>improper disposal</td>
<td>Dermal</td>
<td>*No *No *No *No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drums, disposal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dust/ Vapors</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>areas,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vapors</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground-water</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Direct Exposure</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dermal</td>
<td>No No No No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dust/ Vapors</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vapors</td>
<td>Inhalation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Environmental Hazards**

1. Potential environmental hazards
2. Hazard present under current or future site conditions?
3. Risk to Human Health
4. Vapor Intrusion into Buildings
5. Risk to Terrestrial Ecological Habitats
6. Leaching
7. Gross Contamination
8. Risk to Human Health
9. Risk to Aquatic Ecological Habitats
10. Gross Contamination

**Exposure Routes**

- Direct Exposure
- Ingestion
- Dermal
- Inhalation
- Vapor Intrusion into Buildings

**Receptors**

- On-Site Workers
- Offsite Residents
- Construction Workers

**Notes**

- Current
- Future
- No
- Yes
- *No (monitoring shows plume not migrating)
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Figure B-2 (cont.). Expanded, site-specific Conceptual Site Model.

**CSM Assumptions:**
1. Default environmental hazards to be initially evaluated.
2. Hazard evaluation results based on assumption that contaminated soil is capped with pavement and contaminated groundwater is not migrating (e.g., naturally or via storm sewers, dewatering, etc.). *Long-term management of contamination must be addressed in a site-specific Environmental Hazard Management Plan in the absence of full cleanup.
3. Exposure pathways for daily workers not complete *provided site remains paved. Potential exposure of construction workers during future subsurface activities.
4. Recommend collection of soil gas data to further evaluate potential explosive hazards and vapor intrusion hazards.
5. No significant terrestrial, ecological habitat located on site or threatened by contamination.
6. Assumes contaminated soil is in direct contact with groundwater. Used to support collection of groundwater data for further evaluation.
7. Recommend remediation of gross contamination at a minimum to reduce vapor concerns.
8. Assumes groundwater is not used as a water supply and monitoring indicates that plume is not likely to migrate offsite under natural conditions.
9. Threat to aquatic habitats assumed insignificant *provided plume is not allowed to migrate offsite. Contaminants screened using acute, aquatic toxicity action levels.
10. Recommend removal of free product to extent practicable to reduce vapor concerns and continued source of contaminants to groundwater.
A "Yes" in a cell under "Receptors" indicates that the noted exposure route is complete or potentially complete. This is important information for development of short-term or long-term response actions to address human health or ecological risk concerns.

The CSM documents that the ingestion, dermal absorption and inhalation pathways for direct exposure to the contaminated soil are incomplete for daily on-site workers. Although the inhalation pathway could in theory still be complete, the presence of the pavement can reasonably be assumed to make this pathway insignificant. For construction workers, however, all direct-exposure pathways are considered complete because their work might involve removing pavement and disturbing contaminated soil.

The CSM indicates that the pathway for leaching of contaminants from soil and contamination of groundwater is complete, because contaminated soil is in direct contact with groundwater, even though the area is assumed to be capped with pavement. This is used to support the collection of groundwater data to evaluate impacts and potential concerns more directly. Removal of pavement could also exacerbate leaching and groundwater contamination due to infiltrating rain or irrigation water. This could require maintenance of an impermeable cap over the contaminated soil as part of a long-term management plan prepared for the site.

The CSM can be used to support a conclusion that contaminated soil and groundwater does not pose unacceptable environmental hazards under current site conditions. Depending on planned uses, active remediation to eliminate future environmental hazards under any potential land use condition could be recommended or required. If active remediation is not practicable due to current site use and conditions and/or financial constraints, the assumptions used in the CSM to support an absence of potential hazard under current site conditions can be used to develop a plan for long-term management of soil and groundwater. This is referred to as an “Environmental Hazard Management Plan (EHMP).” In the example, the EHMP would require that the area of contaminated soil remains capped, that a health and safety plan and soil and groundwater management measures be developed prior to any subsurface construction activities at the site, and that the need for long-term monitoring of groundwater be further evaluated.

Additional information on the development of CSMs is available in USEPA’s Guidance for Conducting Remedial Investigations and Feasibility Studies Under CERCLA (USEPA 1988b) and USEPA’s Data Quality Objectives Process for Hazardous Waste Site Investigations (USEPA 2000). Note that examples of CSMs in these guidance documents often focus on human health or ecological risk assessment concerns and might not consider other potential environmental hazards, including leaching and potential contamination of groundwater. The examples in the documents also might not reflect the transition to DU-MIS investigation methods.

**B.5. Maintaining and Updating the Conceptual Site Model**

The CSM should be maintained and updated as needed throughout the life of the site activities. As appropriate based on additional site information, refine the CSM to more accurately identify known or suspected sources of contamination, types and concentrations of contaminants detected at the site, potentially contaminated media, potential environmental hazards, potential exposure and migration pathways, potential human and environmental receptors, and related information.

Information that should be used to maintain and continuously update the CSM includes (along with other relevant information):

- Identification of new or recently identified surface structures, subsurface utilities or other changes that might affect subsurface conditions, preferential pathways and risk to onsite or...
offsite receptors;
- Location of additional monitoring wells and past soil borings;
- Inclusion of additional soil, soil vapor or groundwater data;
- Updated soil, groundwater and soil vapor summary figures pertinent to the site with DU areas that exceed screening levels for specific environmental concern highlighted (referred to as Environmental Hazard Maps);
- Updated direction of groundwater flow, depth to groundwater, etc.;
- Updated cross sections that depict the site stratigraphy as well as the lateral and vertical extent of contamination; etc.
- Updated maps that depict DU areas that exceed screening levels or target risks for specific environmental concerns (referred to as Environmental Hazard Maps); and
- Consideration of data for advanced evaluations of specific environmental hazards (e.g., soil bioaccessibility data, soil vapor or indoor air data for assessment of vapor intrusions risks, etc.).

Significant changes to the CSM might necessitate updates to Decision Statements (Step 5 of Systematic Planning), the Sampling and Analysis Plan (Step 6 of Systematic Planning) and/or the plan for long-term management of contaminated soil and groundwater.
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Appendix C. Example Decision Unit Designation Schemes

This Section provides example Decision Units (DUs) for commercial/industrial, residential, school, large area, subsurface, stockpile, and sediment sites. The examples reflect experience from actual projects but are not necessarily exact reproductions of any single project. The DUs depicted are for example only. Alternative DU configurations could be equally valid based on knowledge of the site, experience of the field team and the objectives of the investigation.

C.1. Commercial and Industrial Sites

C.1.1. Small Spills

Figure C-1 depicts a small Source Area DU (15 m²) for a suspected release of PCB oil at the edge of a former transformer pad. Staining on the pad suggested that it sloped to the side of where the DU was designated. An area extending approximately one meter out from the pad was designated for sample collection. Soil from 0 to 15 cm depth was targeted for sample collection. Triplicate 75-increment Multi Increment (MI) samples were collected. The flags denote the location of increments collected for the first sample (all flags not shown).

Three Boundary DUs were designated immediately adjacent to each the edge of the Source Area DU in anticipated clean soil in order to isolate contamination, if identified. Soil contaminated above a screening level appropriate for unrestricted reuse of the site will be excavated and disposed of in a regulated landfill. A similar confirmation sample would then be collected from the base of the excavation.

C.1.2. Commercial/Industrial Sites

Figure C-2 depicts DUs designated for a former electric power plant. A review of the site history, historical aerials and past discrete sample data suggested potential significant contamination of soil with PCBs in the area of the property where transformers were formerly stored and repaired. Three relatively small Source Area DUs were designated across this area (average 100 m²). A fourth larger Source Area DU was designated adjacent to these DUs in area where moderate contamination was possible. Small Boundary DUs were designated along the property boundaries of the suspect release area to potentially
confirm an outer boundary of clean soil. The remainder of the property was divided into larger Exposure Area DUs appropriate for the current commercial use of the property. Significant PCB contamination was not anticipated in these areas.

The investigation team concurred that the designated DUs would provide high data resolution for areas anticipated to require remediation while addressing potential direct exposure across the remainder of the site. Soil from 0 to 15 cm depth was targeted for initial sample collection. Subsurface DU layers were to be designated in areas where PCB contamination was identified, with the resulting data to be used to design and optimize remedial actions.

C.1.3. Chemical Mixing and Storage Sites

Decision units designated for a former agricultural pesticide storage and mixing area are depicted in Figure C-3 and C-4. Relatively small (10 to 200 m$^2$) Source Area DUs were designated in the former mixing tank area to evaluate potential leaching hazards posed by the triazine herbicides ametryn and atrazine (depicted in red, Figure C-3). The DUs were designated based on obvious or suspected areas of high contamination. For example, obvious or suspected spill areas were identified on the ground under elevated mixing and storage tanks, under the floor or the storage building and in a low-lying drainage area adjacent to the tanks and building (Figure C-4). The use of small DUs helped assess potential leaching hazards from this area as well as optimized future remediation actions by minimizing the volume of potentially clean soil included in the DUs. The remainder of the mixing area, where low to moderate contamination was anticipated, was divided into larger Exposure Area DUs.
The upper 1 to 15 cm of soil were initially tested in all DUs. The upper 0.5m of soil was removed in Exposure Area DUs where contamination above screening levels was identified, with confirmation samples collected from the floors of the excavations. Heavy contamination identified under the tank area was later targeted for a more detailed subsurface DU-MIS investigation (see Section C-7).

Figure C-3. Example Source Area DUS (red), Exposure Area DUs (blue), and Boundary Area DUs (blue, outside ring) designated for investigation of a former pesticide mixing and storage area.

Figure C-4. Example Source Area and Exposure Area DUs designated in a former pesticide mixing area.
C.1.4. DU Designation Based on Redevelopment Plans

Figure C-5 depicts DUs for a proposed hotel development on a two-hectare site known to be contaminated with arsenic. The property was divided into four DUs, based on the proposed redevelopment layout and the suspected original location of a former arsenic mixing area. DUs A through C represent exposure areas in anticipated cleaner areas of the property. A smaller Source Area DU (DU-D) was designated in the suspect mixing area in order to help isolate soil anticipated to be most heavily contaminated and optimize remediation cost.

![Figure C-5. Decision Units to Investigate a Proposed, Four-Acre Hotel Site DUs A through C represent exposure areas based on the proposed hotel design. DU-D represents a suspected spill area identified during initial site investigation actions.](image)

Soil in DUs that failed the cleanup level for arsenic was to be excavated and disposed of at a regulated landfill. A series of subsurface DU layers was designated in DU-D to a depth of three meters to identify the depth of contamination and to serve as confirmation sample data for anticipated soil removal. The upper 0.5 m of soil was to be removed in DUs A-C if the cleanup level was exceeded, with follow-up confirmation samples to be collected from the floors of the DUs. Confirmation samples were to be screened in the field with a portable XRF prior to submittal to a laboratory to expedite soil removal and completion of the project.

C.2. Single-Family Homes

Soil contamination concerns associated with residential properties often focus on the presence of lead-based paint residue around the immediate perimeter of homes constructed prior to the mid-1970s. Soil under and around homes constructed prior to this time might also have been treated with organochlorine termiticides (e.g., Technical Chlordane) or even arsenic.

Figure C-6 depicts typical DU designation to investigate these potential concerns. A narrow Source Area DU (or DUs) was designated around the immediate perimeter of the home, typically within 1.0 m to 1.5 m out of the foundation. This could also be classified as an Exposure Area DU, since landscaping and other attractions around the perimeter of a house can attract young children. There is high confidence that the DU will capture any contamination present based on experience at other homes, and additional, Boundary DUs to help confirm the boundary with clean soil are assumed to not be necessary. The remainder of the yard was designated as a single large Exposure Area DU. No contamination in this area is anticipated. The upper 0 to 15 cm of soil was targeted for sample collection.
Soil that exceeds target, residential screening levels is to be excavated and removed, and a confirmation sample collected from the floor of the excavation. Each side of the house could be designated as a separate DU for testing if there is a reason to think that these areas could be different. Landscaping or a small garden might be present one side of the house. The side of the house that faces the sun most of the day might be more susceptible to weathering of lead-based paint. Multiple DUs could similarly be designated for the yard if areas of the yard are used for different purposes separate and could be classified as separate exposure areas (e.g., play areas or garden areas).

A proper MI sample could not be collected under the slab of the house due to the absence of a crawl space and the effort required to penetrate the slab and avoid utilities. As an alternative, soil cores representing DU layers were collected and tested from three Exploratory Boreholes drilled through the slab (0 to 25 cm, 25 to 50 cm, 50 to 100 cm; refer to Section 5.4.2 in main document). Data from the cores was to be used to establish the presence, but not necessarily the absence of treated soil under the slab. The slab area was later designated as a separate DU and tested following demolition and removal of the structure (refer to Example C.7.3).

Separate testing of each structure might not be practicable or necessary for characterization of large neighborhoods where dozens or even hundreds of houses are scheduled for demolition (e.g., large military bases). In such cases, the neighborhood can be divided into clusters of homes constructed during the same time period and by the same builder, or otherwise with the assumption that the use of lead-based paint or termiticides around the buildings would be similar. Detailed characterization could be carried out for a select number of buildings within each cluster (e.g., 10-20%). The results can then be applied to the remainder of the buildings to prepare initial soil management plans. More detailed testing can be carried out as needed to confirm conclusions drawn from the initial data. This includes testing of stockpiled soil prior to reuse or disposal.

C.3. High-Density Housing

The investigation of large, high-density residential areas for potential soil contamination concerns is approached in a similar manner as done for individual homes. Suspect spill areas are targeted as separate Source Area DUs for characterization. The remainder of the property is divided into larger, Exposure Area DUs.
Figure C-7 depicts DUs designated for a public housing complex suspected of being constructed in an area where pesticides were mixed and stored in the past. Soil immediately adjacent to a retaining wall at the bottom of the edge of the complex was anticipated to be at greatest risk of contamination. Small 50 to 100 m² Source Area DUs were designated along the retaining wall based on the location of apartment patios and use of the area for landscaping or small gardens (DUs 1, 2, 3, 8, and 12). Larger, Exposure Area DUs based on open, grassed areas or play areas were designated around nearby buildings.

The upper 0 to 15 cm interval of soil was targeted for initial sample collection. Due to the ongoing use of the complex for housing, DU areas with concentrations of pesticides that exceed residential screening levels were to either be capped with clean soil or, where feasible, the upper one foot of soil removed and replaced with clean soil. Testing of soil under buildings was to be carried out in the future when redevelopment of the property takes place.

**C.4. Schools**

Designation of DUs for characterization of potential soil contamination at schools typically represents a combination of approaches used for commercial/industrial facilities and high-density residential complexes. Designation of Source Area and Exposure Area DUs for sample collection might include potential lead-contaminated or termiticide-treated soil around perimeters of older buildings, garden areas where persistent pesticides might have been used in the past, barren areas of soil in areas frequented by children and staff and areas where soil is discovered to contain pieces of wire, porcelain, melted glass and ash indicative of past burning.

Figure C-8 depicts DUs designated for a school to test for the presence of lead-contaminated soil associated with burning and dumping prior to construction of the campus. The lower campus area is
especially considered at risk of contamination. A soccer/football field, school garden and an area under trees where students congregate are designated as separate Exposure Area DUs. Soil in second area under trees where students congregate is discovered to contain bits of porcelain and melted glass and is designated as a combined Source Area-Exposure Area DU.

The upper campus is considered low risk for contamination and treated as a single DU area. Focus is paid to barren areas of soil exposed in otherwise thick lawns, including soil along walkways, under outdoor tables and in areas of high foot traffic.

Sample increments were collected from the upper 1 to 15 cm of soil in each DU. Field screening of combined increments from clusters of barren areas within the main campus was carried out using a portable XRF to determine if large-scale patterns of contamination could be distinguished. The soil was ultimately combined and tested as a single sample after field screening suggested low levels of lead within the DU area as a whole.

C.5. Large Single-Use Areas

Characterization of very large areas that have historically been used for a single purpose is sometime necessary as part of a redevelopment project. Examples include large, former agricultural fields, fishponds, former military munitions testing and training areas or golf courses to be redeveloped for residential housing or commercial use. Testing of soils might be carried out to investigate risk associated with existing contamination or to establish a baseline for future redevelopment and protection of the area.

Two relatively simple examples are given below, redevelopment of a former golf course and former agricultural field for residential housing. An example investigation of a more complex, former industrial complex is presented in Section C.9.

C.5.1. Former Golf Course

In this example, a 100-hectare former golf course is slated for redevelopment as residential housing (Figure C-9). Arsenic and other pesticides were known to have been used for weed control in the past. Several hundred homes were to be constructed on the property. Experience at other golf courses
suggested that the upper half-meter of soil could be impacted above levels of potential concern.

Testing of each individual lot was determined to be impractical and, given the relatively uniform use of pesticides across the course over time, unnecessary. As an alternative, clusters of four to five homes were designated as DUs for testing (total 57). Three layers were designated for testing at each DU: 0 to 15 cm, 15 to 50 cm and 50 to 100 cm. A thirty-increment sample was to be collected from each DU layer.

A backhoe was used to dig 30 one-meter-deep pits in each DU in a systematic, random fashion (Figure C-10). A single increment was collected for each layer by scraping 50 grams of soil from the entire, exposed interval of soil. Layer-specific increments were combined and three separate samples prepared for each DU. Independent triplicate samples collected from separate pits were collected and prepared for six of the 57 DUs and used to test the precision of the overall sampling method. The resulting data allowed a three-dimensional image of soil that exceeded cleanup levels to be developed and incorporated into the site grading and soil removal plan.
C.5.2. Former Agricultural Field

This example focuses on the redevelopment of a 200-hectare former agricultural field proposed to be redeveloped for residential housing (Figure C-11). The proposal calls for 1,000 single-family homes to be constructed on 1,000 m$^2$ lots, with additional space allotted for small parks and playgrounds. The exact layout of the development plans has not been finalized, however.

The developer decides to investigate the fields prior to purchasing the property. The fields are investigated in three phases. The first stage of the investigation includes a thorough review of the history of the property, including soil types, drainage patterns, types of crops grown and pesticides used, potential presence of localized pesticide mixing and storage areas, etc. The second stage involves completion of a large-scale “baseline” characterization of pesticide levels between individual field areas. The third stage involves random testing of a statistically significant number of hypothetical house lots randomly located throughout the field area.

The results of the baseline assessment can be used by the developer to decide whether to proceed to a more time consuming and costly, detailed investigation. The baseline investigation also required a thorough walkthrough of the entire site. This can assist in identification of previously unknown dumping sites, waste pits, former plantation camp areas, pesticide mixing or storage areas, etc. that might otherwise be missed. A baseline assessment combined with a thorough Phase 1 Environmental Site Assessment (Phase 1 ESA) report might also be adequate for regulatory concurrence to develop a field area for commercial/industrial use without the need for higher-resolution data.

**Phase 1: Background Investigation**

The Phase 1 ESA included a review of the following information:

- Crop history;
- Current and past pesticide use;
- Historic aerial photographs;
- Historic Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, topographical maps, or other maps (used to identify past buildings and pesticide mixing and storage sites);
- Interviews with former employees;
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- Existing soil investigation reports (including investigations of adjacent or nearby fields using lot-size DUs);
- Review of other published, historic information (journals, etc.); and
- Field inspection (current operations, former buildings, suspect dump areas, etc.).

The Phase 1 ESA review determined that the fields were only used to grow crops. A former, pesticide mixing area in lower right of area (red) to be investigated separately from fields due to suspected areas of localized, heavy contamination (see Figure C-11; refer also to Example C.7.2). There was no additional evidence of past, on-site mixing or storage of pesticides or reasons to otherwise suspect the presence of small, localized areas of heavy contamination.

Phase 2: Baseline Investigation
Decision Units for the baseline investigation were designated based on soil type, crop history, pesticide use, potential use of contaminated groundwater or surface water for irrigation, terrane and drainage patterns, etc. A total of 21 DUs were designated (see Figure C-11). A 50-increment, 2 to 3 kg, sample was collected from each DU. The upper 0 to 15 cm of soil was targeted for sample collection. The exposed soil is assumed to be reasonably representative of the upper 50 cm due to regular plowing of the fields, as determined in the Phase 1 assessment. Independent, triplicate samples (primary sample plus two replicates) were collected in two of the DUs to test the precision of the overall sampling method. A total of 25 samples were collected, including the replicates. The fields had been recently plowed, allowing for easy sample collection. Field work was completed over the course of one week.

The results of the baseline investigation suggested relatively low levels of residual pesticides throughout the fields. A decision was therefore made by the potential developer to proceed to more detailed testing at the scale of hypothetical, individual house lots.

Phase 3: Testing of Housing Exposure Area DUs
The baseline assessment can be thought of as testing of the fields at a “neighborhood” scale. Each of the 1,000 house lots planned for the redevelopment could be considered to represent an Exposure Area DU within a neighborhood. Testing of every lot is not practicable. After consulting with risk assessors trained in Gy’s Theory of Sampling, a decision is made to test a sufficient number of lots to conclude with 95% confidence that the concentration of a pesticide does not exceed the target screening level for at least 95% of the lots in total.

This was accomplished by testing of 59, randomly located, hypothetical, 1,000 m² Exposure DUs within the project area (Figure C-12; USEPA, 1989a; see also HDOH 2016). An attempt was made to space the DUs in systematic random distribution within the field area as a whole. This allowed 95% confidence that the concentration of a contaminant in at least 95% (950) of the proposed 1,000 house lots will be lower than the highest concentration reported for the 59 lots tested. If the highest concentration reported for any given pesticide does not exceed the correlative screening level, then the field can be cleared for residential redevelopment. This was the case for the Phase 3 study and a decision was made to proceed with redevelopment.
Note that the 95% confidence criteria will not be met if the highest mean concentration of just one of the 59 DUs exceeds the applicable target action level (see HIDOH 2016). Additional sampling would instead be required to adequately identify and address areas of the field where lot-size DUs could fail screening levels. In most cases this would not be cost-effective and redevelopment for less sensitive purposes would need to be considered.

C.6. Very Small Areas

Characterization of DUs as small as a square meter or less in area and a very small volume of soil or sediment might be required under some circumstances. Examples include testing of the upper few centimeters of soil around a leaking tank valve to document the presence of a release (Figure C-13) or testing of sediment in a storm sewer vault to assess runoff from a known or suspect, contaminated area (Figure C-14). The third example reflects collection of a soil sample from an obviously contaminated location within a large, illegal dump site for enforcement purposes to document the presence and nature of the chemicals released (Figure C-15).

These examples are similar to the concept of “judgmental,” “biased” or “subjective” sampling but with the term “discrete” referring to a small, localized area targeted for characterization rather than the
method used to collect a sample. The distinction between testing of “discrete areas” versus collection of “discrete samples” from a single point within a targeted area is important and a common cause of confusion past environmental investigation guidance documents (refer to Appendix E).

In the case of the storm sewer vault, the volume of sediment in the vault represents the DU of interest. A minimum 30-increment, 1 to 3 kg sample is collected. If the volume of sediment is small enough, then the entire DU can be collected and submitted to the laboratory for processing and testing. This ideal scenario, referred to as to as "direct inference" (AAFCO 2015), negates the need for the collection of a MI samples (and replicates) and eliminating potential field error (e.g., <2 kg of material present). The sediment must be processed and subsampled for analysis at the laboratory in accordance with MI protocols for the data to be considered representative.

The concept of very small DUs also applies to targeted “DU Layer” of soil or sediment in a core where decisions are to be made on data for single, exploratory boreholes. If the targeted interval of the core is less than a meter in length, then it is usually practical and even desirable to submit the entire core interval to the laboratory for processing and testing. In other cases, subsampling of the core will be required to reduce the sample to a manageable mass (see Appendix G).

C.7. Subsurface Decision Units

C.7.1. Buried Waste Pit

This example demonstrates the designation of subsurface DU layers for testing at a former industrial site slated for residential and commercial redevelopment. Four distinct layers were identified in the sidewall of an excavation to remove what was initially thought to be a small dump site (Figure C-165). DU Layer 4 represents native soil. DU Layer 3 represents a former waste pit. DU Layer 2 is fill material placed over the former dump that was contaminated by subsequent releases at the surface. DU Layer 1 represents a thin layer of more recent and presumably clean fill.

![Designation of multiple DU Layers for characterization.](image)

Figure C-16. Designation of multiple DU Layers for characterization.

A single, 2 to 3 kg, 75-increment sample was collected from each DU layer to obtain preliminary data on the type and general magnitude of contamination present. This comes with an understanding that contamination can vary significantly between different areas of the waste pit.
The resulting data suggested that the underlying, native soil in DU Layer 4 and the fill material in DU Layer 1 were relatively clean. Significant contamination of DU Layer 2 and DU Layer 3 with a mix of heavy metals and solvents was confirmed, however.

A decision was made to remove DU Layers 2 and 3 prior to redevelopment of the property. Exploratory trenches and borings were used to identify the approximate lateral and vertical extent of the waste pit material. Adequate in situ samples were collected to permit preparation of a workplan to excavate the soil and transport it to a treatment and disposal facility. The thickness of targeted DU layers varied across the site. Refer to Appendix G for guidance on the collection of representative, samples under this scenario. Confirmation samples were collected from the floor and sidewalls of the excavation to confirm cleanup to screening levels for residential redevelopment (see Appendix H).

C.7.2. Above Ground Storage Tanks

This example expands on characterization of the former, pesticide mixing area discussed in Example C.1.3 (see Figure C-4). Contamination of soil in the outer areas was anticipated to be restricted to the upper meter of soil. Arsenic and dioxin were the primary contaminants of concern, posing potential direct exposure risks. The area was subdivided into multiple, Exposure Area DUs an areas of no more than 500 m², the default exposure area used to clear site for residential redevelopment.

Soil beneath tanks used to store and dispense pesticides was suspected to be heavily contaminated at depth with arsenic, dioxins and triazine pesticides, posing both direct exposure and leaching hazards. Source Area DUs designated in this area were intentionally made no larger than 100 to 200 m² to provide a higher resolution of sample data and optimize anticipated remedial actions.

Subsurface DU layers designated for the DU areas are depicted in Figure C-17. Three vertical DU layers were designated for the outer, Exposure Area DUs: 0 to 25 cm, 2) 25 to 100 cm and 3) 100 to 150 cm. The in situ volume of soil associated with the respective layers in each of the 500 m² DUs was approximately 125 m³, 375 m³ and 250 m³, respectively. Remove of the upper two layers across most of the area was anticipated. The lowermost layer was anticipated to be clean.

Figure C-17. Cross Section of Subsurface DU Layers Designated at Former Pesticide Mixing Area Facility (white indicates anticipated clean soil).

Four vertical DU layers were designated to characterize soil in Source Area DUs designated beneath the former aboveground storage tanks (see Figure C-16): 1) 0 to 25 cm, 2) 25 to 100 cm, 3) 100 to 250 cm
and 4) 250 to 500 cm. The volume of soil associated with the respective layers ranged from 25 to 150 m$^3$ for the first two layers and 150 to 500 m$^3$ for the lower layers. The deepest layer in each DU was anticipated to be relatively clean.

A 30-increment sample was collected from each DU layer using a direct-push rig (Figure C-18). Each interval of the targeted DU layer in the collected core represented a sample increment. Individual increments were too large to combine into a single sample for a DU layer as a whole. As an alternative, a 50-gram subsample was collected from each increment. Increments for a corresponding DU layer were combined to prepare a single, 1.5 kg MI sample for the layer.

Field DU replicate samples (triplicates) were collected from independent borings for each DU layer in one of the Exposure Area DUs. A single set of field subsample replicates was collected from cores associated with one of the samples. The small size of the Source Area DUs under the tanks precluded the collection of field DU replicate samples in this area. A single set of subsample replicate samples was, however, collected.

**C.8. Stockpiles**

Refer to Appendix H for detailed guidance on testing soil stockpiles. Figure C-19 depicts a 2,500 m$^3$ stockpile proposed for reuse as fill material in a residential development project. After discussing with risk assessors, the stockpile was flattened to no more than a meter thick and divided into 25 100 m$^3$ DU volumes for testing to allow for unrestricted reuse of soil.
volumes for individual testing. This equates to the volume of soil placed in a hypothetical 500 m$^2$
exposure area to a depth of 20 cm, for example a small playground or open lawn area.

A single, 1 to 3 kg, 50-increment sample was collected from each DU. Replicate (triplicate) samples were collected in three of the DUs. Soil that met screening levels for unrestricted land use was cleared for use as fill material in the development. Soil that did not meet screening levels for unrestricted land use was disposed of at a regulated landfill.

**C.9. Building Demolition**

C.9.1. Example Setting

In this example, a former manufacturing building is to be demolished and the property remediated for commercial redevelopment (Figure C-20). All windows, doors, electrical equipment and wiring, lighting fixtures and similar material are to be removed from the building, leaving only the concrete structure itself. Asbestos containing tiles and piping insulation are to be removed and disposed of separately. Soil under the building must also be tested for organochlorine pesticides to determine if it can be reused as fill material on site or must be disposed of in a landfill.

![Figure C-20. Former small manufacturing building scheduled to be demolished and disposed of as part of a commercial redevelopment project.](image)

The concrete interior and exterior walls, floors and ceilings of the building are known to have been sealed with PCB- and lead-based paint. Paint was observed to have flaked off in several locations both inside and outside of the building. Dirt and debris on concrete and asphalt pavement around the building are suspected to be contaminated with chips of PCB- and lead-based paint.

Recycling of the building concrete is not allowed unless the paint and caulking are first removed. Caulking around windows is suspected to be PCB-based and will be removed to the extent practicable and tested separately for disposal prior to demolition of the building. Any remaining caulking is assumed to be di minimis in terms of the total bulk mass of the building and will not require addition action or testing. Removal of the paint to allow recycling of the building was determined to not be cost effective, however.
Testing and a Hazardous Waste Determination was required for disposal of the demolition debris in a regulated, municipal landfill. Four DUs were designated for sample collection (see Figure C-20): 1) The concrete structure, 2) The surrounding concrete and asphalt, including an adjacent parking lot, 3) Loose dirt and other debris on the pavement and 4) Soil immediately under the slab of the building. Each requires a separate sampling strategy.

The building is to be tested as a single unit, including the concrete and any paint adhered to the concrete. Note that testing of bulk building debris prior to disposal in a regulated, municipal landfill might or might not be required in a specific area. Check with the local regulatory agency for details. The examples below apply to hypothetical circumstances where the collection and testing of samples of building debris is in fact required.

C.9.2. Testing of Bulk Building Debris

The Investigation Question tied to testing of the building is: “What is the concentration of PCBs and lead for the collective walls, floors and ceilings of the building as a whole?” Two options to answer this question were discussed.

The first option involved estimating the total mass of PCBs and lead in the paint and dividing this by the estimated mass of the building itself. This could be accomplished through the collection of a 75-inchcrement sample of the paint in a systematic, random fashion throughout the interior and exterior of the building. The total mass of PCBs and lead present in the paint is calculated by dividing the sample data by the estimated, total mass of paint on the building. The mass the building is estimated based on the total area and thickness of the floors, walls and ceilings and the average density of the concrete. Two additional, replicate samples of the paint would be collected to test the overall reproducibility of the sampling method.

The second option involved the collection of 75 core increments in a systematic random fashion through the entire thickness of the floors, walls and ceilings. This approach allows direct collection of a representative sample of the bulk material prior to demolition. Care would be taken to ensure that paint on either side of the structure is included in the increment collected. Increments would be combined to prepare a single sample for the building as a whole. Two additional, replicate sets of core increments would be independently collected from different areas of the structure to test the overall reproducibility of the sampling method.

Based on local regulations, the building can be disposed of in a municipal landfill provided that the concentration of PCBs for the structure as a whole is less than 50 mg/kg and the concentration of lead is less than 100 mg/kg. If the concentration of lead exceeds 100 mg/kg, then an additional leaching test must be carried out on the sample(s) as part of the Hazardous Waste Determination. This is referred to as the Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure or “TCLP” test. If the TCLP data exceed 5 mg/L total lead, then the building debris must be disposed of in a hazardous waste landfill.

The developer for the project ultimately chose to collect MI core increment samples for characterization of the concrete structure. Resulting data confirmed that the demolition debris could be disposed of in a local, municipal landfill.
C.9.3. Testing of Concrete and Asphalt Pavement

Field testing with a portable XRF verified that yellow striping on the asphalt and concrete pavement was lead-based. The lead is tightly bound within the thermoplastic, polymer paint and is not significantly leachable unless ground. Testing of the pavement for disposal will therefore not be required provided that the debris is disposed of in a regulated, municipal landfill. As an alternative, the asphalt can be included in the feedstock at an asphalt production plant without further testing.

Recycling of the concrete and asphalt pavement for general, unrestricted reuse as fill material would not be allowed unless the striping is first removed. This would require milling of the striping from the pavement and likely disposal of the material as hazardous waste due to failure of TCLP limits for lead. This was determined to be economically practical for the smaller area of concrete pavement but not for the larger asphalt pavement area.

Asphalt pavement was ultimately removed and sent to a bulk asphalt plant for recycling. Concrete pavement was sent to a recycling facility after removal of striping and ground for reuse as gravel base fill.

C.9.4. Testing of Sweep Material

Dirt and other debris is to be swept from the pavement and placed in a single stockpile on site and tested for disposal. The total volume of material stockpiled is determined to be less than 100 m$^3$ and sufficiently small for testing as a single DU (refer to Section 4.1 of Part 1 document). A single, 75-increment sample is collected and tested for PCBs, lead, PAHs and heavy oil. Two additional, replicate samples are collected and tested to assess the precision of the overall sampling method.

The material can be disposed of in a municipal landfill provided that the concentration of PCBs is less than 50 mg/kg and provided that lead in leachate from the sample does not fail the Toxic Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) limit of 5 mg/L. The debris must otherwise be disposed of in a hazardous waste landfill.

C.9.5. Testing of Subslab Soil

Five Exploratory Boreholes (see Appendix G, Section G-1) were installed through the slab of the floor prior to demolition of the building. Discrete core samples were independently tested to screen for the presence of organochlorine termiticides in the underlying soil. High levels of Technical Chlordane were identified in some but not all samples. This is not unexpected, since termiticides are normally only applied to soil within and around utility trenches that can serve as conduits for termite invasion. Identification of the exact locations of utility trenches to help isolate treated soil after a building has been demolished is difficult and the entire subslab area is normally tested as a single or multiple DUs.

Termiticide-treated soil is typically confined to a depth of 25 to 50 centimeters below the base of a slab. Three subsurface layers were therefore targeted for testing: Layer A (0 to 25 cm), Layer B (20 to 50 cm) and Layer C (50 to 100 cm). The objective was to isolate heavily contaminated soil in the upper one to two layers of soil with the third, deepest layer anticipated to be meet screening levels.

A maximum DU volume of 500 m$^3$ was required by the overseeing regulatory agency for onsite reuse of the soil as part of the commercial redevelopment (refer to Part 1 Section 4.4). A maximum DU volume of 100 m$^3$ was required for unrestricted, offsite reuse of the soil.
The former slab area was subsequently divided into five DU areas of 400 m² each (Figure C-21). Three layers within each DU for designated for individual testing in accordance with the above-noted scheme (e.g., DU-1A, DU-1B, DU-1C; etc.). This allowed the maximum acceptable DU volume for unrestricted, offsite reuse to be met for Layers A and B if applicable screening levels were met. Soil from Layer C could be reused onsite provided that screening levels for commercial land used were met.

Termiticides are normally dissolved in a solvent and poured or sprayed onto soil in order to obtain a relatively uniform application. Based on anticipated low distributional heterogeneity, 30-increment MI samples were therefore deemed appropriate.

A push rig was used to collect thirty, 100 cm cores in a systematic, random fashion from each DU. Targeted DU layers were identified in each core and a 50-gram subsample collected. Subsamples from each core were combined to prepare a 1.5 kg MI sample for a DU layer (refer to Appendix G, Section G.3). Triplicate samples were collected in DU-1 in order to test the precision of the overall sampling method, for a total of 17 samples (refer to Figure C-21).

In this example, the uppermost two layers of soil in all of the DUs was determined to be too heavily contaminated with Technical Chlordane for either onsite or offsite reuse. Data for TCLP tests carried out on the three most contaminated samples indicated that the soil was not classifiable as hazardous waste and the soil was subsequently disposed of at a municipal landfill. Data for Layer C in all DUs met screening levels for onsite reused of the soil as fill material, if needed.

C.10. Large Industrial Complexes

C.10.1. Overview

Characterizing large former industrial complexes for cleanup and redevelopment can be challenging. Projects can be several square kilometers in size and include multiple types of manufacturing facilities, buried waste pits, worker housing and office buildings. The scope of potential environmental concerns will reflect the types of chemicals made and used at the site and typically includes direct exposure to
contaminants in soil (e.g., heavy metals, PCBs, dioxins, organochlorine pesticides), leaching and contamination of groundwater or nearby surface water (e.g., soluble pesticides and solvents) and vapor emissions to outdoor and indoor air (e.g., solvents and fuels). Gross contamination issues, including short-term but strong vapor emissions from heavily soil as well as sheens in runoff and fouling of equipment (e.g., petroleum). Contamination between release sites might come mixed, making the source difficult to identify.

Preparation of a thorough Phase I is critical for development of an efficient and reliable site characterization plan (refer to discussion in Example C.5.2). This should include a thorough review of the site history, including interviews with current and former workers, available manufacturing and property records, fire insurance maps, historical aerial photos, site walkthroughs and data and observations from preliminary borings and test pits. The resulting information can be used to help designate DUs for sample collection. The review can in many cases also help expedite clearance of large portions of the site for redevelopment, while additional resources are gathered to address localized contamination problems.

A useful first step in initiating discussions for the investigation of a very complex, large area is to propose designation of the entire site as a single DU for the collection of a single sample. This is unlikely to be satisfactory for either risk assessors or remediation experts. As described in the example below, the site is then progressively subdivided into smaller Exposure Area and Source Area DUs until the resulting data will be acceptable to all parties for final decision making. This approach requires more upfront time before samples can be collected in the field, but will significantly expedite completion of the project.

C.10.2. Former Textile and Metal Alloy Manufacturing Complex

**Background**

This example presents a hypothetical 20-hectare former textile and metal alloy complex area that will be demolished and redeveloped for residential apartments and office buildings (Figure C-22). The site consists of a former factory area, a former worker housing area and a former office building area. All buildings have been demolished and removed including the foundations and slabs.

![Figure C-22. Former industrial complex proposed for demolition and redevelopment for residential housing.](image)

Site records were reviewed and interviews carried out with past workers who had knowledge of the use of hazardous chemicals at the factories. Contamination of both surface soil and subsurface soils with
heavy metals and solvents was suspected in throughout the former factory areas. Contamination in the former worker housing area and office building area was assumed to be limited to the past use of lead-based paint and use of organochlorine pesticides for termite control under and around buildings.

**Investigation Approach**

The sampling team worked with risk assessors and remediation experts to develop a series of site investigation questions regarding environmental risk and optimization of anticipated remediation. Division of the site into DUs for sample collection and characterization would continue until the data to be collected met the needs of all stakeholders. Exploratory borings, trenches and pits would be used for initial investigation of suspect contaminated areas to assist in designation of DUs.

Fifty-increment samples were to be collected to test surface soil DUs as a default. Thirty-increment samples could be collected to test soil contaminated by solvents, petroleum and other releases of liquid wastes. Seventy-five increments were to be collected in cases where the contaminant could be present in the form of small ships and nuggets. Thirty-increment samples were to be collected to test subsurface DU layers, with the understanding of a reduced reliability in the resulting data for soil contaminated with particulate matter.

Field replicate samples were to include DU triplicates (primary plus two independent replicates) collected from 10% of all surface soil DUs. Field subsample triplicates were to be collected from 10% of tested subsurface DU layers. Laboratory subsample triplicates were to be tested for 10% of the total samples submitted for testing. Minimum 50-increment confirmation samples would be required for all excavations.

**Decision Unit Designation**

Four options were discussed by risk assessors and remediation experts for division of the site into DUs for testing (Figure C-23). Designation of DUs was to be continued until the resulting data would adequately address all site investigation questions and concerns.

![Figure C-23](image.png)

Figure C-23. Progressive subdivision of a large, former industrial complex into Exposure Area and Source Area DUs until final data resolution would be adequate to address both risk assessment and remediation needs.
Option 1:

To initiate discussion, a proposal was made to designate the entire, 20-hectare site as a single Exposure Area DU (Option 1 in Figure C-23). If this option was accepted, then a single surface soil sample would be collected, with two additional, replicate samples collected to test overall data precisions. The risk assessors concluded that the area was too large to treat as a single, exposure area. The remediation experts also stated that the data would not be adequate to address known areas of heavy contamination in the former factory area.

Option 2:

As a second alternative, the former worker housing, office building and factory areas are designated as three separate Exposure Area DUs (Option 2 in Figure C-23). This option better agreed with the anticipated type of contamination expected in each area, but the risk assessors and remediation experts were still not satisfied with this approach. The risk assessors pointed out that the worker housing unit area as a whole was still too large to treat as a single, Exposure Area DU for future residential redevelopment. They also noted that the Phase I assessment indicated that different neighborhoods of the housing area were developed at different time periods and that contamination within each area might also differ. The remediation experts stated that different types of contamination were also expected between different factory sites and that a better sample data resolution of these areas was also required.

Option 3:

Under Option 3, the former worker housing area was divided into five neighborhoods based on the dates when the buildings were constructed (Option 3 in Figure C-23). Each of these areas as well as the former office building area was further divided into approximately 2,000 m$^2$ Exposure Area DUs for sample collection (total 36 DUs). This reflected the maximum exposure area size for high-density, residential housing agreed upon by the risk assessors.

Each of the former factory areas were similarly designated as separate Exposure Area DUs (see Figure C-23). The risk assessors felt that this was adequate for Factory Areas 3, 4 and 5 but felt that the sizes of areas 1 and 2 were still too large to serve as default, exposure areas. The remediation experts pointed out that isolated areas of heavy contamination were known to be present in all factory areas and would likely require expensive remediation. A much higher resolution of contamination in these areas would be required to optimize remediation and manage cost.

Option 4:

Additional exploratory boreholes and test pits were subsequently carried out in each of factory area to help identify areas of heavy contamination and designate Source Area DUs for testing and/or upfront removal. Option 4 in Figure C-23 depicts subdivision and designation of Factory Area FA-2. Lateral and vertical Boundary DUs in anticipated, clean areas were designated along the borders of heavily contaminated areas to isolate soil for remediation. Areas that were not suspected to be heavily contaminated were designated as larger, Exposure Area DUs for testing.

This allowed the entire factory area to be characterized at least at the surficial level, as was the case for the industrial complex as a whole. This only marginally increases field time and cost and helps assure future residents that the property has been thoroughly tested as well as protect the developers from future liability concerns.

Both the risk assessors and remediation experts were satisfied with the resolution of the sample data to
be generated. Decision Statements regarding risk and the need for remediation were developed for contaminants associated with each designated DU. This helped minimize the need to additional excavation after soil removal.

Initial removal and treatment of heavily contaminated soil was carried out without additional sampling of this soil. Fifty-increment, 1 to 3 kg confirmation samples were collected from the floors and sidewalls of the excavations for samples to be tested for non-volatile chemicals (Figure C-24; see Appendix H). Samples to be tested for volatile organic compounds were placed in methanol in the field, with a minimum of 300 grams of soil collected (e.g., 30 ten-gram increments; see Appendix I). Additional soil removal was carried out as dictated by initially collected, subsurface DU data. Source areas treated using in situ techniques were retested for confirmation of cleanup. This well-thought-out, systematic approach allowed the project to be completed in an efficient and predictable manner within the projected deadline and budget.

![Designation of excavation floor and sidewall DUs for the collection of Multi Increment confirmation samples after initial soil removal.](image)

**C.11. Investigation of Petroleum Releases**

Petroleum is the most common contaminant in the environment. The examples presented below studies focus on the designation of DUs for petroleum releases from oil wells, petroleum fuel pipelines and petroleum fuel terminals. Characterization of subsurface contamination is required in most cases due to seepage of petroleum into the ground or initial releases from buried pipelines and tanks.

The environmental risk posed by petroleum contaminated soil is evaluated in terms of Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons (TPH) and individual, indicator compounds such as benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylenes (BTEX) and targeted polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs). Potential environmental concerns include direct exposure, leaching and contamination of groundwater or surface water, vapor intrusion into existing or future buildings and toxicity to plants and animals. Risks posed by short-term but strong emissions of vapors from heavily contaminated soil disturbed during excavation and redevelopment activities as well as fouling of construction equipment can cause significant cost overruns and delays in projects and must also be addressed. Non-specific, aliphatic and aromatic compounds collectively reported as TPH often pose the greatest risk due to their abundance over individually evaluated chemicals (Brewer et al. 2014; HIDOH 2018; ITRC 2018).
C.11.1. Crude Oil Pipeline

This example presents a pipeline release of an estimated 1,000,000 liters of light crude oil into a wetland with no public access (Figure C-25). A more detailed discussion of this example is presented in HIDOH (2018). Oil in upland areas seeped into the soil and became entrapped as isolated pockets and droplets within the capillary fringe of the water table. Oil that spread out across the surface of the wetland had immediate, acute effects on aquatic plants, fish, reptiles, birds and insects caught within the immediate release area as well as benthic organisms in exposed sediment along the marsh edge.

Biodegradation led to the formation of an emulsified mixture of water and degraded petroleum at the surface of the marsh and at the water table. Clumps of degraded oil floating on the surface water drifted to the shoreline and adhered to plants or sank into the underlying sediment.

Source Area DUs were designated in the vicinity of the initial release site based on field observations of heavy contamination (Figure C-26). Additional Ecological Exposure Area DUs were designated by risk assessors for assessment of shallow sediment along the marsh edge and sediment in adjacent, deeper areas of the marsh. The DUs were designated based on the nature of the aquatic habitats and anticipated depositional patterns for droplets of degraded crude oil.
Sediment coring devices were used to collect 30-increment samples in all DUs (refer to examples in Section C.12). The upper 50 centimeters of sediment was targeted for sample collection. Two layers in each DU were designated for testing, the first representing the apparent, biologically active zone of the sediment as indicated by field observations (e.g., 0 to 15 cm) and the second representing the remainder of the underlying sediment (e.g., 15 to 50 cm).

Samples were tested for TPH, BTEX and targeted PAHs. Some samples were also tested for specific aliphatic and aromatic carbon ranges to better predict the toxicity and fate and transport of the residual mixture. TPH data for samples of deeper sediment collected away from the shoreline areas varied widely, with some areas within anticipated background for organic-rich sediment and other areas significantly exceeding screening levels. Replicate data were poor, confirming the presence of small nuggets of tarry, degraded petroleum in the sediment.

Easily accessible, heavily contaminated soil, sediment and vegetation was removed and transported offsite for treatment and disposal without additional testing. Booms and sorbent pads were used to reduce further spread of oil throughout the marsh. The ecological risk assessors determined that additional actions to physically remove contamination would do more harm than benefit to the marsh environment. A slurry wall was constructed around residual contamination in the initial release area to prevent migration of acutely toxic groundwater into marsh. Semi-annual monitoring of surface water, sediment, groundwater and overall health and rebound of marsh ecosystem was to be evaluated for a period of five years and the need for additional, active remediation reviewed at that time.

C.11.2. Active Gas Station

This example presents an active gas station scenario with a history of waste pits and releases from a fuel pipeline and an underground storage tanks (USTs) over time. A more detailed discussion of a similar example is presented in HIDOH (2018).

A detailed characterization of surface and subsurface releases of petroleum, including mean contaminant concentration (and mass) for designated, DU areas and volumes of soil is normally not
practical at active gas stations due to the presence of actively used piping and other subsurface infrastructure. In this example, the primary objective of an investigation was to estimate the lateral and vertical extent of obvious heavy (gross) contamination for in situ remediation and/or long-term management. A precise estimation of mean, contaminant concentrations is not necessary. Exploratory borings, pits and trenches were used instead to approximate the extent and relative magnitude of contamination (Figure C-27; refer also to Appendix G). Decisions were to be made based on data for individual cores, rather than data based on the designation of more typical, three-dimensional DU areas and layers.

Each core was subdivided into DU intervals for individual testing based on field observations and screening using a photoionization device (PID). Four intervals were typically designated – a thin interval of imported fill material, an upper zone of clean soil, a zone of contaminated soil and a thin interval within the capillary fringe of the water table. Similar DU intervals were designated for borehole cores installed immediately outside of the contaminated area to verify the absence of contamination.

A plunger device was used to collect a minimum 300-gram sample along the entire extent of each targeted DU interval in a boring (refer to Appendix I). Individual samples were placed in methanol in the field and submitted to the laboratory for analysis of TPH, BTEX and naphthalene. Groundwater and soil vapor data were also collected. The results of the investigation were used to design an in situ, soil vapor extraction system.

This approach allowed the entire core to be tested and more reliable data on the extent and nature of subsurface contamination. More detailed DU-MIS data can be collected from key areas of the contamination as needed, for example to better estimate the mass of hydrocarbons present and optimize the in situ soil vapor extraction system.

**C.12. Gas Station Closure**

Closure of a gas station similar to the above example for redevelopment of the property will require removal of the UST system, inkling tanks, piping and dispensers. In this example, obviously contaminated soil has been excavated and disposed of offsite. Multiple DUs were then designated for confirmation testing (Figure C-28). Each former tank and dispenser location was designated as a separate DU. Decision Units were designated within the former piping area based on the design of
individual corridor areas.

Two MI samples were collected from the walls and floors of each UST DU, one to be tested for TPH as diesel and one to be tested for volatile TPH as gasoline and BTEX (refer to Appendix I). Two replicate sets of samples were collected from the floor of UST 2 where a leak had been formerly identified and cleaned up.

Excavations for the piping and dispenser areas were relatively shallow (<1m). No leaks were identified during removal. A single set of MI samples was collected from the floor of each DU area for confirmation. Two replicate samples were collected from one of each of the piping and dispenser DUs. No further action was determined to be necessary based on the resulting sample data.

C.13. Sediment Decision Units

The following examples present basics concepts of DU designation for different types of release scenarios and aquatic environments. Refer to Appendix J for a detailed discussion of the collection of sediment samples.
C.13.1. Drainage Canal

Figure C-28 depicts sediment DUs designated for a shallow drainage canal that once carried wastewater from a sugar mill. Testing of surface soil at discharge points suggested that sediment in the canal might be contaminated with mercury (used as a fungicide). A relatively small DU was designated for the area of the canal immediately downstream of the discharge area (DU-1 in Figure C-28). Two additional and somewhat larger DUs were designated for areas of the canal further downstream (DU-2 and DU-3). Two DU layers were designated, 0 to 15 cm and 15 to 50 cm, based on an initial objective to test the upper biologically active layers of sediment and sediment in the canal most likely to become mobilized during flooding events. The deeper sediment was anticipated to be relatively clean.

DU-1 was 8 m long and averaged 3 m wide. DU-2 and DU-3 were 25 m feet long and again average 3 m wide. The in situ volume of sediment in the two layers of DU-1 was approximately 3.6 m$^3$ and 8.4 m$^3$ respectively. The volume of sediment in the two layers of DU-2 and DU-3 is estimated to be 11 m$^3$ and 26 m$^3$ respectively. Both the ecological risk assessors and remediation experts agreed that the resulting data would be useful to assess risk and, if necessary, design a remedial action.

C.13.2. Wastewater Outfall

The next example illustrates a single sediment DU designated at the outfall of a wastewater pipe. A single 100 m$^2$ DU was designated given the anticipated similarity of impacts within the small area (Figure C-28). Unconsolidated sediment extended to a depth of up to one meter. The full depth of unconsolidated sediment was tested as a single DU (total DU volume 100 m$^3$).
A 30-increment sample was collected using a sampling tube (refer to Appendix J). The sediment was determined to be contaminated with heavy oil, PAHs and lead and subsequently removed for disposal. No confirmation sample was necessary since the entire extent of unconsolidated sediment was tested.

C.13.3. Transformer Spill

Figure C-30 depicts DUs designated for a PCB spill suspected to have entered a small stream. The area outlined in red depicts the upland area impacted by the spill. A Source Area DU was designated to characterize this area, including Boundary DUs to confirm that the edges of contamination. Relatively small DUs, depicted in yellow, were then designated in the stream itself for characterization of sediment.

Figure C-30. Sediment DUs designated for a spill of PCB-based transformer oil beside a small stream. The DUs cover approximately 50 m² areas to a depth of 15 cm (approximately 7.5 m³ per DU).
The location and size of the sediment DUs might be based on stream flow characteristics (e.g., focus on individual depositional areas, including pools and bars) and the maximum volume of sediment to be included within a DU with respect to ecological and remedial considerations. In this example DUs approximately 50 m$^2$ in area were considered appropriate. In this example sediment cover in the stream was very thin, 5 cm to 10 cm in most areas, and the entire volume of sediment within each DU was targeted for characterization (approximately 2.5 to 10 m$^3$ per DU).

A single 50-increment sample was collected in each DU with triplicate samples collected in the DUs closest to the transformer release area. Contamination above sediment screening levels, intended to be protective of benthic organisms, was not identified.

C.13.4. Pond with Historic Wastewater Discharges

Figure C-31 depicts a much larger sediment investigation carried out in the upper part of a spring-fed 25-hectare-acre estuary suspected to have been impacted by historic arsenic-contaminated wastewater and runoff from past agricultural operations in the area. Decision Units were designated based on potential source areas associated with the locations of past facilities as well as areas based on ecological habitats.

In the example, DU-1 was placed to characterize sediment in the immediate areas of a former sugar mill and a former Canec production facility (used to make arsenic-infused, termite-resistant press-board panels from waste sugarcane fibers.). The remaining DUs reflect sediment areas more distant from the former Canec plant site. The area of the pond encompassed by DUs 2 through 5 are relatively low energy and characterized by fine silts. The lower area of the pond, DU-6, is higher energy due to focused tidal action and characterized by a mix of silts to medium-grained sand. A narrow, high-energy area between DU-4 and DU-5 was not sampled due to the lack of sediment.
Vertical layers for specific DUs were designated based on observations from initial test cores (e.g., distinct layering, grain size, aerobic versus anaerobic zones, etc.), characterization of benthic zones for use in ecological risk assessments, estimated depositional depth since closure of an industrial facility formerly located in the area, and/or desired resolution for potential remedial actions. In the example depicted in Figure C-31, the sediment was divided into three DU Layers for testing (Figure C-32): 1) 0 to 10 cm, 2) 10 to 20 cm and 3) 20 to 30 cm.

Methods for the collection of MI samples of sediment are reviewed in Appendix J. Thirty-increment samples were collected from each of the DUs and for each DU layer using a small boat and a manual sampling tube. Increments extracted from individual cores were combined between cores to prepare a single sample for each DU layer. Replicate samples were collected from independent cores in the DU closest to the former manufacturing facility.

The final sediment samples in the example were too large for submittal to the laboratory and required subsampling in the field to reduce the sample mass (refer to Appendix J). The results of the investigation identified contamination with arsenic above screening levels in all DUs. Testing of algae, fish and crabs from the pond indicated minimal uptake of arsenic, however, a decision was made not to place restrictions on use of the pond for recreational purposes. Any sediment excavated from the pond in the future was to be disposed of at a regulated landfill.
Appendix D. Theory of Sampling
Appendix D. Sampling Theory and Multi Increment Sample Collection

D.1. Theory of Sampling

D.1.1. Early Mineral Exploration Industry

Sampling theory for testing of particulate matter such as soil and sediment was developed by the mineral exploration industry in the 1800s and 1900s. Mineral exploration involves detailed mapping to identify potentially valuable bodies of mineral bearing ore. This is much like a Phase I investigation in the environmental industry, where existing information is used to identify potential areas of contamination. When a promising ore body is found, multiple cores are collected and tested. The resulting sample data are used to make an initial estimation of the mean concentration of the commodity in the ore body as a whole, referred to as the “grade” of the ore. This is then used to estimate the total mass of the commodity present. If the estimated mass of the commodity present in the ore meets minimum requirements for profitable exploitation, then the ore is excavated, crushed into small fragments, retested to verify grade, and in most cases sold to a third party for further processing and extraction of the targeted commodity (Figure D-1).

![Figure D-1. Mineral industry process: 1) Identification and mining of ore body, 2) Crushing, stockpile, sampling and shipping of ore to extraction facility, 3) Extraction of commodity of interest and 4) Determination of true grade and mass of commodity in each lot of crushed ore.](image)

The true mass of a commodity in a specified volume of processed ore can only be known after the ore is extracted. Accurate estimation of commodity mass requires an equally accurate collection of representative sample data. Poor sampling methods can lead to significant over estimation or, more commonly, under estimation of commodity mass. This was indeed the case until relatively recently in the mining industry. Estimates of the mean concentration of a commodity for a targeted body of processed ore based on statistical analysis of individual, “discrete” sample data or “composite” sample data often proved to be highly inaccurate. Bankruptcies and lawsuits were common, as were missed opportunities for profitable mining and use of much needed but overlooked, natural resources.

D.1.2. Development of Gy’s Theory of Sampling

**Background**

Beginning in the late 1800s, mining specialists began working with statisticians to understand the causes of poor data quality and develop more reliable methods of sample collection. The result was compiled and summarized by Pierre Gy in the 1950s and is now referred to as the Gy’s Theory of Sampling (Pitard 2005, 2009, 2019; Ramsey and Hewitt, 2005).

Gy’s Theory of Sampling and subsequent expansions of the approach were developed to address two deceptively simple questions: 1) “What is the minimum sample mass required to represent a targeted volume of crushed ore within a specified level of confidence?” and 2) “How should the sample be collected in the field?” and 3) How should the sample be processed and analyzed at the laboratory? Answering these questions required a detailed understanding of the sources of error in sampling data. Over several decades, error was systematically categorized and evaluated in terms of the individual
stages of the data collection process:

1. Designation of area and volume of material for testing;
2. Collection of sample in the field;
3. Processing of sample at the laboratory;
4. Collection of a subsample for analytical testing; and
5. Analytical testing.

The term “lot” is used in the mining industry for a specified volume of crushed ore that is to be sampled and tested for a targeted commodity of interest, such as gold or iron. The concept of “lots” is identical to the concept of DUs in the environmental industry as well as other sampling specific industries (AFFCO 2015; refer to Appendix C). Lots are designated for testing to assess the overall grade and economic viability of an ore deposit or to optimize mining and mineral extraction processes.

The quality of the samples collected is controlled by steps taken in the subsequent stages of the project. Mining experts quickly realized that analytical testing of a collected subsample introduced the least error into the data, due to strict test method protocols and requirements for analytical quality assessment and control at the laboratory. The primary source of data unreliability was determined to be related to four factors: 1) Collection of the representative sample in the field; 2) Processing of the sample at the laboratory; 3) Collection of a representative subsample for testing and 4) Analysis of the subsample. The greatest error was determined to be associated with the collection of a representative sample in the field followed by processing and subsampling of the material at the laboratory. Error associated with analysis of the subsample was determined to be in most cases minimal.

This error was directly tied to the inevitable, heterogeneous nature of crushed ore at both the scale of an individual particle and within the targeted lot of material as a whole. Sampling statisticians in the mining industry determined that data quality was controlled by three primary factors: 1) The mass of the sample collected in the field and the subsample tested at the laboratory, 2) The number of points from which the sample was collected and prepared, referred to as “increments”; and 3) The method used to collect the individual increments. The role that each factor played in sampling error and steps to address this error were systematically investigated and ultimately published as Gy’s Theory of Sampling (Pitard 2019).  

**Compositional and Distributional Heterogeneity**

Potential error associated with the first two factors is related to the compositional and distributional heterogeneity of the media of interest (Figure D-2). Compositional heterogeneity (Figure D-2a) refers to variability between individual particles and is described in terms of particle size, shape and density. Other characteristics of importance include whether the commodity of interest is bound up within individual particles or fully liberated and present as individual nuggets.
Distributional heterogeneity in the mining industry refers to variability of the mean concentration of the commodity within the project area, within the lot to be characterized and even within the sample collected and submitted for testing (refer to Figure D-2b). Mining statisticians realized that a sample collected from a targeted lot of crushed must accurately capture and represent the inherent distributional heterogeneity to obtain data representative of the crushed ore as a whole.

Sample error associated with compositional and distributional error can never be fully eliminated, but it can be controlled and minimized. Error associated with compositional heterogeneity is controlled by collecting an adequate mass of the material. Error associated with distributional heterogeneity is controlled by collecting the sample from a large number of points within the targeted volume of material.

Fundamental Error and Minimum Sample and Subsample Mass

Gy reviewed decades of data for testing of crushed ore and developed an equation to quantify what he referred to as Fundamental Error that relates the error induced by compositional heterogeneity to total sample mass. Although several approaches for quantification of Fundamental Error have since been derived, “FE” is most commonly expressed as (Minnitt 2007):

$$\sigma^2 = \frac{f g c l d_N^3}{M_s}$$

where “$$\sigma^2$$” is variance or error, “$$f$$,” “$$g$$,” “$$c$$,” and “$$l$$” represent “Shape,” “Granulometric,” “Mineralogical Composition,” and “Liberation” factors that quantitatively describe the variability of particle characteristics, “$$d_N$$” is the nominal maximum particle size and M_s is sample mass. Particle characteristics can often be estimated and combined as a single constant “$$K$$” for specific types of ore and the equation simplified as:

$$\sigma^2 = \frac{K d_N^3}{M_s}$$

The maximum size of the particles present in the crushed ore was determined to have the greatest influence on sample data error. Fundamental Error could therefore be most efficiently controlled by thorough crushing of the ore and/or the collection of a larger sample mass.

Rearranging the equation to solve for sample mass allows for the minimum mass of a sample required to control Fundamental Error at a specified particle size and confidence level to be calculated:
In general, sample collection, processing and testing should be carried out in a manner that reduces Fundamental error to a minimum of 15% (see USEPA 2003a, Minnitt 2007). The mass of a sample required to meet the specified level of Fundamental Error is directly proportional to the cube of the particle size. Comparably small decreases in the maximum particle size by crushing and grinding could therefore lead to substantial decreases in the mass required to address Fundamental Error.

This solved one aspect of the minimum sample mass required to represent a targeted lot of crushed ore. Gy’s research demonstrated that relatively small sample masses could, in theory, be representative of very large volumes of material provided that the ore was crushed to a small enough particle size. For example, a sample mass of only a few grams is predicted to reduce Fundamental Error to the target goal of <15% for material that has a maximum dimension of less than 2 mm.

The only remaining factor in the collection of a representative sample was, in theory, the number of increments to be included in the sample. Research, however, would quickly indicate that the actual collection of increments in the field was itself a large source of data error. Addressing this error would require the collection of much larger masses of crushed ore to obtain reliably representative samples.

**Distributional Heterogeneity and Increment Collection Points**

Potential sampling errors associated with distributional heterogeneity, collectively described by Gy as Grouping and Segregation Errors (Minnitt 2007; Pitard 2019), are addressed by the collection and combination of a large number of small masses of particles throughout the targeted DU using a systematic-random approach (refer to Appendix D). Each mass is referred to as an “increment.” The final sample prepared is referred to by some researchers as a Multi Increment® sample. (Multi Increment® is a registered trademarked of EnviroStat, Inc.)

Determination of the number of increment collection locations (or times, in the material is moving by on a conveyor belt) necessary to represent a lot of crushed ore is specific to the nature of the ore being tested as well as the nature of the mining operation and ore processing. In the mining industry, careful studies carried out to compare sample data for a lot of ore based on different numbers of increments to the mass of the commodity determined after extraction. If the nature of the ore changes, then fewer or more increments might be required to collect representative samples. This requires constant coordination with workers excavating ore from the mine as well as workers processing and moving ore within the mining operation.

**Controlling Sample Increment Collection Error**

All of the particles in the targeted media must be given an equal opportunity of being selected for inclusion for the sample to be reliably representative. If not, then the sample is said to be “biased” (Pitard 2005, 2009, 2019; Minnitt 2007). Bias can in theory be completely eliminated with proper sampling methods. In practice, some error in sample collection is normally unavoidable.

Methods to reduce bias to a negligible level include ensuring that increments are of equal mass and that the shape of an increment is such that it equally represents the full depth interval of the media. For example, a core-shaped increment extracted from the full thickness of a tablet-shaped DU is unbiased both vertically and laterally, while a wedge-shaped increment wider at the top than the bottom can be biased in both dimensions. The physical extraction of each increment is also important. Tools used to collect increments and prepare samples must be suited to the site-specific conditions.
Unlike Fundamental Error, error associated with the physical collection of a sample can only be quantified by complete extraction of the targeted commodity of interest and comparison of the resulting mass to the mass predicted by the sample data. This requires extensive training and experience on the part of the sample collection team and preliminary collection and testing of samples using different approaches and tools. This is normally carried out on a project-specific basis and the results used to establish a standard testing procedure for subject ore.

Very stringent control of data error is required in the mining industry due to the economic implications of significantly overestimation or underestimation the total mass of a commodity in a volume of crushed ore. A relative standard deviation for replicate samples of <5% is often used as a criterion for acceptance or rejection of a lot of crushed ore sold on the open market. The mass of a sample required to address both Fundamental Error and error associated with the physical collection of the sample in the field can range from hundreds to even thousands of kilograms.

Controlling Laboratory Processing and Testing Error
Extensive processing of the primary sample is normally required to prepare a representative subsample of a mass sufficient to meet test method limitations – typically only a few grams (Pitard 2005, 2009, 2019). This is accomplished by following the similar methods used to collect the sample in the field. Further crushing of the primary sample to reduce the maximum particle size is normally carried out. This allows the collection of a smaller subsample that can be further ground and crushed into a fine powder. In some cases, samples are melted and turned to glass before crushing to further minimize heterogeneity and improve sample data.

Evaluating Data Usability
The overall reliability and usability of the sample data collected for crushed ore is evaluated by reviewing the methods used to collect, process and test the samples and the precision of replicate sample data (refer to Section 8 of the main document). If the samples were not properly collected in the field, then the precision of the replicate sample data is irrelevant.

The precision of the sampling method is evaluated by a comparison of data for replicate samples that are collected, processed and tested in an identical manner from the same lot. If the variability of the replicate data is determined to meet quality control requirements, then the sampling method is approved. If not, then an evaluation of quality control for the analytical method employed and data for concurrent testing of replicate, laboratory subsamples is used to determine if the main source of error is associated with the laboratory or with the collection of samples in the field.

Mining experts determined that the main source of error in data was associated with the physical collection of the sample in the field. This was followed by processing of the sample at the laboratory and collection of a subsample for analysis. Analytical error associated with test of subsamples was determined to be a relatively minor source of error in most cases. If data for laboratory replicate subsamples collected from the same sample were reasonably similar, then error could normally be attributed to the method used to collect the samples in the field. If the laboratory replicate data for individual samples were not in agreement, then the sample processing and subsampling methods were reviewed and adjusted until data variability was reduced to an acceptable level. If unacceptable variability between data for field replicate samples persisted, then the method used to collect samples was reviewed and adjusted. This typically include the need to prepare larger-mass samples from a greater number of increments.

The systematic approach described above for testing of crushed ore dramatically reduced sample data error in the mineral exploration and extraction industry. With only a few modifications, the same
approaches can be used to improve data quality and reliability in the environmental industry.

### D.2. Application to Environmental Sampling

Sample collection methods developed by the minerals industry and summarized in Gy’s Theory of Sampling apply to environmental testing of soil and sediment as well as to other media made up of an essentially infinite number of small particles (AFFCO 2015). Although the project objectives and economic incentives are different, the systematic approach used to reliably estimate the mean concentration of a contaminant in a designated DU area and volume of soil or sediment is essentially identical to the approach used to estimate the mean concentration (grade) of a commodity such as gold in a designated lot of crushed ore (Table E-1).

Table E-1. Comparison of investigation objectives and methods in the mining versus environmental industries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>Mining Industry</th>
<th>Environment Industry</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Investigation Target:</td>
<td>Commodities</td>
<td>Contaminants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Example Media</td>
<td>Crushed Ore</td>
<td>Soil and Sediment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field Characterization</td>
<td>Designation of Lots</td>
<td>Designation of Decision Units (DUs)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Basis | • Economic Viability  
• Optimization of Commodity Extraction | • Risk to Human Health and the Environment  
• Optimization of remedial actions |
| Sample Collection | Multi Increment Samples | Multi Increment Samples |
| 1Typical Sample Mass | 100s to 1,000 kilograms | 1 to 3 kilograms |
| 2Quality Control | • Field Lot Replicates  
• Laboratory Subsample Replicates  
• 1Laboratory Analysis QC | • Field DU Replicates  
• Laboratory Subsample Replicates  
• 1Laboratory Analysis QC |
| 3Required Replicate Data Precision | RSD <1-5% | RSD <35% |

Notes:
1. Minimum 300 grams collected for samples to be tested for VOCs.
2. Includes matrix spikes, replicate analysis of same subsample, etc.
3. Relative Standard Deviation of replicate samples. Higher RSDs might be acceptable for both industries depending on the acceptable margin of error for decision making and hedge or safety factors built into decision criteria.

A higher tolerance for data error is normally acceptable in the environmental industry, where order-of-magnitude or large margins of safety are normally built into screening levels and risk assessments. As discussed in Appendix L, a Relative Standard Deviation of 35% and even higher is normally acceptable for field replicate sample data (15% for laboratory subsample replicate data). This allows for the collection of much smaller samples in the field, typically just 1 to 3 kilograms.

As discussed in Section 3 of the main document, the recommended approach for the risk-based investigation of contaminated soil can be summarized in nine, systematic steps (refer also to noted appendices):
Step 1: Define investigation scope and establish preliminary Conceptual Site Model (Appendix B);

Step 2: Identify potentially hazardous chemicals to be targeted for testing (Appendix B);

Step 3: Determine data information needs in terms of nature of risks associated specific chemicals and/or optimization of anticipated remedial actions (Appendix B);

Step 4: Designate well-thought-out Decision Unit areas and volumes of soil for testing that will provide the data necessary to meet the stated information needs (Appendix C);

Step 5: Specify Decision Statements for each DU that describe the action to be taken upon receipt of sample data (Appendices B and C);

Step 6: Develop and implement the sample collection and analysis plan, including the collection of a Multi Increment Sample from each DU in the field and processing of samples at the laboratory (Appendices D, F, G, H, I, J, K);

Step 7: Assess data quality based on a review of the sample collection and analysis methods implemented and an evaluation of replicate field and laboratory data to test overall sampling method precision (Appendix L); and

Step 8: Determine potential environmental hazards based on data for each DU and the review of overall data quality (Appendix B);

Step 9: Update the Conceptual Site Model and propose additional actions (Appendices B and L).

Development of a similar, nine-step, systematic process for the reliable investigation and characterization of commodity ores only requires modification of the intent of the investigation and according modification of the objectives of the investigation, the basis of DUs and the decisions to be made upon receipt of the sample data.
Appendix E. Use and Misuse of Discrete Samples
Appendix E. Use and Misuse of Discrete Sample Data

E.1. Background and Key Assumptions

A review of the origin of “discrete” or “grab” sampling methods for the investigation of contaminated soil and sediment is provided in Brewer et al. (2017a,b; refer to supplemental information included with paper). A "discrete sample" refers to the collection of a small mass of soil, typically 100 to 200 g, from a single point within an area targeted for investigation. At the laboratory, a random 1 g to 10 g subsample is then collected from the original sample and tested for contaminants of concern. Discrete samples are not routinely processed in a manner than ensures the resulting data are representative of the sample provided as a whole. An attempt might be made to “homogenize” a sample by simple stirring, but this can cause fine and potentially more contaminated particles to settle to the bottom of the container and bias data.

The collection of discrete samples played an important role in site investigation guidance published by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) in the 1980s (USEPA 1985, 1986; Gilbert 1987). The guidance was designed to identify and characterize localized areas or “hot spots” of contaminated soil. This reflects the current concept of “Source Area” DUs discussed in Section 4 of the main document and Appendix C. Individual sample points were to be spaced at a distance less than the width or length of the targeted spill area size of interest.

Environmental experts at the time were most familiar with the collection of discrete/grab samples to test industrial waste. Concentrations of chemicals in industrial waste, especially liquid waste, are normally very consistent as long as the process itself does not change. Under these conditions, a grab sample of limited mass from a random point within a targeted waste stream can be assumed to represent the larger-scale waste stream as a whole reasonably well.

The preparers of USEPA sampling guidance similarly assumed that the concentrations of a chemical in soil contaminated by a release of industrial waste would likewise be relatively uniform (notations added):

“The implicit assumption (in the use of grids of discrete soil samples) that residual contamination is equally likely to be present anywhere within the sampling area is reasonable (USEPA 1985; refer also to USEPA 1986).”

“The (discrete soil sampling) method makes use of prior information to divide the target population into subgroups (i.e., DUs) that are internally homogeneous (Gilbert 1987).”

“Any sample located within the contaminated zone will identify the contamination (USEPA 1987).”

“When there is little distance between points it is expected that there will be little variability between points (USEPA 1989a).”

These assumptions greatly simplified the preparation of guidance for the investigation of contaminated soil, since data for single samples could be used to determine if soil in the immediate area of the sample collection point was contaminated above levels of potential concern. Surprisingly, however, the hypothesized relative uniformity of contaminants within a spill area was never thoroughly tested in the field Brewer et al. (2017b).

The guidance also reflects a mistaken belief that risk-based screening levels for soil that were being developed at the time applied to any testable mass of soil. As discussed in concurrent USEPA guidance,
risk is instead assessed based on the mean concentration of the contaminant for a specified “exposure area” and by default “exposure volume” of soil as a whole, such as a school playground or an area of exposed soil frequently contacted by workers (USEPA 1987, 1988a, 1989a,b,c,d, 1991, 1992, 2014; refer to Section 4 of main document and Appendices B and C). The concentration of the contaminant associated with any given small mass of soil within this area is irrelevant in terms or assessment of risk.

This is true for assessment of both chronic risk, the basis of most screening levels, as well as hypothetical acute risk (refer to Brewer et al. 2017b). Concerns about “dilution” of contaminant concentrations and underestimation of risk based on “composite” sample data and the need to test individual, discrete points were unfounded. Indeed, all concentrations reported by the laboratory represent a “diluted” average of the concentration associated with the collection of individual particles tested. The only question is the designation of a DU of appropriate size to address the nature of the risk question (refer to main guidance and Appendix C).

**E.2. Field Study of Discrete Sample Data Reliability**

A detailed field study of discrete sample variability and reliability was carried out by the State of Hawaii in 2014 and 2015 (HIDOH 2015a,b; Brewer et al. 2017a,b). The research was funded through grants provided by the USEPA.

Three sites ranging in area from 150 m$^2$ to 500 m$^2$ and known to be contaminated were selected for the study. Hundreds of discrete samples were collected and tested from each site. The first site was contaminated by the releases of arsenic-contaminated wastewater. The second site was contaminated by mixing lead-contaminated incinerator ash in soil used as fill material. The third site was contaminated by releases of electrical equipment oil that contained polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). The upper 15 cm of soil was targeted for testing.

Twenty-four grid points were established at each study site. Variability of contaminant concentrations between closely spaced samples, referred to as “inter-sample variability,” was evaluated by independent testing of five samples collected within a one meter-square area at each grid point. Variability of contaminant concentrations within individual samples, referred to as “intra-sample variability”, was evaluated by testing ten separate subsamples of soil, one of the samples collected at each point. The combined variability between co-located samples and within individual samples reflects the total random variability of discrete sample data that might be expected around a single collection point in the field.

The results of the study are summarized in Figure E-1. The study data demonstrated that the concentration of a contaminant reported by a laboratory for a given discrete soil sample is random within a range of possibilities for the individual sampling point. The magnitude of variability depends on both the type and nature of the chemical released. The predicted variability between co-located samples at the arsenic site was comparatively low, with an average two-fold difference between the maximum and minimum concentration of arsenic in samples collected around a single point. Average variability between co-located samples at the lead-contaminated site was predicted to be seven-fold. The predicted variability between co-located samples at the PCB site was the highest, with an average difference of 39-fold and in some cases greater than two orders of magnitude.
Repeat testing of an exposure area can similarly lead to significantly different estimates of the mean concentration of the contaminant and the associated risk based on a single set of discrete samples (Table E-1; see Brewer et al. 2017a). The mean concentration of arsenic and lead calculated based on independent ten-sample sets of discrete data for the arsenic and lead study sites varied by a factor of approximately two. The mean concentration of PCBs varied by over two orders of magnitude. Brewer et al. (2017b) point out that none of the calculated means is reliable, since none of the samples was collected in a manner that ensured representativeness of actual field conditions (refer to Appendix L).

Table E-1. Variability of estimated mean based on repeat testing of ten discrete samples collected from the same area (from Brewer et al. 2017a).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study Site</th>
<th>Range Mean (mg/kg)</th>
<th>Range 95% UCL (mg/kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site A (arsenic)</td>
<td>218 to 395</td>
<td>278 to 535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site B (lead)</td>
<td>170 to 356</td>
<td>215 to 469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site C (PCBs)</td>
<td>5 to 1,025</td>
<td>9.4 to &gt;1,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Random variability of contaminant concentrations between co-located samples and between replicate subsamples collected at the laboratory was well known but not well understood. The random nature of a mean contaminant concentration calculated from a single set of discrete sample data went largely unrecognized, however. This was due to the lack of routine collection of independent replicate sets of discrete samples from a targeted area of concern for comparison. The periodic collection of replicate sample data to test the precision of the overall sampling method is, in contrast, a required aspect of DU-MIS investigation methods (refer to Appendix L).
E.3. Implications of for Reliance on Discrete Sample Data

The results of the Hawaii field study help explain the source of confusion and delays in the completion of environmental projects. The field studies clearly demonstrate that data for a sample collected from a single point are not reliability representative of the surrounding area as a whole. Sample preparation methods at the laboratory are similarly unlikely to capture and represent distributional heterogeneity within the sample itself. As a result, laboratory data are not reliable representative of the sample submitted and the sample submitted is not reliably representative of the area where it was collected. Error in decision making regarding risk or the need for remediation is therefore unknown.

Warnings about the unreliability of discrete sample data are included in numerous USEPA documents and other publications in the 1990s and early 2000s. The USEPA guidance document *Preparation of Soil Sampling Protocols* (USEPA 1992) specifically recommends the use of “sampling units,” now referred to as “Decision Units,” and consideration of Gy’s Theory of Sampling for site characterization:

“Gy’s theory makes use of the concept of sample correctness which is a primary structural property... A sample is correct when all particles in a randomly chosen sampling unit have the same probability of being selected for inclusion in the sample...”

The authors caution reliance on discrete sample data for final decision making (USEPA 1992):

“Grab samples’ or judgmental samples lack the component of correctness; therefore, they are biased. The so-called grab sample is not really a sample but a specimen of the material that might or might not be representative of the sampling unit. Great care must be exercised when interpreting the meaning of these samples.”

E.3.1. Site Characterization Error

Figure E-2 depicts hypothetical isoconcentration patterns that might be generated by a geostatistical mapping program. In this example, the color black is intended to represent areas and volumes of soil that exceed the risk-based screening level for direct exposure. The accuracy of such maps and cross sections is reliant on two critical assumptions regarding the nature of contaminants in the soil: 1) Data for individual points are representative of the immediately surrounding soil and 2) The concentration trend between individual points is linear. Neither of these requirements are have been demonstrated to be reliably true for either contaminated soil or sediment, calling into question the reliability of the maps for assessment of risk or development of remedial actions.

Figure E-2. Hypothetical, isoconcentration map and cross section depicting artificial hot spots and cold spots caused by random, small-scale variability of contaminant concentrations above and below the screening level at the scale of a discrete and laboratory subsample (see Figure E-1).
As demonstrated by Brewer et al. (2017b), testing of a co-located sample from the same location within a depicted “hot” or “cold” spot or even an alternative subsample from the same sample could yield an entirely different concentration and map pattern. The larger-scale pattern associated with Zone A in Figure E-2 is assumed to be somewhat reliable but includes artificial cold spots due to discrete sample data points that fell below the target screening level. Zone B is characterized by artificial, isolated and random hot spots centered on discrete sample points that by random chance fell above the screening level rather than more accurately depicting the entire zone as contaminated. Zone C is again characterized by a small number of false, isolated hot spots.

Removal of any of the false hot spots in Zones B and C would be unlikely to cause the mean contaminant concentration for each area to be significantly reduced. Failure to remove the false cold spots in Zone A could result in a significantly higher post-remediation mean contaminant concentration for that area that otherwise predicted by the discrete sample data.

While large-scale patterns generated by a mapping program based on large clusters of points can be reasonably accurate, such maps can present a very false sense of small-scale data resolution and contaminant concentration predictability within the mapped area. This can lead to significant errors in the assessment of risk and the development of remedial action plans.

The potential for such errors was pointed out in multiple, early USEPA guidance documents but largely ignored or misunderstood (see Brewer et al. 2017b). As discussed in Appendix D, Multi Increment sampling methods, which form the basis of this guidance document, were specifically developed to overcome these inherent shortcomings of discrete sampling methods and provide more reliable and defensible data for environmental investigations.

**E.3.2. Risk Assessment Error**

Risk is assessed based on the mean or “true” concentration of the contaminant for the targeted DU area and volume of soil or other particulate matter as a whole (USEPA 1987, 1988a, 1989a,b,c,d, 1991, 1992, 2014; refer to Section 4 of main document and Appendices B and C). Reliance on a single set of discrete sample data to estimate a mean and assess risk is hampered by multiple limitations (Brewer et al. 2017b): 1) Error in assessment of the lateral and vertical extent of contamination (see Section E.3.1); 2) Inadequate number of points represented to reliably capture distributional heterogeneity; 3) Inadequate mass of soil collected in field; 4) Inadequate processing of samples in laboratory; and 5) Lack of replicate sets of discrete sample data to assess precision of calculated mean and the overall sampling method.

A 95% UCL of the mean is often used by risk assessors to compensate for the oftentimes highly variable discrete sample data provided to them. As discussed in Appendix D, decades of experience in the mining industry and detailed field studies have clearly demonstrated this approach to be unreliable. This is because the 95% UCL only addresses potential error in the statistical test employed to estimate a mean for the data set provided. Error in the data set itself due to poor sample collection methods in the field can only be evaluated through the collection of replicate sets of discrete sample data for comparison.

This is not traditionally done for discrete samples due to the cost involved and erroneous assumptions regarding the application of classical statistical methods to particulate matter. Error in assessment of risk based on reliance on a single set of discrete sample data is therefore unknown. Comparison of 95% UCLs calculated for replicate sets of discrete sample data collected from the same DU had demonstrated that this error can indeed be very high (see Brewer et al. 2017a,b).

Collection of a single, MI sample Multi Increment sample in accordance with Gy’s Theory of Sampling to
address compositional and distributional heterogeneity replaces and significantly improves on the use of a 95% UCL calculated for a single set of discrete sample data. Testing of field sampling error through the collection of replicate samples is, in contrast to discrete sampling methods, an integral part of MI sampling methods. While possible, calculation and use of a 95% UCL for replicate MI sample data is discouraged except under limited circumstances and by risk assessors trained with training in Gy’s Theory of Sampling (refer to Appendix L).

E.4. Contamination Zones

The three distinct zones of contamination depicted in Figure E-2 are characteristic of many contaminated sites. Large-scale contaminant concentrations patterns generated by computer mapping programs between contaminant zones can be real. Small-scale patterns within individual zones are often artificial and not representative of actual conditions in the field. Recognizing these zones at sites where discrete sample data are available and understanding the limitations of the data can aid in the design of a more detailed DU-MIS investigation as well as assist in initial remediation actions.

Figure E-3 depicts the random, small-scale variability at the scale of a discrete sample within each of the three zones of heterogeneity common to most contaminated sites. Zone A represents the source area, where the main mass of contamination was released or buried. The mean concentration of the contaminant within this zone as a whole is well above the target screening level, indicating that remediation is required. The concentration of the contaminant at the majority of potential discrete sample points within this zone also exceeds the target screening level (black squares in Figure E-3). It is possible, however, that the concentration at some discrete points within the mass of soil will be below the screening level (white squares in Figure E-3). These points represent false or artificial “cold spots.” The volume of such spots is greatly exaggerated by isoconcentration mapping contours (see Figure E-2; Brewer et al. 2017a,b).

Zone C represents the clean periphery area, where the mean concentration of the contaminant is below the target screening level. Within this zone, the concentration of the contaminant in soil at majority of discrete points will be well below the target screening level. It is possible, however that the concentration of the contaminant at some discrete points will be above the screening level (black spots...
in figure). Such “hot spots” are again artificial and reflect the heterogeneous nature of contaminant distribution within this area. The volume of such spots is similarly exaggerated by isoconcentration mapping contours and can lead to erroneous decisions for surgical removal of hot spots, even though no remedial action is required for this area (see Figure E-2).

The mean concentration of the contaminant within Zone B of Figure E-3 is higher than Zone C but lower than in Zone A and might or might not exceed the target screening level. This zone is characterized by a mix of discrete sample data both above and below the target screening level. Data for co-located samples collected around individual points can fall both below and above the target screening levels. Isoconcentration mapping programs are unable to account for this small-scale, random variability. As a result, the programs again generate a false pattern of large, seemingly isolated “hot spots” and “cold spots” with the area (see Figure E-2). If an independent set of co-located, discrete samples was collected from the same area then a similar pattern of isolated “hot spots” and “cold spots” would appear, but they would be in different places.

This characteristic makes Zone B-type contamination especially difficult to characterize using discrete sample data. A failure to recognize false “hot spots” on maps of discrete sample data can lead to erroneous attempts surgically remove small areas of presumed contaminated soil to reduce the overall mean concentration of the contaminant for the targeted area. Confirmation samples collected around such excavations often surprisingly exceed the screening level, resulting in decisions to continue excavation with no clear end point in site. Even after removal of all apparent hot spots, retesting of the area using more reliable and risk-based DU-MIS sampling methods will often indicate that removal of the soil did not result in a substantial reduction in the mean contaminant concentration or in the associated risk (refer to Brewer et al. 2017b).

### E.5. Use of Discrete Sample Data for Preliminary Screening

Although discrete sample data are not reliable for final decision, existing sample data can sometimes be useful for preliminary identification of large areas of contamination and designation of DUs for the collection of more reliable DU-MIS data. This can aid in initial removal of heavy contamination or in the designation of DUs to help isolate areas of heavy contamination for optimization of remediation. The boundaries depicted between areas of heavy, moderate and low-level contamination should be considered preliminary, however, and verified with more reliable DU-MIS confirmation data. As discussed in Appendix E, seemingly isolated “hot spots” and “cold spots” based on a single or otherwise small subset of discrete sample data are likely to be false artifacts of the mapping programs inability to consider random, small-scale heterogeneity and should generally be ignored.

Note that this is true for any type of isoconcentration map based on discrete, environmental sample data, including maps for subsurface soil vapor and groundwater data. Specific errors often encountered in unadjusted, isocontour maps include:

- Artificial "hot spots" and "cold spots" caused by random, small-scale variability of contaminant concentrations at the scale of a discrete sample;
- Erroneous "zero" isocontours around the perimeter of contaminated areas due a lack of outward data points;
- Inherent lack of precision of isocontour placement;
- False conclusions regarding risk; and
- False conclusions regarding the need for or adequate completion of remediation.

Unrecognized, these errors can lead to a false sense of precision in computer-generated isocontour
maps and lead to erroneous decisions regarding the need to continue or halt site investigations or remedial actions. This includes calls for remediation of isolated "hot spots" based on single or small numbers of discrete samples and premature termination of site investigations or remedial actions due to false "cold spots" in the discrete sample data.

Isocontour maps should be adjusted to reflect site knowledge and professional judgment not reflected in computer-generated maps. Such adjustments are not possible in existing computer programs and must be done by hand. Boundaries between apparent large-scale patterns should necessarily be dashed. Small-scale heterogeneity within larger-scale patterns generated by small numbers of discrete sample points should not be presented on final maps included in the report.

For example, Figure E-4 depicts a four-hectare site formerly used for storing and mixing pesticides. The northern area of the site was known to be heavily contaminated with arsenic based on previous collection of both discrete and MI samples. The exact area of elevated arsenic was uncertain based on previous testing although the area of the former mixing shed was most suspect. No obvious signs of contamination were recognizable in the field.

Approximately 90, large-mass, discrete surface soil samples (0 to 15 cm) were collected from a 15 m grid across the site. Each discrete sample was collected from multiple points around each grid point in order to help address random, small-scale heterogeneity and increase data representativeness. Samples were analyzed using a portable XRF. A subset of samples was analyzed in a laboratory for comparison.

As can be seen in the figure, the XRF helped identify at least one large spill area of arsenic-contaminated soil in the northern part of the site. Smaller clusters of discrete samples with higher reported levels of arsenic might or might not be reflective of actual conditions in the field. False patterns of higher and lower levels of contamination can be produced by samples that are too small to capture and smooth out random heterogeneity of contaminant distribution in soil (refer to Appendix E).
Three distinct areas of arsenic contamination are apparent (Figure E-5):

A) Concentration of arsenic in the majority of discrete samples below screening level 20 mg/kg, with occasional "outliers" that exceed this value;
B) Concentration of arsenic randomly above and below 20 mg/kg; and
C) Concentration of arsenic above 20 mg/kg in the majority of discrete samples with random "outliers" below this value.

The most heavily contaminated soil in Area C corresponds to former pesticide mixing area denoted by red circle on the inserted 1979 aerial photo. Smaller-scale patterns of apparent hot spots within Area B are interpreted to be artifacts of random, small-scale heterogeneity and might or might not be reproducible.

These types of discrete sample data maps can be used to help designate DUs and carry out a more reliable and higher resolution characterization of the site. Figure E-6 depicts Exposure Area DUs designated in Zone C of the site based on the maximum-allowed exposure area agreed to by the risk assessor (e.g., 0.5 hectares). Smaller DUs are designated in the heavily contaminated Zone A area. A mix of DU sizes are placed in the Zone B area, based on the judgement of the field team. As an alternative, removal of the soil in the Zone A can occur prior to additional sample collection and larger exposure area-size DUs designated in the area for confirmation of cleanup.
Preliminary maps could also be used to carry out initial remediation actions, for example removal of soil from the heavily contaminated area, followed up with a DU-MIS investigation to confirm removal and assess the need for additional actions. The cost-benefit of basing initial remedial actions on discrete sample data requires significant experience and coordination between both the risk assessor and the remediation specialist.
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F.1. Locating DU Increment Collection Points

Use a Global Positioning System (GPS) devise to record the corners of the Decision Units (DUs) or, if irregular, enough points to delineate the DU shape. Use the GPS data and field measurements to prepare a to-scale map of all DU shapes and locations. Include a bar scale and compass point. Note that GPS location information can be several meters off. Use of tape measures or equivalent approaches in the field is recommended to document the exact dimensions of a DU. If there are buildings or other fixed structures on the site near the DUs, use physical measurements from the structures to assist in documenting the location of the DUs in the field. Satellite or aerial images that depict the DUs are also very useful and should be included if easily available.

Increment collection points are determined by hypothetically dividing the DU in small, square cells equal in number to the target number of increments (Figure F-1). A single increment is collected from the center point of each cell.

The dimensions of each increment collection cell are calculated using the following equation (see Section 5.2.4 of the main document):

\[
\text{Increment Spacing} = \sqrt{\frac{\text{DU Area}}{\# \text{ of Increment Points}}} \quad \text{Eq 1)}
\]

This simulates division of the DU into individual increment collection cells, with a single increment collected from the center of each cell. After calculating the square root of this area, the length of each side of the cell is obtained (assuming square cells). Individual increment collection points are spaced at a distance equal to the side of each collection cell. The same spacing applies to subsurface increments if the thickness of the DU exceeds this value.

Documenting or flagging the location of every individual increments collected within a DU is not necessary, although spacing and number of increments collected per DU should be stated in the site investigation report. Flagging the locations of increment rows along two parallel sides of a DU and progressively moving a tape measure marked with increment collection locations (or careful pacing)
between opposing flags across the DU as increments are collected can significantly expedite field work. A few rows of flags can also be placed within large or long DUs as needed to help guide sample collection.

Use of a GPS in the absence of flags can expedite the location and collection of increments for very large DUs (e.g., tens or hundreds of hectares), where error in increment location within a few meters is acceptable and where pacing might not be accurate or practical due to vegetation, topography, or other access issue.

Increments should be collected in an evenly spaced zig-zag pattern in long narrow DUs, as depicted in Figure F-2. A tape measure or rope with flags tied at the appropriate spacing can be placed in the DU to assist in increment collection, without the need to flag individual points. Ensure equal increment spacing in all directions.

**F.2. Increment and Bulk Sample Collection**

Collect a single increment from a randomly point within the first cell, for example the center. Collect a single increment from the same point in the remaining cells. (Figure F-3). Combine all increments into a single sample and place in an appropriate sample container. Alternative methods for the collection of independent, replicate samples from the same DU are discussed in Appendix L.
Collect core-shaped increments to ensure unbiased, equal representation of the entire thickness of the subject DU. (Figure F-4). Core-shaped increments can be collected using a soil coring sampler, soil sampling tubes (both preferred), or drills with specialized bits. This ensures equal coverage at all depths of the targeted DU layer. Hand trowels tend to produce wedge-shaped increments, with a bias towards the upper section of the targeted soil and are generally not recommended. If used, an effort should be made to extract core-shaped increments. Using the wrong tools or collecting a sample that contains more soil particles from the top of the targeted DU than the bottom will lead to biased sample results and potentially non-representative data, due to a heterogeneous vertical distribution of contaminants in the soil.

Determine the appropriate increment mass by dividing the target, bulk sample mass by the number of increments to be included in the sample. For example, fifty, 40-gram increments will produce a bulk soil sample with a mass of 2 kg, within the default target mass range of 1 to 3 kg (Figure F-5). Avoid the need to collect a smaller subsample from an excessively large primary sample in the field beyond removal of sticks and large rocks, as this will introduce additional and unknowable error to the resulting laboratory data. Increments for samples to be tested for VOCs should be placed in methanol or another preservation method employed. Refer to Appendix I for additional details.
Do not attempt to collect co-located increments or "splits" of initially collected increments for later, individual testing. The random, small-scale variability of contaminant concentrations within small masses of soil negates the reliability of any given increment to be representative of the immediately surrounding soil (refer to Appendix D). Testing of smaller groupings of increments collected within a single DU (e.g., four groupings of ten increments each) is likewise invalid, since the resulting data cannot be assumed to be representative of the area from which the increments were collected (i.e., number of increments and bulk sample mass too small). Doing so is wasteful of both field time and analytical budgets.

If a greater resolution of contaminant distribution might be required for a targeted area then the initial designated DU should be subdivided into smaller DUs from the start, with a Multi Increment (MI) sample collected from each area (see Appendix C; refer also to Section 5 of the main document). This will avoid delays and mistakes over data interpretation in the future should not add significantly to the time required to collect samples or the overall cost of the project.

The same holds true in cases where significant contamination is identified in a large DU where contamination was not initially anticipated. If a greater resolution is subsequently desired to optimize remedial actions, then the DU should be subdivided accordingly and a proper MI sample collected from each new DU.

**F.3. Sample Collection Tools and Field Methods**

The collection of samples reflects the culmination of significant research and planning prior to initial field activities. It is important that the samples be as technically defensible and representative of site conditions as possible. The tool(s) selected for sample collection must ensure that soil increments are core-shaped or otherwise not biased with respect to depth and of relatively equal mass, and that mass of individual increments be adequate to collectively meet the target bulk mass for the resulting samples.

The collection of samples from exposed surface soil should be relatively straightforward with proper planning and tools. The top 10 to 15 cm of soil is typically designated as a DU for sample collection and characterization of surface spills as well as assessment of direct exposure risk (USEPA, 2011; CAEPa, 2013). The same tool used for surface soils can often be used to collect deeper, near-surface soil samples (e.g., 15 to 25 cm) if included in the site investigation objectives or necessary for vertical delineation of contamination. The collection of samples from DUs layers greater than one meter below the ground surface typically requires the use of drills or other equipment (see Appendix G). Although not typically carried out for surface soils, the field use of methanol or alternative approaches for the

---

Figure F-5. Increments combined to prepare a 1 to 3 kg Multi Increment sample.
collection of MI sample to be tested for VOCs are described in Appendix I.

Soil type, compaction, abundance of rocks, and increment depth typically drive selection of the most appropriate tool for a given site. A simple sampling tube is generally most appropriate for relatively non-compacted, fine-grained soils. Sampling tubes with core catchers or using a trowel might be most appropriate for very loose, sandy soil, although care must be taken with the latter to collect increments that are not biased with depth. An electric drill with a bit specially designed to remove cuttings can allow the rapid collection of increments and samples in fine-grained, semi-compact soils. A sample tube with a slide hammer, a mattock, electric hammer, or in some cases even a backhoe might be required to collect samples in very compact or very gravelly soil.

The following, more detailed discussion of sampling collection methods is presented in terms of tool options for various soil types and field conditions. The examples provided are based in part on the field experience of the authors of this guidance. An inspection of the site prior to sample collection to assess soil conditions is imperative. Multiple types of tools should be taken when actual field work commences to address unanticipated field conditions and avoid delays, as well as ensure that representative samples can be collected.

Wire flags, marked tape measures or rope and rolling measures can be used to mark individual increment collection locations and expedite sample collection. Ensure that all sampling devices are of sufficient quality to avoid contamination of the samples being collected with paint, chrome plating, grease or other material. Sampling equipment should be either easy to decontaminate or cost-effective enough to be disposable.

F.3.1. Soft, Fine- to Coarse-Grained Soils

Manual sampling tubes that extract core-shaped increments are preferred for the collection of surface samples ("C" and "E" in Figure F-6) and screw-type drills ("A" in Figure F-6). Stainless steel soil coring devices rather than augers are recommended for the collection of MI samples. Screw-type drills ("A" in Figure F-6) and augers tools ("B" and "D" in Figure F-6) are less reliable for removal of core-shaped increments of consistent mass and should be avoided when possible.

![Figure F-6. Collection of increments with a sampling tube.](image)

Upper Left Photo: Use of an open-sided sampling tube to collect surface increments in soft soils.

Upper Right Photo: Use a flat-headed screwdriver to remove soil increment from tube.

Bottom Photo: Final sample prepared by combined increments.

Small-diameter (e.g., 2 cm) sampling tubes are generally preferable in soft or loose, clayey to sandy soils that are not rocky. The tubes are light weight, durable, simple to use and wash and minimize visual disturbance of a site after samples are collected. The tools are also very useful for the collection of
samples from very large DUs, where considerable walking is required, and for cases when only one person is collecting samples. They also serve as a useful backup or alternative to a drill (see below) should battery, fuel or other equipment problems arise in the field. Importantly, 2-cm diameter tubes also allow for the collection of 50- to 75-gram increments from the upper 10 to 15 cm of soil, ideal for the collection of a 50-increment, 1 to 3 kg sample.

Larger diameter tools (e.g., 5 cm and larger) collect a proportionately larger amount of soil from a single location, resulting in a sample that could exceed the 3 kg recommended limit. Check with the laboratory to know the maximum total mass of bulk sample they are willing to accept and process using their standard MI sample processing protocols. Higher processing fees might be assessed for overly large samples. Select a core diameter that, in conjunction with the targeted DU depth/thickness, will result in a bulk sample mass above the recommended 1 kg minimum and below the laboratory manageable maximum. Note that larger mass bulk samples are generally more representative, so the choice of the sample core diameter is a balance between what is effective to utilize in the field, the amount of contaminant heterogeneity expected and cost for the laboratory processing.

Sampling tubes are utilized with extension rods and T-handle attachments (Figure F-7). The tube is twisted into the ground to the desired depth, cutting into and retaining the soil in the hollow, open-face core barrel. The tube is then withdrawn to extract the increment from the ground. The increment is then removed and placed into a collection bucket for the DU sample. A flat-edged screwdriver or similar tool is useful for removing an increment of clayey or hard-packed soil.

![Figure F-7. Various manual soil coring sampling tools. Stainless steel sampling tubes (C & E) are preferred to control increment shape, mass and representativeness.](image-url)
A foot-assisted coring tool can also be useful for the collection of increments in soft but cohesive fine-grained soils (Figure F-8). The core barrel is pushed into the soil and retracted. The increment is extruded into the container with a spring-operated plunger. These tools can allow the very rapid collection of MI samples in uncompacted soils without gravel.

![Figure F-8. Foot-operated core sampling device developed by the US Army Corps of Engineers (USACE 2007).](image)

Sampling tubes and core barrels such as those shown above do not work well in dry, loose soils that lack sufficient cohesion and will not allow particles to be retained or removed by the tool. Use of core catchers, if available for the coring device in use, might be an effective alternative. Alternatively, scoops with flat bottoms or similar hand tools are generally utilized in these conditions (Figure F-9). If scoops or trowels are utilized, it is important to remember that the goal is to remove similar-sized core-shaped increments in the DU (increments of uniform diameter through the vertical depth targeted), as well as limit increment mass to that needed to prepare a bulk 1 to 3 kg MI sample. The flat lip of the scoops shown in the Figure F-9 can help ensure that wedge-shaped increments are not collected (see Figure F-5).

![Figure F-9. Flat bottom scoops to collect soil increments from very loose soil.](image)

**F.3.2. Moderately Compact, Fine- to Coarse-Grained Soils**

A cordless drill used in conjunction with a paper plate can be time and cost-effective for semi-compact to hard-packed soils without significant gravel, but can require two people unless a specially designed foot plate is used. Collection of a 50-increment sample can take as little as 10 to 15 minutes in open areas.
Figure F-10 depicts the use of a heavy-duty, battery-powered drill (e.g., Milwaukee or Grainger models) with a 28 volt battery and a 2.5 cm drill bit to collect sample increments. Cheaper and less durable drills intended for home use are prone to overheat or quickly drain batteries, especially in clayey or hard-packed soils. Commercial-grade drills can generally be used for up to 100 increments per battery charge. Field chargers are available for vehicles.

To collect an increment, place a paper plate with a pre-cut 2.5 cm hole on top of the target point. The center of the plate must be held down to keep soil from piling up under the plate. Keep any tears in the paper around the hole pressed together to minimize soil loss. The use of pre-drilled, metallic or plastic plates is also possible provided that the plates do not contain contaminants of potential concern for the targeted DU. Soil sampling buckets that include a hole drilled in the base are also available from some vendors.

Keep the drill vertical and advance the bit to the target depth (e.g., marked with tape on bit) as soil piles up on the plate. Hold the drill firmly so that the drill doesn’t lurch and strike the second person if gravel or hard-packed soil is encountered. Wear nitrile or latex gloves and change gloves between DUs (not shown in demonstration photos). Progress the drill to the targeted depth. Empty the soil into a sample container dedicated to the DU sample being collected (e.g., decontaminated plastic bucket) and move to the next increment collection point. The drill bit does not need to be decontaminated between increments to be combined into a single sample but must be decontaminated between replicate samples and between DUs.

Use a hollow auger bit (e.g., Speedbore bit) to improve soil removal from the ground and control the collected soil mass (see Figure F-11). These bits generally produce 30 to 50 grams of soil per 15 cm depth. Hollow center auger bits typically work better in the field than wide-flight bits (Figure F-11). Hollow auger bits are designed to more efficiently remove cuttings from a boring without bringing up excess soil. The area where soil is removed from a boring is less easy to control with a wide-flight bit, and the bits can either bring up too much or too little soil with respect to the target increment mass.
Heavy-duty paper plates work well in the field under dry conditions (see Figure F-10). Pre-cut holes save field time; several plates might be required per DU if the plate tears excessively during increment collection. Wooden or metal plates might also be useful. Care should be taken not to get fragments of the plate into the sample due to potential interference in laboratory analysis from glue, plastic or metal. Sampling kits for drills are also available from soil testing supply stores. The kits include a metal foot plate with a drill guide that attaches to the base of a sampling bucket, with increments directly deposited into the bucket (e.g., AMS Compacted Soil Sampler).

Heavier duty drills with portable generators are also an option (Figure F-12). This setup avoids the need for recharging batteries and can drill through more compact soils. These drills should only be used by an experienced person. The sudden torque of the drill if a rock or compact object is encountered can cause severe injury to the wrists. The use of an electric hammer drill with a spade bit is instead recommended (refer to Section F.3.3). Caution should also be taken to avoid bit sizes and designs that result in the collection of excessively large increments and bulk samples.
A manual, hydraulic, or electric slide hammer can also be used to advance the coring device into shallow soil (Figure F-13). Slide hammers are effective for collecting harder packed soils but require considerable effort and energy to use in the field. A weighted slide hammer is physically lifted and lowered along a guide rod to drive the attached tool string into the ground to collect shallow soil samples.

![Figure F-13. Use of a Slide Hammer to Collect Soil Increments](image)

**Top Photo:** A slide hammer assembly with rod and split spoon coring tool  
**Lower Photos:** Core barrel hammered into soil; removed core placed in increment collection bucket

### F.3.3. Very Compact or Gravelly Soil

A hammer-action electric drill with a spade bit is recommended for the collection of samples from very hard or gravelly soils (Figure F-14). Generators, drills and bits are usually available for rent from a local hardware store. Activate the drill and use the hammer action to insert the spade in the ground and to push the soil to one side as the bit moves toward the targeted depth, opening up a small gap in the ground (Figure F-15). Use a trowel to remove a core- or slab-shaped increment from the side of the opening, being careful to collect an equal amount of soil from all depths. Remove large rocks from the bulk MI sample as it is being collected. Ensure that an adequate amount of the target soil particle size (e.g., <2 mm) is collected per increment to prepare a bulk sample. Collect a similar mass of soil at each increment collection point adequate to prepare a 1 to 3 kg bulk sample.
Other options include the use of a mattock or heavy-duty rock hammer to loosen a core-shaped volume of soil from the hard-packed ground (Figure F-16). A trowel is then used to collect the increment. This avoids the need to carry and rely on an electric drill and generator but adds significantly to the time and effort required to collect samples.
Heavier duty hand tools can also be useful to break through hard surfaces or cut through concrete or asphalt to access underlying soil. This can be very labor intensive and can significantly slow down sample collection activities. Chisel or spade bits used with an electric hammer (Figure F-14) or a tunnel bit used with an electric drill (Figure F-17) can be used to remove plugs of asphalt or concrete more rapidly. Ideally, this should be done ahead of time to expedite actual sample collection.

Tunnel bits are not recommended for the collection of increments from hard-packed or gravelly soil, despite the ability to extract a core-shaped plug of material. The mass of material collected inside a standard 7 cm bit exceeds that needed for the collection of a 1 to 3 kg sample, requiring subsampling of the bulk sample in the field or laboratory to reduce mass for additional processing. Removing soil and large gravel from the bit can also be tedious and time consuming.
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Designation of Decision Units (DUs) for the collection of subsurface Multi Increment (MI) samples is discussed in Section C-7 of Appendix C. "Subsurface" soil is generally considered to be soil that is below 25 to 100 cm depth or soil that is otherwise difficult to access with standard tools used for the collection of surface samples. A subsurface DU can be thought of as a surface DU that is covered with an additional layer of soil. The fact that the targeted DU soil layer is covered by additional soil does not negate the need to collect a high-quality sample. The same applies to characterization of sediment that is covered by a layer of water.

Shallow subsurface soil (e.g., <25-50 cm) might be accessible using a sampling tube, slide hammer, or electric drills as described in Appendix F for surface soils. Hand tools such as shovels could also be used to access deeper soil. The collection of increments and samples below this depth or from hard-packed soils will generally require the use of a push rig able to collect continuous cores. A backhoe or similar equipment can also be used for trenching or pot holing to gain access to deeper soil.

Overviews of push rigs and other drilling equipment are provided in ASTM Standard D 6169 (ASTM, 2005) and ASTM Standard D 6286 (ASTM, 2006a,b,c). Direct push technologies can be used to collect samples to depths of up to 10 m below ground surface or more, depending on the compaction of the soil and the presence of rocks. Auger drilling can reach depths of 30 m or more. Rotary drilling can reach depths of 300 m or more.

Each of these technologies is discussed in more detail below. Direct-push methods are generally necessary for the collection of subsurface MI samples. Although included in the discussions below, auger and rotary drilling is more amenable to geotechnical investigations or the installation of monitoring wells. This is due to the difficulty in collecting continuous cores of a manageable size, as well as the expense, effort, and space required to operate the equipment. Drill cuttings and cores from such equipment might, however, be useful for initial screening of subsurface conditions and the need for a more intensive investigation (e.g., presence of absence of staining, approximate boundaries between contaminated fill and native soil, identification of contaminants of potential concern, etc.).

G.1. Exploratory Pits, Trenches and Borings

Exploratory pits, trenches and borings can be very use for initial investigation of subsurface contamination (Figure G-1). Look for changes in soil type, the presence of debris, staining, odors and other indications of possible contamination. Collect samples from suspect layers to identify contaminants of potential concern and identify potential clean boundaries. Consider use of a portable XRF, Photo Ionization Detector, immunoassay kits and other field screening tools to assist in the initial delineation of contaminated areas. While not normally reliable to complete a full risk-based investigation of site conditions, the observations made and data collected can be used to approximate the lateral and vertical extent of heavy contamination and designated DUs for a more thorough investigation.
Continuous cores should be collected from boreholes using a direct-push rig whenever possible. Divide the core into targeted DU layers for testing. Submit the entire section of the core for a DU layer to the laboratory for processing and tested as a single sample if possible. “Discrete” samples from single points within the core should not be collected due to the unreliability of the resulting data to represent the targeted DU layer (see Appendix E).

The collection of a representative subsample from a core might be required if the total mass of the core interval exceeds the recommended 1 to 3 kg bulk sample mass. Methods for collecting representative subsamples from cores are discussed in Section G-3. Samples to be tested for VOCs should be placed in methanol in the field or otherwise preserved for extraction and testing at the laboratory (refer to Appendix I).

Be aware of the possibility for initial random pits, trenches or borings to miss widespread but discontinuous subsurface contamination. Document the limitations on data reliability for recommendations of additional action. Testing of subsurface soil can also be carried out following excavation by temporarily storing the soil in stockpiles (see Appendix H).

**G.2. Direct-Push Technologies**

Direct push technologies are a category of equipment that push or drive small-diameter hollow steel rods into the subsurface without rotating the drill rods (Figure G-2 and Figure G-3). Direct push drilling can yield high-quality continuous cores of soil from targeted depth intervals quickly and cost effectively in the right type of soil conditions and is ideal for MI sampling strategies. Push rigs can also be used to collect soil gas or groundwater samples. Smaller track-mounted rigs can be used for sampling areas with limited access. These rigs are also normally remote controlled and can be programmed to collect increments from a pre-established grid.
A hydraulic hammer is used to progressively drive the steel rods into the soil, with the weight of the drill rig used to provide a constant force on the drill string (Figure G-3). Casing is advanced with a solid point held in place by an internal rod. A 4 cm- to 6 cm-diameter inner rod and core barrel is typically combined with an 8 cm- to 10 cm-diameter outer casing. As each section of the rod is advanced into the subsurface, another section of casing and rod can be attached to achieve greater depths. One- to two-meter drive rods and samplers are typically used, depending on the depth and thickness of the targeted DU layers. Multiple drives might be required to extract the full length of core needed.
The steel rods and driving tip are pulled from the subsurface when the top of the desired soil interval (i.e., top of DU layer) is reached, with the outer casing left in place. The solid point is removed from the end of the inner rod and a split-spoon or open-barrel sampler is attached.

A split-spoon sampler is a stainless steel, machined, hollow cylinder that can be opened lengthwise into two halves (Figure G-4). Split spoons can be used with hand-operated slide hammers, push rigs or larger drilling rigs. The cylinder is fitted with threaded ends. A cutting shoe is connected to the downhole end and a driving cap is connected to the uphole end. Split-spoon samplers can be lined with a clear Teflon or polyethylene lining to help keep cores intact after the sampler is opened. Stainless steel or brass tubes are also sometimes used, although they are less amenable for the collection of MI samples.

After the coring device is attached, the drill string is placed back into the casing and driven to the desired depth. A hydraulic hammer can be used in conjunction with the push rig for compact soils. The drive rod can be marked to help monitor depth. A drop hammer can be used to measure blow counts as part of a Standard Penetration Test if required as part of the investigation (ASTM, 2011). For example, a 65 kg hammer is dropped 75 cm and blows counted to advance each of three consecutive, 15 cm increments for a total of 45 cm. The resulting data are used to help evaluate structural properties of the
soil, including consistency, *in-situ* strength, and susceptibility to liquefaction.

The drill string is retracted and brought back the surface after the base of the targeted interval has been reached under ideal circumstances. A continuous and relatively undisturbed core is ideally collected within the device. The sample barrel is opened and the core exposed (Figure G-5). The top of the plastic liner, if used, is cut away to allow access to the soil. Estimation of the boundaries between targeted DU layers might be required in cases where a complete core is not extracted, or where compaction during collection distorts the original thickness of the layers.

![Figure G-5. Continuous Cores Collected using a Push Rig](image)

Left Photo: Push rig cores with top of acetate liner removed to access soil

Right Photo: Oil-stained interval in left core targeted for screening and testing. Entire section submitted to laboratory for processing and subsampling as a single sample.

### G.3. Borehole Core Increment Subsamples

Each core section represents a single increment for a targeted DU layer in the same manner that a smaller core of soil collected from a shallow surface DU represents a single increment for that DU. Preliminary extraction and testing of cores from single, “exploratory” borings can carried out to help designate subsurface DU layers for more detailed testing and identify contaminants of potential concern (refer to Section G-1 and Figure G-1). If done, the entire section of core for a targeted interval should be submitted to the laboratory for processing as a single sample or a representative subsample collected along the entire length of the core section. The collection and individual testing of single, “discrete” subsamples from specific points within a core will not provide reliably representative data and should be avoided (refer to Appendix E).

Targeted DU layers are identified and marked in the core (Figure G-6). The mass of an individual core increment collected with a push rig is typically too large for use in preparation of a bulk MI sample and field subsampling of the core increments is required. Each increment for an individual DU layer is subsampled, with the extracted soil placed in a container specific to that layer. The subsample should be collected in a manner that ensures it is representative of the entire, targeted DU layer. This can be accomplished by cutting a narrow wedge of soil from the entire length of the increment interval or by removing regularly spaced plugs of consistent mass from the increment (e.g., 5 to 10 grams; Figure G-7).
The MI sample should be collected in a manner such that a proportionally greater subsample mass of soil is collected from cores where the DU layer is thicker in comparison to cores where it is thinner. This will allow the final sample to be representative of the DU layer within the targeted area as a whole. Preparation of a representative sample is accomplished by collecting subsamples in a consistent manner from all cores. For example, the collection of a 5g subsample every 5 cm in all cores will result in a final sample mass representative of the total length of the DU layer in the cores as a whole.

Under ideal circumstances the wedge method is preferred since the resulting subsample provides 100% vertical coverage of the core increment. Removal of a continuous wedge from a core might not be possible if rocks are present or loss of volatiles might be an issue, however, and subsampling of core increments using the plug approach is most common.

Increment subsamples are combined in the field to prepare a single sample for the DU layer in the same manner as carried out for surface soil sample. Note that the individual soil plugs are subsamples of a single core increment and do not represent individual increments themselves. Individual subsample plugs cannot be counted towards the total number of increments collected from a subsurface DU layer since they were not collected from independent, random locations. The minimum recommended...
number of increments for testing of a DU (e.g., 30 to 75; see Section 5.3.1 of main document) does not apply to subsampling of core increments using subsample plugs. The precision of the subsampling method is instead tested by the collection of replicate (triplicate) sets of subsamples from the same core in 10% of the DUs, as described below.

The mass of soil included in a single core wedge or as the sum of plugs removed from a single core increment is dependent on target sample mass for final DU layer in the same manner as done for a surface sample. For example, if a 1.5 kg bulk sample is desired and 30 core increments are to be collected to represent a DU layer, then the subsample mass for each core increment should total approximately 50 grams. Careful consideration of the soil subsample mass collected from each core increment prior to subsampling is critical to ensure that mass of the resulting bulk sample will be adequate to meet target requirements (e.g., 1 to 3 kg) but not so large that additional subsampling in the field or laboratory will be required.

If a core wedge cannot be collected, then the target subsample mass should be collected from what is anticipated to be a representative number of points within the core increment layer. For example, if the collection of an approximately 1 kg bulk MI sample from a 25 cm thick DU layer is targeted, and thirty increment cores are to be collected in the DU, then six, 5-gram plugs at a spacing of two inches could be extracted from each of the 30, 25 cm-foot thick core increments for a total bulk MI sample mass of approximately 900 grams for the DU layer. The mass of soil removed from each individual core increment should be kept constant, assuming a constant DU layer thickness. Maintain consistent wedge width or plug spacing for subsampling of core increments collected from DU layers with varying thicknesses between borings.

The collection of replicate samples to evaluate the precision of both increment subsampling and the overall sampling approach is recommended (see Appendix L). At a minimum, replicate sets of increment subsamples (e.g., triplicates) should be collected from one or more of the targeted DU layers and combined into independent samples for testing. For example, replicate sets of subsamples can be collected from different sites of the same core and reserved for combination into single, independent samples. If the resulting data are reasonably consistent (e.g., RSD <35%) then the precision of the subsampling methods used can be considered to be good (see Appendix L). This allows both the precision of the subsampling method as well as the precision of the overall sampling method to be evaluated. Independent sets of borings are used to collect replicate samples in select DUs to test the precision of the overall approach, in the same manner as done for surface samples.

G.4. Pit or Trench Sample Collection

The use of pits or trenches to collect samples might be required in situations where considerable debris, rubble, or rock create obstructions in the subsurface. Pits and trenches can also provide useful information on the nature of subsurface soils within a DU prior to a more detailed investigation.
Pits can also be used to collect sample increments from shallow subsurface DU layers in cases where a push rig is not available or at sites where heavy equipment is already available and more cost- or time-beneficial to use (Figure G-8). Denote the tops and bottoms of targeted DU layers using a measuring tape or stick. Collect a continuous increment from the entire thickness of the expose layer by scraping soil from the sidewall of the pit. Ensure that an appropriate mass of soil is included in each increment to meet the targeted bulk sample mass.

![Figure G-8. Use of shallow pits to collect increments from multiple subsurface, DU layers.](image)

Left Photo: Backhoe used to dig increment collection pits with large DUs at a former golf course. Thirty pits were dug to a depth of one meter in each half-hectare, DU area. A GPS unit was used to identify increment collection points.

Right Photo: Vertical soil horizons and DU layers targeted for collection of increments and assessment of arsenic concentrations with depth (e.g., 0 to 25 cm, 25 to 50 cm and 50 to 100 cm). An increment was collected across the entire targeted DU layer depth, and all increments from that same depth in multiple pits/trenches were combined to prepare a bulk Multi Increment sample for that layer.

Trenches can be strategically placed within a DU to investigate the presence of buried debris and evaluate the soil stratigraphy as well as collect MI samples (Figure G-9). In the example, targeted DU layers were excavated in successive lifts and placed on plastic for field screening with a portable XRF. Initial soil removal was carried out based on a subsequent map of the extent and depth of contaminated

![Figure G-9. Use of trenches for site investigation to identify the presence and approximate thickness of known, lead-contaminated fill at strategic locations across a site.](image)
fill material. The floor and sidewalls of the excavated area were then subdivided into DUs for the collection of confirmation samples.

In Figure G-10, a trench approximately one-meter wide was excavated to a depth of one meter to look for buried debris, staining and other signs of contamination an access targeted DU layers for initial sample collection and identification of COPCs. A 50-increment sample was collected from the exposed face of each of two targeted DU layers. Increments were collected in a systematic, random fashion across the entire extent of the DU layer (black bar in upper DU layer depicted in Figure G-10).

Field replicates can be collected within the same trench to assess the overall precision of the sample collection method. Independent sets of trenches within select DUs could be used to collect replicate samples in the same manner as done for surface samples and further assess the precision of the data.

Safety precautions are imperative to protect workers collecting samples during trenching. Excavations over 1.5m in depth typically need to be shored or properly sloped to prevent collapse during sample collection. A backhoe can be used to collect increments from the sidewalls of deep or otherwise unstable excavations.

**G.5. Hollow Stem Augers**

Hollow-stem augers were already in use for drilling and coring in unconsolidated soils for geotechnical work at the advent of environmental investigations in the 1980s (Figure G-11 and G-12). The use of auger rigs is described in ASTM Standard D 5782 (ASTM, 2006a; see also USACE, 2001; Nielsen, 2006). The rigs are capable of reaching depths of 30 m in unconsolidated to semi-consolidated soil and even gravel, but cannot normally penetrate bouldery formatios or lithified rock.
Figure G-11. Hollow-stem auger drill rig.

Left Photo: Large rig for deep boreholes; requires a high overhead clearance for the mast. The auger flights (right in photo, on ground) are rotated and pressure is applied from the drill rig to advance the drill string downwards.

Right Photo: Smaller track-mounted auger rig used for shallower borings or drilling in limited clearance areas.

Figure G-12. Auger drill bit and drill string.

Left Photo: Bit attached to bottom of auger to move soil to the side as the rotating auger advances.

Right Photo: The auger flights bring soil cuttings from the drill bit upwards to the surface. The asphalt was cut prior to drilling. Flights are added as needed as the auger advances. Plastic sheeting on the ground keeps potentially contaminated soil and water brought up by the auger from mixing with surface soils or impacting the pavement.
The use of auger rigs to collect soil samples has largely been replaced by more compact and efficient push rigs described above, although they are still frequently used for the installation of larger-diameter monitoring wells. Hollow stem augers are not recommended for the collection of MI soil samples due to the large volume of soil removed at individual boreholes. The collection of samples from cuttings brought to the surface by the auger can be a useful part of exploratory boreholes, although it can be difficult to know the exact depth that the soil originated from. Layers of heavy contamination can also become mixed within the cuttings and obscured from observation.

G.6. Rotary Drills

A detailed discussion of air or mud rotary drilling is beyond the scope of this technical guidance. Rotary drilling is generally used for geotechnical studies or the installation of wells through bedrock rather than for collection of soil samples (Nielsen, 2006; US Navy, 2015). These rigs are less useful for the collection of subsurface soil samples to be tested for contaminants. Aside from the expense and space required to operate the rigs, complete recovery of cores during drilling is difficult when drilling in unconsolidated and semi-consolidated lithologies, such as clays, silts, and sands. The rigs are most useful for the collection of continuous rock cores for geologic or geotechnical studies. Standard rock coring methods are summarized in ASTM guide D 2113 (ASTM, 2008). Standard rotary drilling methods are summarized in ASTM guide D 5782 (ASTM, 2006b).
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Appendix H. Collection of Excavation and Stockpile Samples

H.1. Excavations

Multi Increment (MI) samples are collected from the walls and floor of an excavation in the same manner as done for exposed, surface soils (Figure H-1). Each Decision Unit (DU) represents a thin layer of soil in the walls and beneath the floor. As a default, assume a 10 to 15 cm DU thickness for sample collection. Collect replicate samples from the floor or sidewall DU at highest risk of residual contamination (see Appendix L). The number of increments collected to prepare a sample should be pertinent to the type of contamination present (e.g., 30 to 75+; refer to Section 5.2.2 in main document). Ensure a minimum sample mass of 1 to 3 kg for samples to be tested for non-volatile chemicals. Sample collection methods for volatile chemicals are discussed in Appendix I.

A push rig can be used to collect confirmation samples prior to excavation, as depicted for the rear wall of the excavation in the figure. This can negate the need for follow-up testing and expedite project completion if screening levels are met and the samples meet minimum increment spacing and bulk sample mass requirements. Increments should be collected in an evenly spaced, systematic random manner both within cores and between adjacent cores (refer to Section 5.32.4 in main document. This might require the installation of very closely spaced borings for a sidewall DU that is significantly longer than it is tall (sidewalls) or wide (floors), since a minimum of 30 borings would be required. Refer to Appendix F for additional guidance on the collection of samples from long, narrow DUs. Follow-up collection of confirmation samples from exposed sidewalls after excavation is required if the collection of high-quality samples prior to removal of soil is not possible.

H.2. Stockpiles

It is important to ensure that soil from different sources or with suspected different magnitudes of contamination is kept segregated. This will help minimize accidental mixing of contaminated soil with clean soil and expedite testing of the soil and determination of options for reuse or disposal. Similar approaches can be used to segregate and characterize mine tailings, dredged sediment, biosolids and other types of particulate media.

The general approach to characterization of stockpiled soil include:

1. Segregate stockpiles with respect to different source areas;
2. Further segregate the soil into anticipated clean and anticipated contamination stockpiles;
3. Select appropriate DU volume(s) based on proposed reuse of soil land use and contaminants of concern;
4. Choose a sampling strategy and tools that will provide access to sampling points throughout
5. Collect triplicate Multi Increment samples in 10 percent of DUs (minimum one set; see Appendix L);
6. Consider the specific timing of the sampling activities – sampling during stockpile formation is ideal but might not be practical from a safety standpoint.

Table I-1 summarizes the DU volume recommended for characterization of fill material in stockpiles. Decision units for stockpiles should generally be designated in terms of volume, rather than area. The appropriate DU volume for a stockpile is based on several factors, including:

- Targeted contaminants and associated environmental hazards;
- Proposed use of fill material at receiving site (e.g., residential versus commercial or industrial property, etc.); and
- Assumed reuse of soil and potential exposure areas and soil placement thickness;
- Total volume of fill material to be characterized.

Highly volatile or leachable chemicals can pose significant vapor intrusion or leaching hazards that could require a more detailed characterization of the proposed fill material. Small DU volumes are recommended for testing of soil suspected to be contaminated with these types of chemicals. The recommended volume to a single DU for reuse at residential sites, schools, parks and commercial or industrial facilities is based in part on the assumed thickness of the material to be placed in an area and the size of exposure areas typically assessed as part of a risk assessment (refer to Section 4.1 in the main document and Appendix C). Volume is calculated by multiplying the size of the assumed exposure area by the assumed thickness of the fill material to be placed at a site.

While somewhat subjective, the recommended range of default stockpile DU volumes serves as a useful starting point for discussions and can be made more case specific as needed. Be aware that placement of thick units of fill material at a site and corresponding characterization of very large volumes of material as a single DU could place an inherent restriction on future reuse of the soil at other sites in the absence of additional testing.

It is important to allow equal access to all soil within a stockpile DU for the collection of increments. Increments collected from only the exposed surface of a stockpile, for example, might not be representative of deeper soil. When space is available, the stockpile should be flattened to a thickness of one meter or less to allow equal access to all soil in the pile (Figure H-2). Increments are then collected from the top, middle, and bottom of the pile in a systematic random fashion.
Another option is to collect increments as the stockpile is being formed (Figure H-3). For example, increments could be collected from front-end loader buckets at appropriate intervals of soil volumes as the soil is being excavated or moved. Increments could also be collected as piles are formed at the end of a conveyor belt, or when stockpiles are being moved from one location to another. This allows equal access to each portion of the pile as it is constructed, avoids the need to reconstruct a stockpile, and saves space required to flatten a stockpile for sampling. The collection of soil samples during these activities can interfere with the operation of heavy equipment, pose a risk to the sample collector and requires careful coordination between all parties.

A third option for stockpiles that cannot be spread out is to progressively characterize accessible soil from one or more faces of the pile as the soil is needed (Figure H-4). Collected increments in a systematic, random fashion from the targeted volume of soil in a manner that meets minimum increment spacing and bulk sample mass requirements. Ensure that the targeted volume of soil does not exceed recommended limits noted in Table H-1 or as otherwise approved by the overseeing regulatory authority. Soil represented by the resulting sample can be cleared for reuse or disposed as appropriate.
Replicate samples could be collected from every tenth DU volume of soil tested to verify the adequacy of the overall sampling method (see Appendix L).

In some cases, testing of very large existing stockpiles using one of the above-noted methods might not be possible due to the lack of space and a need to test the soil for immediate removal from the site. In such cases, divide the stockpile into DUs based on the recommended volume limits noted in Table H-1 or as otherwise approved and mark the boundaries of DUs on the surface of the stockpiles. Collect a sample from the exposed surfaces of the designated DUs in accordance with standard MI sampling procedures for surface samples (refer to Appendix F). Use a backhoe or other equipment to dig pits into deeper parts of as many DUs as possible. Inspect the soil for changes in soil type, color, debris, staining, odors and other indications of potential contamination. Collect a least one sample from the entire exposed area of the excavation. Compare this data to data for the surface sample from the same DU. Consider limitations in the data due to the inability to access all parts of the pile and the known or suspected source of the soil when determining appropriate reuse or disposal.
### Table H-1. Example default stockpile DU volumes based on targeted contaminants of concern and receiving site land use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Targeted Contaminants of Concern</th>
<th>Receiving Site Land Use Category</th>
<th>Assumed Fill Reuse Area and Thickness</th>
<th>Default Stockpile Decision Unit Volume</th>
<th>Example COPCs</th>
<th>Associated Environmental Hazards</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4Volatile Compounds</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Area: 100-200 m² Thickness: 0.5 m</td>
<td>50-100 m³</td>
<td>TPHg, TPHd, BTEX, naphthalene, PCE, TCE, mercury</td>
<td>Potential vapor intrusion hazards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,5Highly Leachable, Non-Volatile Contaminants</td>
<td>Any</td>
<td>Area: 100-500 m² Thickness: 0.5 m</td>
<td>50-250 m³</td>
<td>chlorinated herbicides, perchlorate, PFASs, explosives</td>
<td>Potential leaching and surface runoff or groundwater contamination hazards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted Use</td>
<td></td>
<td>Area: 400-1,000 m² Thickness: 0.25 m</td>
<td>100-250 m³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schools and High-Density Residential Developments</td>
<td></td>
<td>Area: 1,000-2,000 m² Thickness: 0.25 m</td>
<td>250-500 m³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8Parks and athletic fields (contamination)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Area: 2,000-4,000 m² Thickness: 0.25 m</td>
<td>500-1,000 m³</td>
<td>heavy metals, dioxins/furans, PCBs, PAHs, TPHo, organochlorine pesticides</td>
<td>Primarily pose direct exposure hazards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9,11Commercial/Industrial use only (localized fill source from previously developed area; assumed low-moderate risk of contamination)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Area: 2,000-4,000 m² Thickness: 0.25 m</td>
<td>500-1,000 m³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,11Commercial or Industrial use only (large, agricultural field, undeveloped land or dredged sediment fill source assumed low risk of contamination)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Area: 4,000-10,000 m² Thickness: 0.25 m</td>
<td>1,000-2,500 m³</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table H-1 (cont.). Example default stockpile DU volumes based on targeted contaminants of concern and receiving site land use.

**Notes:**

COPCs Contaminants of Potential Concern  
BTEX Benzene, Toluene, Ethylbenzene, and Xylenes (total)  
PAHs Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons  
PCBs Polychlorinated Biphenyls  
PCE Perchloroethylene  
PFASs Perfluoroalkyl substances  
TCE Trichloroethylene  
TPHg Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons as gasoline  
TPHd Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons as diesel  
TPHo Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons as heavy oil

1. Assumed placement area and thickness of fill material; used to derive target DU volumes for individual testing.

2. Isolate known or suspected, heavily contaminated volumes of soil for treatment or disposal to the extent practicable. Larger volumes might be acceptable on a case-by-case basis. DU volumes up to 400 m$^3$ acceptable for unrestricted reuse on case-by-case basis if prior knowledge and a thorough Phase I indicates low potential for contamination. Using DU sizes larger than accepted for unrestricted fill material reuse might require retesting of property where fill material is placed if property is proposed for more sensitive land use in the future (e.g., residential).

3. Collect triplicate Multi Increment samples in 10% of DUs (minimum one set).

4. Minimum 0.5 m thickness of fill material assumed necessary to contain sufficient contaminant mass to pose long-term vapor intrusion or leaching risks. Review on a site-specific basis as needed. Appropriate DU volume for highly volatile or highly leachable chemicals is site-specific and depends in part on the mass of the contaminant present. Collect soil vapor data to assess vapor intrusion risks for existing or future buildings.

5. Assumed area reflects default range of direct-contact, exposure areas utilized in risk assessments. Minimum 0.25 m thickness of fill material assumed placed at reuse sites and used to calculate range of default DU volumes.

6. Include laboratory batch leaching tests and/or soil column leaching tests to risk posed by leaching of metals if contamination above unrestricted, direct-exposure screening levels is to be left in place and reliable, leaching based screening levels or if screening levels are not available (HIDOH 2017b).

7. Using soil with known pockets of low volatility and relatively immobile heavy oil as fill material not recommended due to gross contamination concerns (odors, staining, sheens in runoff, etc.) and public perception concerns.

8. Residential/Unrestricted Land Use screening levels and target risks apply.

9. Assumed localized fill source from previously developed area with low to moderate risk of contamination.

10. Assumes large fill source from agricultural land, undeveloped land or sediment dredged from areas with no known past or current source of pollutants and minimal risk of contamination. Thorough Phase I review of historical site use required and used to support larger DU volumes and, if adequate, could negate need for testing other than for due diligence purposes. Minimum testing of 2,500 m$^3$ volumes of material recommended (assumes used as fill material for one-hectare area with a thickness of 25 cm).

11. Commercial/Industrial screening levels and target risks apply.
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Appendix I. Sample Collection for Volatile Contaminants

I.1. Overview

Samples to be tested for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are most commonly collected from cores extracted from targeted subsurface Decision Unit (DU) layers, sidewalls and floors of excavations or stockpiles of soil suspected to be contaminated with fuels or solvents. Testing of soil and sediment for semi-volatile or otherwise unstable compounds is discussed under laboratory processing in Appendix K (refer to Section K-6). Testing of samples from freshly exposed faces of excavations for VOCs might be required to confirm removal of contaminated soil. Testing of exposed shallow surface soil (e.g., 1 to 15 cm) for VOCs is usually not warranted due to the anticipated loss of volatile compounds to ambient air. Exceptions include characterization of recent spills or historical heavy contamination of surface soil. Soil vapor samples should be collected at sites where there is a potential risk of vapor intrusion into existing or anticipated future buildings (HIDOH 2021).

The collection of soil samples to be tested for VOCs is similar to that described for non-volatile contaminants, except that increments or subsamples of increments from cores are placed in methanol or an alternative extraction solution in the field. Alternative methods for combining and/or preserving increments are discussed later in this section. The collection of samples to be tested using this method should be discussed with the laboratory well in advance of field work. The analytical laboratory should be consulted prior to sample collection to discuss sample containers, sample handling, preservative type and volume, shipping of samples in methanol, anticipated laboratory method detection limits, etc.

Laboratory Method 5035 provides options for preservation of samples based on desired detection limits and desired holding time limitations (USEPA, 2002a; refer also to MADEP, 2002, TRNCC, 2002 and CAEPA, 2004). The best option in terms of data representativeness is to combine increments in a container with methanol. The amount of methanol placed in the container is calibrated to the mass of soil increments anticipated to be collected for a specific sample. Tools that extract core-shaped plugs of soil are utilized in the field to ensure a consistent mass of individual increments and to approximate the total mass of material collected. Coring devices with calibrated sample collection volumes are generally utilized so reasonable estimates of total mass can be made. The total mass of soil placed in the solution should closely match the mass initially relayed to the laboratory to ensure the soil remains covered by methanol during sample storage and shipment. The laboratory estimates the original concentration of the targeted VOC in soil by dividing the mass of the VOC estimated to be in the methanol by mass of soil placed in the container.

The use of methanol under Method 5035 allows for a holding time of 14 days prior to analysis by the laboratory. Ideally, samples should reach the laboratory within 48 hours of collection to verify that methanol is not being lost from the container. Methanol loss would introduce error into the calculation of the original concentration of the VOC in the soil sample. Potential problems with the use of methanol include an increase in method detection levels due to the need to dilute the solution for analysis and logistical issues related to obtaining, storing and shipping the flammable solution. These issues should be resolved with the laboratory prior to the collection of samples in the field.

Although allowed as an option under Method 5035, the use of reagent-grade water rather than methanol as an extraction solution is not recommended. This approach was included in the lab method to allow for lower detection limits in comparison to samples extracted into methanol (USEPA, 2002a). Improvements in laboratory methods since that time should provide methanol-based reporting limits of 50 µg/kg for volatile chemicals, which is more than adequate for screening purposes.
Water-based extraction is also significantly less effective in comparison to methanol according to laboratories contacted by the overseeing regulatory agency. While the precision of the data in terms of the analytical method might be higher than for methanol, this is likely to be outweighed by error associated with incomplete extraction of VOCs from the soil as well potential degradation as during storage and shipment. In addition, VOCs will be less tightly held in water than in methanol and can be lost when the sample bottle is opened repeatedly to add increments. A further disadvantage is that samples must either be analyzed within 48 hours or frozen to -7°C within 48 hours and then analyzed within seven days from the sample collection date. This limited holding time can pose additional problems for samples that must be shipped for analysis.

The use of an acidic sodium bisulfate solution as an alternative to water is also provided under Method 5035. It provides both an extended holding time (up to 14 days) and allows for very low detection levels. Reaction with organic matter, effervescence and loss of VOCs in calcareous soils, and other potential problems interfere with the practical use of this approach in the field. Use of a sodium bisulfate solution is not recommended unless a site-specific field study is carried out to demonstrate the data are comparable to using a methanol-based solution.

I.2. Increment Collection

A volume of methanol, adequate to accommodate the estimated total mass of increments to be collected for a sample, is placed in the sample bottle prior to collection of the sample. A minimum 1:1 ratio of solution volume to soil mass is recommended (i.e., 1 ml of methanol to 1 gram of soil). This generally allows for slightly more methanol to be in the container by volume than soil and ensures that the soil remains saturated and covered with methanol during storage and shipment.

The laboratory will typically provide sample jars with pre-measured amounts of the solution based on direction from the sampler and regarding the approximate mass of soil to be added. The addition of methanol in the field might be required to ensure the sample mass is completely submerged. The specific volume of methanol added should be documented and discussed with the laboratory that will receive and analyze the samples, since calculation of the original concentration of the VOC relies on accurate knowledge of the volume of methanol placed in the sample container. Increasing the volume of methanol in the container will lower the reporting limits for VOCs but is necessary to ensure data representativeness.
To select the appropriately sized sample container, consideration should be given to the total volume of soil to be collected and preservative required. A minimum 300 gram mass of soil should be collected to prepare a bulk Multi Increment (MI) sample. For example, 60 increments of 5 grams each for a total of 300 grams of soil (minimal recommended sample mass) would require approximately 300 ml of preservative. Utilize a container that is large enough to accommodate additional preservative (if needed) and to prevent loss of preservative through splashing as soil increments are dropped into the container. This can normally be accomplished using one-liter, amber glass bottles pre-filled at the laboratory with 300 ml of methanol.

It is very important to remember that samples to be tested for VOCs be placed in methanol immediately after collection to prevent potential loss due to volatilization and/or biodegradation. Good planning of the field sampling effort is essential to ensure that reliable VOC sample data are collected appropriately.
I.3. Subsurface DU Layers

Each section of core extracted from a targeted DU layer represents an increment for that layer in the same manner that a small core extracted from a surface DU layer represents a single increment for that layer (see Appendix G). These are referred to as “core increments.” Individual core increments extracted from borings can be too large for combination into a manageable sample, however, and will normally need to be subsampled in the field to prepare a final, bulk sample.

Identify targeted DU layers in a core increment immediately after the core is received for sample collection. Evenly spaced plugs of soil should be removed from the core increment and placed in a container specifically designated for that DU layer (Figure I-1). The container should be pre-filled with a volume of methanol appropriate for the anticipated final mass of soil to be collected, normally a one-to-one ratio of methanol volume to soil mass (see Section I.2). The use of plugs rather than wedges helps control the total mass of soil collected and minimize disturbance of the soil during collection. Subsamples from core increments from other borings installed into the same DU layer are progressively added to the container specific to that layer as the field investigation advances to prepare a final sample.

The total mass of increment subsamples should be adequate to prepare a minimum, 300-gram sample. A smaller mass of soil is generally acceptable for the collection of a sample to be tested for VOCs due the assumed absence of high concentration “nuggets” of contaminated soil and a greater degree of compositional heterogeneity associated with non-liquid and non-volatile contaminants (see Appendix D). If the thickness of the DU layer is anticipated to be consistent across the DU area, then divide the target mass of the final sample by the number of core increments to be collected to determine that total subsample mass that should be collected from a single increment. For example, collection of a 300-gram sample from 30 boreholes would require that ten grams of soil (e.g., two five-gram plugs) be collected from each core increment.

Space the subsample plugs in a manner that covers the total thickness of the core increment as efficiently as possible. Note that the collection of smaller subsample plugs allows for more efficient coverage of an individual increment, since the collection of more plugs is required to meet the target sample mass.

Collection of a targeted mass of soil from a DU layer that varies in thickness requires more advanced planning. The same sample mass will be collected, but the mass of subsamples collected from individual increments will necessarily vary to bias the mass of the final sample toward the thicker areas of the layer. Approximate the average thickness of the layer based on data from exploratory boreholes (see Appendix G). Multiply this thickness by the number of core increments to be collected to determine that total subsample mass that should be collected from a single increment. For example, preparation of a 300-gram sample based on combination of 5-gram subsample plugs requires the collection of 60 plugs.

Divide the total length of the combined, core increments by the number of subsample plugs to be collected. The result reflects the target spacing of plugs to be extracted from any individual core increment. Maintain consistent plug spacing for subsampling of all core increments collected from the DU layer. This will help ensure that the final sample is properly weighted toward thinner and thicker areas of the layer, since more plugs will necessarily be collected in thicker areas.

When sampling VOCs in soils it is important to ensure that soil is placed in the preservation fluid (methanol) within a few minutes after collection to reduce losses due to volatilization and
biodegradation. This can be especially challenging when collecting samples or subsamples from multiple subsurface borings and multiple DU layers per boring. Very close coordination is necessary between the drill crew and the sampling crew to minimize the time between extraction of the core and placement of increment subsamples in methanol.

Set up a well-organized workstation for processing the subsamples (see Figure J-1). All sample containers should be pre-labeled to save processing time. Adequate storage containers/coolers with ice should be readily available as samples are prepared. If a nearby indoor workstation is not available for use, then a field workstation with tarps or covers for rain, sun, and/or wind protection might be needed. A minimum of two people is normally required to efficiently prepare samples and minimize delays on the collection of cores by the drill team. One person should be assigned to each targeted DU layer to avoid inadvertent mixing of subsamples between cores.

Increments should be collected using tools that minimize the loss of volatile chemicals during sample collection (e.g., cause the least disaggregation of soil) and allow the collection of at least a five-gram plug of soil. Syringe-type, core-shaped devices that can be pushed directly into the soil are preferable. Examples include the TerraCore™, Core N’ One™ and Encore™ tools (see Figure I-1). Inexpensive, plastic, disposable syringes with the forward ends cut off are convenient for subsample collection when methanol can be used in the field. These types of devices can also be used for the collection of subsamples from core increments.

As depicted in Figure I-1, the device is pushed into the soil, retracted, and the increment collected is immediately extruded into a container with a premeasured volume of preservative (e.g., methanol). Then end of device can be trimmed to make a scoop for subsampling of gravelly soils. This is repeated with each increment or increment subsample. Dedicated sampling devices should be used between different DU layers within a single borehole but can be reused for subsampling of core increments in multiple DU boreholes for the same DU layer.

A single large jar with a pre-measured volume of methanol adequate for the entire targeted DU layer could in theory be used to prepare a bulk MI sample in the field (i.e., plugs from subsample increments combined from 30+ borings). However, this risks an expensive total loss of the sample should the jar be accidentally broken in the field or at the laboratory.

An alternative approach is to place subsample plugs for individual core increments into a smaller jar specific to each borehole. Methanol from individual jars (aliquots) representing the same targeted DU layer can then be combined at the laboratory for testing. This approach can also allow for different vertical and lateral combinations of core increments to be evaluated to obtain a better resolution of the location of the core mass of contamination at depth and help optimize remediation.

Subsample replicates should be collected from 10% of the borings and compared to evaluate the precision of method used. This will involve the collection and combination of three separate sets of subsample plugs from the same boring for each of the targeted DU layers. The relative standard deviation of the replicate data sets should be compared and the subsampling method modified, as needed, to achieve an acceptable precision. Increasing precision could require a decrease in plug spacing and the collection of more plugs per DU layer interval and/or an increase in the mass of subsamples collected from individual increments.

Methanol is a hazardous material with flammability and toxicity concerns. Check with local regulations and the carrier to be used for shipping requirements. The maximum-allowed, “Excepted” quantity for air shipping of methanol in many countries is no more than 30 milliliters per inner container and a maximum of 0.5 liter per cooler or package. There is no limitation on the number of separate coolers or
packages that can be shipped as long as each individual cooler meets the methanol quantity limits. Confer with airline used and applicable International Air Transport Association regulations. Ensure that the package(s) are properly labeled and the shippers have knowledge regarding the samples and sampling methods used. Check with the shipper beforehand to ensure that containers are properly labeled and shipping requirements met. Restrictions could vary between islands and airlines. For shipping methanol above the excepted quantities, a hazmat-trained shipper or packer should be utilized, or someone with equivalent training/certification and knowledge of applicable regulations.

I.4. Alternatives to Methanol Preservation

I.4.1. Collection of Methanol Subsamples

Alternatives can be considered in consultation with the laboratory in cases where volumes of methanol greater than 30 milliliters per container presents problems for air shipping. For example, collect Multi Increment increments into the full recommended volume of methanol in the field. Record the exact volume of methanol and total mass of soil placed in the container and provide this information to the laboratory. Agitate the sample and allow the solution to equilibrate over a twenty-four-hour contact period. Decant at least 20 ml of the solution into a standard 40 ml VOA vile (check with laboratory on required volume).

This alternative should only be conducted under a specific procedure provided by the laboratory and is included in the site investigation report. Ship the samples to the laboratory under the "Excepted" quantity category for methanol (in accordance with airline used, and applicable IATA regulations). Method 5035A also notes that sonification of samples at 40°C for 30 minutes can be carried out for samples with less than 24 hours contact. If this option is available, then it can be used shorten methanol contact time required before subsampling and shipping samples by air.

Note that the remaining spent methanol mixture is classifiable as a listed hazardous waste under some regulations and must be managed accordingly (e.g., classification as F003 waste for spent, non-halogenated solvents under Section 261, Title 40 of the USEPA Code of Federal Regulations). The spent mixture might also be classifiable as a hazardous waste due to ignitability. However, quantities of waste methanol generated will likely be minimal, in which case regulations for conditionally exempt small quantity generators will apply (e.g., 100 kg limit in USEPA regulations).

A potential limitation of the extraction of samples in methanol is an increase in method detection limits (MDLs). This could cause the MDLs to be above relevant screening levels for certain targeted chemicals. Multi Increment soil samples for volatile analyses can be tested using Selected Ion Monitoring (SIM) laboratory methods to reduce method reporting limits to target action levels for samples preserved in methanol. The SIM methods target a small number of select compounds instead of a full standard VOC list, and typically allow an order-of-magnitude reduction in reporting limits in comparison to standard Method 8260 analysis. If problems persist, then the investigation objectives should be reviewed and discussed with the overseeing regulator agency. High-quality sample data with elevated detection limits are preferable to low-quality data with lower detection limits.

I.4.2. Freezing Increments

Although not ideal, sample increments can be frozen immediately after collection and shipped to the laboratory for combination in methanol (USEPA, 2002a). This might be unavoidable due to the logistical difficulties of obtaining, storing, and shipping methanol to a laboratory.

Sample increments should be stored in individual devices constructed specifically for this purpose that
have vapor tight seals and are designed for zero headspace (e.g., Core N’ One™, EnCore™, or equivalent type sampler; see Figure J-1). An alternative is to place multiple increments into a vapor-tight jar provided by the laboratory. This risk disturbance of the increments however, and loss of VOCs.

Increments should be immediately frozen in the field to between -7°C and -15°C if possible. This approach provides for a 14-day holding time but is not a reliable as methanol extraction in the field. Prepare ice mixed with saltwater ice to achieve the target temperature range (e.g., mix 25 grams of sample for every 100 grams of ice; Hewitt, 1999). If dry ice is utilized, then packing methods should be placed between the sample containers and the ice to avoid damage to the containers or seals. Dry ice can achieve a temperature of -40°C and can cause severe damage to skin if touched. Check with the shipper for specific procedures, including the amount of dry ice that can be placed in a single cooler, package labeling, and requirements for the use of a vented cooler. Dry ice is not normally allowed on commercial flights.

If immediate freezing of the increments is not possible, store the containers on normal ice between 2°C and 6°C and submit them to the laboratory within 48 hours for combination and extraction in methanol. This approach has the highest risk of VOC loss and non-representative data error and should be avoided if possible.
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J.1. General

Well-thought-out investigation questions and Decision Units (DUs) are required for sediment investigations in the manner as done for soil investigations. Designate vertical DU layers as necessary to meet site investigation objectives, including assessment of risk (human or ecological) and optimization of remediation. Designation of the targeted sediment particle size is an important factor in the selection of tools for sample collection. Consideration of the degree of water saturation is also important, especially at stagnant sites where there is a progressive transition from the water column through a muck layer before reaching semi-consolidated and collectable sediment. Multi Increment water samples or passive diffusion bag samples might be more appropriate for testing of the muck layer. Refer to Section 4.5 in the main document for additional guidance and examples.

Multi Increment samples that meet minimum increment number and bulk sample mass requirements discussed in Section 5 of the main document should be adhered to for characterization of designated DUs (see also Appendix D). This includes collection of a minimum 30-increment and 1 to 2 kg sample. Consider water content when addressing the target bulk sample mass. The water content of saturated, fine-grained, clayey sediment can be well over 50%. This might require the collection of a larger sample mass to address sample collection error and provide enough material to the laboratory for testing after drying.

Additional procedural information on sediment sampling is available from many sources including Superfund Program, Representative Sampling Guidance, Volume 5: Water and Sediment (USEPA, 1995), USGS National Field Manual for the Collection of Water-Quality Data (USGS, 2005), and Field Sampling Procedures Manual (NJDEP, 2005). These documents focus on past, less-reliable, discrete sample collection methods but still include useful considerations for designation of DUs and characterization of sediment in general.

With proper planning and equipment, the collection of MI samples from sediment in relatively shallow water (e.g., <5 m deep) does not involve significantly more effort than required for the collection of surface soil samples. Various types of sampling equipment are available, as reviewed in this Appendix. Consider the type and characteristics of the water body associated with the sediment to be sampled when selecting sampling equipment. Factors include the depth and flow of water, tidal influences, sediment type and consolidation and the thickness/depth of the targeted DU layer(s) of the sediment to be sampled.

If both sediment and surface water samples are collected in the same location, collect the surface water sample first. Refer to HIDOH (2021) for guidance on the designation of DUs and collection of MI-type samples from surface water bodies. If several sediment samples are collected from a streambed, collect the most downstream sample first with subsequent samples collected while proceeding upstream.

J.2. Small, Shallow Water Bodies

Consider a simple, manual tube-shaped sampler for collection of increments from relatively shallow (<2 m) and easily accessible, calm water. to ensure cylindrical-shaped increments (see Figure J-1). These samplers can be purchased or made by attaching a sturdy, hollow, metallic tube to an adequately long pole. Use of a 2-cm diameter tube will generate an approximately 40- to 50-gram increment for each 10 cm of sediment, ideal for a 30-increment, 1 to 3 kg sample. A sediment core catcher insert might be needed to collect increments of very loose, sandy soil (Figure J-2).
If the sediment cover is exceptionally thin (e.g., < 10 cm) then use of a cup-type device or a flat-bottom, scoop sampler might be most practical (Figure J-3). These devices can also be used for the collection of increments from coarser-grained sediment or other situations where use of a core catcher for the tube sampler is not practical. A flat-bottom scoop with upright square sides will also help avoid bias to the upper portion of the sediment (see Figure J-3).
Marking sediment increment collection locations in a stream or canal can be challenging. Consider placing a long, floatable rope (or tape measure) with a marked spacing within the DU (see Figure J-3). A long tape measure with increment positions marked by pins or flags can also be placed along the edge of the waterway to guide sample collection. Refer to Appendix F for guidance on increment spacing in long, narrow DUs.

Take care to minimize disturbance and loss of an increment as the sampling device is being lifted. Contamination is often concentrated in the organic carbon- and/or clay-rich fines fraction. If sediment fines are preferentially lost during increment collection, then the resulting sample will not be representative. Decant excess water from collected sediment Multi Increment sample by waiting several minutes and then carefully pouring excess water out of the container. Use a cellulose paper filter to catch and re-place fine sediment back into the container as necessary. Note that the collection of undisturbed, anaerobic sediment samples for geochemical analysis, if required, might require alternative methods. This should be discussed with the overseeing regulatory agency prior to sample collection.

**J.3. Large, Shallow Water Bodies**

**J.3.1. Increment Collection**

Alternative tools and methods are required for the collection of sediment samples from larger and/or water bodies up to a few meters deep. Figure J-4 depicts a core sampler used to collect samples from the upper one meter of sediment in an estuary. A clear, 50-cm to 75-cm tube is attached to the end of the extendable push rod. A small boat and Global Positioning System (GPS) device can be used to maneuver to pre-established, increment collection locations within the DU areas.
The coring device is manually forced into the sediment to the targeted depth and retrieved. A valve at the top of the sampling tube holds in the sediment as the core is extracted. A cap is fitted to the base of the sampling tube as soon as it emerges from the water to minimize sediment loss. The sampling tube is then removed from the valve/push rod, capped on the other end and stored and the boat is maneuvered to the next increment location.

Small Vibracore tools can also be used for the collection of sediment cores in shallow water (Figure J-5). Very simple, Vibracore-type samplers can be made by attaching a vibrating device (e.g., an orbital sander) to a hollow, metal tube of appropriate diameter and length. Use of a Vibracore is described in the following section on the collection of sediment cores in deep water.

Direct-push or other types of sediment core-type samplers can also be mounted to a flat-bottom boat and used to collect sediment samples from water up to 10 m or more deep (Figure J-6). Core increment collection and sample preparation methods are carried out in a similar manner as described for investigation of subsurface soil in Appendix G. Sediment core samplers have the ability to retain the integrity of sediment horizons with minimal disturbance and allow the collection of unbiased core-shaped increments. Targeted DU layer increments are identified in individual core increments and either directly subsampled and used to prepare a final bulk sample as described for subsurface soil cores in Appendix G or combined and subsampled collectively as described in the following section.
J.3.2. Sample Preparation

Once all cores for a targeted, DU area have been collected, cores are individually extracted and increment sections specific to a targeted, DU layer progressively combined to prepare a sample for that layer (Figure J-7). The base cap is removed from the bottom of the tube and the tube placed on a plunger. The upper cap is removed and the tube is pulled downwards, pushing the core out of the top and progressively exposing individual DU layer increment sections. Once exposed, the increment specific to a targeted DU layer is cut away (e.g., using a stainless-steel spatula) and placed in a container specific to that DU layer (see Figure J-7).

Figure J-7. Removal of Sediment Core Increments from Sampling Tubes

Upper Photo: Target DU layers in a core increment.

Middle Photo: Removal of increment by forcing sampling tube downward on a plunger; target DU layers removed from core and placed in dedicated container for combination with increments from other cores collected from the DU.

Lower Photo: initial bulk Multi Increment samples prepared by combination of core increments for each DU layer (layers representing 3 different sediment depth intervals in the DU).
Bulk samples can either be sent to the lab for processing or, if needed due to large sample volume, processed in the field to reduce mass. In the latter case, the sample is placed on clean, plastic sheeting and spread out to a thickness of about 1 to 2 cm (Figure J-8). A flat edge spatula is then used to collect subsamples in a systematic, random (grid) fashion. A minimum of 30 subsamples should be collected to ensure that the resulting, reduced sample is reasonably representative of the original sediment collected and minimize error in the final data. Submit the final samples to the laboratory for further processing and testing in accordance with MI sampling methods (refer to Appendix K). The excess sediment for each DU layer can be retained as split samples for additional testing as needed.

Figure J-8. Field subsampling of a sediment Multi Increment bulk sample

Left Photo: Sample spread out into a 1- to 2-cm thick layer; large rocks and debris removed.

Middle Photo: Flat-edge spatulas used to collect subsamples in a systematic, grid fashion.

Lower Photo: Bulk Multi Increment sample prepared by representative subsampling, for shipment to the laboratory.

Consider the collection of subsamples in the laboratory for testing without drying for sediments that consist primarily of <2 mm particles to reduce sample preparation and analysis time. Drying and sieving are carried out primarily to remove large particles. A sediment moisture content analysis is also necessary if the laboratory subsamples are collected without first drying the bulk MI sample, to report the laboratory data on a dry weight basis.
J.4. Deep Water

Alternative sample collection methods are required for deeper or otherwise less accessible sediment. Vibracore drilling rigs are ideal if available and amenable to the type of sediment to be collected (Figure J-9). Large Vibracore core rigs can be used to collect core increments in water tens of meters deep.

A small pontoon boat equipped with a GPS device can be used to collect increments and prepare samples for submittal to the laboratory final processing and testing. The GPS is used to locate pre-established increment sample collection points. A metal sampling tube with an inner liner is fitted to the base of an electric motor (see Figure J-9). The device is lowered to the sediment interface using a small wench. The motor is then used to vibrate the sampling tube into the sediment. The depth of penetration is monitored at the surface using a tape measure attached to the top of the device. A sediment catch is connected to the base of the tube to retain the sediment core when collected.

Samples for targeted, DU layers are prepared in the same manner as described above for increments collected in shallow water using more simple devices (refer to Section J.3.2). In this case, however, increment subsamples are collected after a core has been placed horizontally on a table and the full extent of sediment exposed. Identify increments associated with targeted DU layers, considering compaction during collection of the core (Figure J-10). Collect a subsample of sufficient mass from each increment to meet the targeted, bulk sample mass for the DU layer as a whole and place in a container specific to that layer. This might require the removal of multiple, small plugs of sediment from the targeted core length. Avoid the need for additional processing and subsampling in the field to further reduce bulk sample mass.
Increment collection and sample preparation can be expedited by “stacking” multiple increments in a single tube when only a single and relatively thin, surficial DU layer of sediment is to be tested. Assume, for example, that the upper 25 cm of sediment is designated for sample collection. A 2.5m long collection tube can be used to collect 25 cm increments from up to eight points without bringing the Vibracore aboard the boat between collection points. After the first increment is collected and held in the tube by the sediment catch, the Vibracore is lifted off the sediment floor one or two meters and slowly moved to the next increment location for collection of another 25 cm increment in the same sampling tube. This is repeated at up to six additional increment point locations.

The sampling device is then retrieved to the surface. The core is removed from the sampling tube and the liner cut open to expose the sediment. Determine the target mass of sediment to be removed from the core by dividing the number of increments included by the total number of increments to be collected and multiplying this by the targeted bulk sample mass. For example, if six increments were captured in the core, thirty increments were to be collected and a bulk sample mass of 3 kg to be prepared, then a 600-gram subsample should be collected. This will most efficiently be carried out by collecting regularly spaced, small masses of sediment from the entire length of the core. Smaller masses from a greater number of points will produce the most representative subsample. Refer to Appendix G for the collection of subsamples from subsurface soil cores and Appendix I for the collection of subsamples from cores to be tested for volatile organic compounds for additional guidance.

A potential concern in the use of the Vibracore is the loss of very fine sediment when the sample tube is placed horizontally on the pontoon boat for core liner extraction and the spillage of muddy water from the core. Although the bias introduced into the sample data is likely to be small in most cases, methods to better control this issue include removal of the core from the liner while the tube is in a tilted orientation. This will improve the representativeness of the resulting sample data.

Note that the repeated vibration action of the Vibracore during the period that multiple increments collected in the same sampling tube (as well as the nature of the sediment in that location) can cause the sediment in the tube to disaggregate and run or mix. If sediment collected under these circumstances is to be representatively subsampled, the sediment from the entire core would need to be collected, spread to a thin layer on a large flat surface, and systematic random increments collected, as illustrated in the example in Figure J-8.
J.5. Diver Assisted Sample Collection

Diver-assisted sample collection might also be feasible for the collection of shallow sediment increments and samples in some cases. Sampling tubes of adequate length to penetrate the targeted DU thickness and volume to prepare a 1 to 3 kg sample are carried to the targeted DU area in a netted bag (Figure J-11). The diver manually locates an increment collection point in the same manner as described for the collection of surface soil samples in Appendix F. A sampling tube is then pushed into the sediment to the targeted depth, retrieved, capped on both ends and then placed back into the netted bag.

![Figure J-11. Diver assisted sediment sample collection.](image)

Left Photo: Diver locates sediment increment collection point and pushes sampling tube to targeted DU depth.

Right Photo: Example sample increment collection tube with sediment retained.

The diver then proceeds to subsequent increment collection points and repeats the process until all increments are collected. When the collection of increments is complete, the diver inflates a buoy attached to the sample collection bag and allows it to rise to the surface, where it is retrieved and brought into the awaiting boat or otherwise taken ashore. Individual increments are then removed from the individual tubes and combined to prepare a final sample.

J.6. Other Devices

Other devices used to collect surface sediment samples include center pivot grabs, clamshell pivot grabs and drags, sleds, and scoops (NJDEP, 2005; USGS, 2005). Use of these types of devices to collect MI samples is problematic due to the large volume of material collected and the need for a large area to combine increments and prepare a final sample for submittal to the laboratory. Loss of fines during retrieval is also a concern. If tested as individual, discrete samples, then the resulting data should be considered adequate for gross, screening purposes in the manner described in Appendix E. This could include approximation of large-scale, contaminant distributions zones that can be used to designate risk- or remediation-based DUs and more carefully tested using DU-MIS sampling procedures.
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K.1. Introduction

Talk to the laboratory ahead of time to ensure that they are familiar with processing and testing of Multi Increment (MI) samples and that their Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) meets sampling theory requirements, as outlined in this guidance document. This includes drying, sieving, and subsampling in accordance with MI collection protocols for non-volatile contaminants. Increments for samples to be tested for volatile contaminants are placed in methanol in the field or upon receipt at the laboratory (see Appendix I). An additional charge for sample processing is normally added to the basic extraction and analysis fee. An additional fee might also be added for testing of a larger subsample mass than required in the analytical method SOP, as discussed below.

Data for samples that are not processed at the laboratory using procedures described in this subsection, or equivalent, cannot reliably be considered representative of the bulk MI provided from the field. Require the laboratory to document specific sample processing and subsample collection methods in the report, rather than simply reference an applicable guidance document. Photographs of the processed samples can also be requested to support the reliability of laboratory data. Include a summary of laboratory processing and subsampling methods in the investigation report.

Bulk samples collected in the field should be kept to a maximum mass of approximately 1 to 3 kg unless otherwise coordinated with the laboratory, due to handling and storage limitations. Larger samples might be necessary in some cases to generate representative samples but should be discussed with laboratory ahead of time. Laboratories might charge extra for processing and disposal of excess material. Sample mass can be reduced in the field using MI subsampling methods if a larger amount of soil is inadvertently collected (see Section F-2 of Appendix F). This is not recommended as a standard practice, however, due to the unavoidable introduction of additional error and uncertainty into the data. Any field processing of bulk samples should be clearly described in the investigation report.

Laboratory processing of MI samples typically consists of the following steps (USEPA 2003a, 2006; ASTM 2003; AFFCO 2018; ITRC 2020; HIDOH 2021):

- Empty entire bulk sample onto tray made of or lined with material compatible with contaminant of interest and drying temperature;
- Spread evenly into thin layer;
- Allow to air dry until a constant weight is established by re-weighing or air dry until soil agglomerates are crushable;
- Sieve entire sample to the target particle size as defined in the DU designation process (e.g., <2 mm);
- Subsample entire sieved portion using a sectorial splitter (preferred) or manual, MI sampling methods to collect appropriate mass for each targeted analysis (minimum ten grams recommended for the <2 mm particle size for all contaminants; including metals).

Establishment of the target particle size is an important part of the DU designation process and should be discussed as part of the systematic planning process (refer to Section 3 of the main document). Inform the laboratory of the specific particle size range to be isolated and tested for each sample. Separate isolation and testing of multiple particle size ranges might be required in some cases.

Particulate matter <2 mm in diameter is generally considered "soil" for the purposes of an environmental investigation and contaminant analysis, including comparison of data to risk-based action
levels (USEPA 2011). Sieving to <2 mm to remove gravel, sticks and other large debris also establishes the maximum particle size of the sample, which is necessary (in accordance with sampling theory) to determine the minimum subsample mass necessary for extraction and analysis in the laboratory. Note that some agencies or risk assessors might require additional testing of the fines fraction for comparison to screening levels and assessment of risk (e.g., <250 µm or 150 µm). This includes testing for contaminant bioaccessibility.

Sample processing is discussed in more detail in the sections below. Contaminant analyses of all soil samples is normally reported on a dry weight basis. This is in part because soil ingestion rates assumed in human health risk assessments are based on dry weight (USEPA 2011). Data for samples that are air dried to constant weight and sieved prior to analysis can be considered dry weight without additional analysis for moisture content. Collect a separate subsample test the moisture content in cases where a sample will not be dried to <10% moisture prior to the collection of subsamples for analysis (e.g., Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons as diesel and semi-volatile chemicals). Remaining soil is disposed of by the laboratory, normally after thirty days (consult laboratory for details).

Make arrangements for longer-term storage with the laboratory if archiving of samples is warranted or decisions on potential additional analyses of remaining, processed material might otherwise not be made within the normal, 30-day holding time before samples are disposed of. Do not archive or test individual increments. As discussed in Appendix D, the concentration of a contaminant in an individual increment collected from a Decision Unit (DU) is irrelevant in terms of sampling theory and the objective to obtain the “true” or “mean” for the DU volume of material as a whole. At a small enough scale (e.g., individual particle or coating on particle), the maximum concentration will always be 1,000,000 mg/kg. This fact is immaterial to either risk or the overall objectives of the project.

K.2. Sample Processing

Samples should be spread into a thin layer (~ 0.5 to 1.0 cm) on a large tray and placed in a ventilated area to dry (Figure K-1). This normally takes 24 to 48 hours, depending on the soil type and original moisture condition. Aluminum or plastic trays are commonly used for drying, but should be avoided if aluminum, phthalates or other plastic components are contaminants of potential concern. Paper liners should be avoided if organic carbon is to be tested for or if contaminants are present that could sorb to the paper (e.g., heavy oil).

Samples to be tested for non-volatile chemicals should be air dried under ambient conditions (e.g., 15 to 30°C). Soil moisture content should be reduced to achieve a constant air-dried weight for the samples, as determined by periodic re-weighing or air dry until soil agglomerates are crushable and a separate subsample can be used for moisture analysis and dry weight correction. Drying times can vary between a few hours for course soils with initially low moisture to several days for wet, fine-grained soils. Drying
of samples under low temperatures in an oven is acceptable provided that the laboratory has an SOP for this procedure and it can be reasonably assumed that this will not result in significant (e.g., >10%) chemical loss or transformation.

Wet, clayey samples should be periodically crushed with a pestle to avoid formation of hard bricks. Disaggregation should be done in a manner that avoids crushing of rock fragments and other naturally large particles. More intensive particle reduction methods (e.g., grinding) are described below. Be aware that baking a clay-rich sample can result in a brick-like mass that will be difficult to disaggregate and collect a reliable subsample.

Samples should be sieved to <2 mm following drying or alternative, target particle size based on the investigation objectives and then subsampled as described below (USEPA; 2011; see Figure K-1). Note that soil (or sediment) samples that consist entirely of <2 mm material do not require drying and sieving to address fundamental error concerns, although some degree of drying and sieving might be desirable by the laboratory for testing purposes. As noted, data are also normally reported on a dry-weight basis. Exceeding recommended holding times for non-volatile chemicals to permit drying and sieving and minimize subsample collection error is generally acceptable but should be minimized to the extent practicable (USEPA, 2003b). Error associated with poor subsample collection is likely to outweigh error associated with contaminant loss due to exceeding a holding time.

K.3. Subsample Collection

Of all the laboratory steps necessary to process and analyze environmental samples, subsampling is widely believed to present the greatest potential for error. The lab subsampling guidance applies to all types of soil samples collected in the field, whether MI, discrete, or judgmental samples. The objective from a laboratory standpoint is to ensure that the data generated are representative of the sample provided.

Laboratory error is much easier to control than field sample collection error and should be minimized to the extent possible. Careful subsampling of the processed sample to collect a small mass for extraction and analysis is critical to ensure that the resulting data are representative of the sample submitted as a whole. Refer to AAFCO (2018) for a detailed discussion of the reliability of different laboratory subsample collection methods.
The collection of a representative subsample is most reliably accomplished with a sectorial splitter, also called a rotary riffle splitter (Figure K-2). The availability of a sectorial splitter should be used as one of the criteria for selecting a laboratory. The dried and sieved sample is poured into a hopper at the top of the unit and fed in equal amounts into a series of rotating containers. Note that multiple splits using a sectorial splitter might be necessary to reduce the bulk sample mass down to the desired amount for extraction and analysis.

As an alternative, a reasonably representative subsample can usually be obtained by collecting 30 or more small increments of equal mass from systematic random locations in a manner (Figure K-3). The total mass of the increments should be sufficient to meet minimum subsample mass requirements for testing, discussed below. This is also referred to as “fractional shoveling” (AAFCO 2018).

Fractional shoveling can be carried out in either a “two-dimensional” or “one-dimensional” manner. Following a two-dimensional approach, the processed sample (e.g., dried and sieved) is spread into a thin (e.g., < 1 cm) layer and subsample increments are collected in a systematic random manner, similar to that used to collect the sample in the field (left photo in Figure K-3). Care must be taken to remove the entire mass of soil at the increment collection location, including fine and potentially more contaminated particles that might have settled to the bottom of the slab cake. This requires the use of a flat-bottomed tool with square sites (see Figure K-3).
Under a one-dimensional approach, the processed sample is spread into narrow lines (right photo in Figure K-3). A subsample is collected by using the same tool to remove regularly spaced increments along the lines. This approach reduces the risk that fine and oftentimes more contaminated particles get left behind during subsample collection and should be utilized when possible.

Cone and quartering methods are never recommended for the collection of laboratory subsamples. Studies have indicated that these methods have a significantly lower subsample data precision in comparison to subsamples collected manually or using a rotary splitter (AAFCO 2018).

K.4. Analytical Subsample Mass

Table K-1 summarizes the minimum-recommended subsample mass (analytical sample) for testing based on the subsample collection method and whether the sample was milled. Subsample masses should be based on Gy’s Theory of Sampling and the need to ensure that the data provided by the laboratory are representative of the sample submitted, not on the minimum mass that can be tested by the laboratory or the desire to minimize costs associated with disposal of waste solvents or use of other laboratory material.

The minimum subsample masses noted apply to all contaminants and all analytical methods. A minimum, subsample mass of 5 to 10 grams is required to address compositional heterogeneity between individual particles and associated Fundamental Error for samples where the maximum particle size is <2 mm (refer to Appendix D). A larger subsample mass is required for samples with larger particle sizes and must be estimated on a sample-specific basis using equations for Fundamental Error.

Table K-1. Minimum-recommended subsample (analytical) mass with respect to sample preparation method, maximum particle size and subsample collection method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample Preparation Method</th>
<th>Subsample Collection Method</th>
<th>Sectoral Splitter</th>
<th>Manual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unground (&lt;2 mm)</td>
<td>10 g</td>
<td>30 g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ground (≤100 µm)</td>
<td>5 g</td>
<td>5 g</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additional bias and error in the data could be introduced due to lateral and vertical, distributional heterogeneity within a processed sample and associated Grouping and Segregation Error. A minimum, subsample mass of 10 g is considered to be adequate to address both this error and Fundamental Error if a sectoral splitter is used to collect a subsample from an unground sample (Table L-1). This error is more difficult to control if the subsample is manually collected, due to the tendency for fine and coarse particles to segregation during processing. A larger, minimum subsample mass of 30 g is therefore recommended if a manual collection method is used (refer to Table L-1).

A smaller subsample mass would in theory be adequate to address Fundamental Error for samples composed entirely of fine-grained particles, for example samples that have been sieved to <250µm. Segregation of coarser and finer particles within this fraction is still unavoidable, however. Physical collection of a representative subsample also becomes problematic for a target mass less than 10 grams, even if a sectoral splitter is used. A minimum 10-gram subsample is therefore recommended for unground, fine-grained samples.

Grinding or “milling” of samples (Section K.4) to <100 µm will significantly reduce concerns for both Fundamental Error and Grouping and Segregation Error as well error associated with the physical
collection of a subsample. Milling is not normally carried out on environmental samples as a default but might be desirable or even necessary in some cases. If a case-specific decision is made to mill a sample, then the minimum-recommended subsample mass can be reduced to 5 grams and still address Fundamental Error and subsample collection concerns (Table L-1). Use of a sectoral splitter for the collection of subsamples will in most cases not result in a significant, additional reduction of data error over manual subsampling methods but should be considered if available and feasible. Physical collection of a representative subsample less than 5 grams again becomes problematic, even if a sectoral splitter is used, and is not recommended even if in theory adequate to address Fundamental Error.

Laboratories might need to modify USEPA methods appropriately to achieve the minimum 5- to 30-gram subsample mass for extraction and analysis or conduct multiple small subsample extractions and combine them for analysis. This is primarily a concern for metals, where some methods might call for testing of only 1 gram. With the possible exception of mercury, extraction and testing of 5- to 30-gram subsamples is feasible for most metals if specifically requested. The cost of analysis might increase, but this is the price to obtain reliably representative data and make more confident decisions regarding risk or remediation. Such protocols must be strictly followed to reduce tens or hundreds of tons of soil or sediment down to only a few grams actually tested by the laboratory and generate reasonably representative data for the original DU mass of material as a whole.

Mercury sample extraction mass might be limited to 5 grams or several grams due to the laboratory method involved. If this is the case, then the primary sample should be ground in a manner that does not produce excessive heat and a minimum 5 grams of ground material extracted and tested, with multiple extracts combined and tested as a single extract solution as necessary.

If the entire sample cannot be ground due to laboratory limitations, then collect the minimum-recommended subsample mass, use a puck mill to grind the subsample to <100 µm and collect a 5 grams subsample for analysis. Collect and grind replicate, 30-gram subsamples (minimum triplicates) for testing and evaluation of total, subsampling method precision.

If direct extraction of the minimum-recommended, subsample mass is still not possible due to laboratory limitations, then perform and combine multiple extractions or average data for multiple extractions until the final data are representative of the recommended mass. Collect replicate subsample data to assess data precision. If replicate subsamples result in an RSD of greater than 15%, then consider combining multiple extracts for testing and representation of a larger, total subsample mass.

The latter described steps necessarily introduce additional error into the resulting sample data. Data that do not meet the above recommendations for minimum, subsample mass should be considered suspect. Limitations on data quality and reliability should be noted in the investigation report and incorporated into final decision-making regarding assessment of risk or design of remedial actions.

**K.5. Particle Size Reduction**

**K.5.1. Testing of Un-milled Versus Milled Samples**

Grinding or “milling” of samples beyond crushing of soil clumps by hand or using a simple mortar and pestle can significantly improve extraction of the sample and subsample data precision. Milling of environmental samples is specifically required for analysis of some contaminants, for example Method 8330B for explosives residues (USEPA, 2006). This is in part due to the fibrous nature of some residues and the difficulty in obtaining a representative subsample from unground media. Note that batch leaching tests and are normally run on subsamples from un-milled samples.
Milling is an important part of the mining industry. Data quality objectives typically require the total mass of the commodity present in a stockpile of crushed ore (e.g., iron or gold) to be estimated within a margin of error of less than 5% - far more stringent than normally allowed for collection and testing of environmental samples (refer to Appendix D and Appendix L). The exact error in sample data collected as part of a mining operation is ultimately determined when the commodity of interest is extracted from the processed ore and weighed.

The need to incorporate milling of samples to be used to assess environmental risk should, however, be evaluated on a case-by-case basis and discussed as part of the site investigation objectives. In contrast to the mining industry, environmental risk is more typically assessed in terms of the leachable or “bioavailable” fraction of the contaminant present in media (refer to Section K-6), rather than the total concentration. Another common investigation objective is to estimate the concentration of the leachable fraction of the contaminant that could be stripped from the soil by infiltrating rainfall and subsequently carried into nearby surface water bodies or to underlying groundwater. Batch leaching tests and soil column leaching tests are normally run on un-milled samples to better reflect true field conditions.

Milling of samples could enhance the extractability of the contaminant in soil and introduce bias into sample data in terms of the risk posed under natural conditions. Risk assessors might prefer to directly test the fines fraction of the soil in the absence of milling rather than grind the entire, <2 mm fraction of the sample. This could overlook contaminants in the coarser fraction of the sample, however. As discussed in Section K.3, an alternative way to avoid potential bias due to milling and address error due to the collection of subsamples from unground samples is to test a larger subsample mass (e.g., 30 g). These data could be combined with bioaccessibility data for the same sample, dependent on the availability of test methods for contaminants of concern (refer to Section K.6).

Milling of soil samples could be appropriate in the following circumstances:

- Presence of large (i.e., > 2 mm) fragments of contaminants in the sample that could contribute to the potential risk to human health and the environment;
- Need to reduce particle size and address subsample collection error identified in replicate subsamples, or
- Need to test smaller subsample masses due to laboratory limitations (e.g., ≤ 10 gram; refer to Section K-4).

Examples of the first scenario include the suspected presence of large chips of lead-based paint in soil around the perimeter of a building. The chips could break down overtime into finer particles. In such cases testing of both un-milled and milled samples should be carried out to evaluate current and potential future risk. The same is true of lead shot in soil. Samples should be milled if particles that could pose potential leaching hazards are present in the sample and could be excluded from the data if un-milled samples are tested (e.g., large nuggets of munitions related compounds such as RDX).

Milling to reduce subsampling error might not be practical in some cases. Releases of PCB containing oils and similar liquids into soil and sediment can lead to the formation of tarry "nuggets," causing error and highly variable replicate data associated with both samples collection in the field and subsamples collection in the laboratory. Milling of the samples to reduce subsampling error is normally not practical, however, due to smearing of the nuggets on milling equipment. In such cases, the only option to obtain more representative data is to collect and test larger subsamples.
Milling can be especially useful when data for replicate MI samples are highly variable, to help discern if the problem is related to field versus laboratory error. Milling samples to achieve very uniform small particle sizes can help reduce Fundamental Error and improve the precision of laboratory subsampling when replicate data suggest a problem. Milling also allows for a smaller subsample and extraction/analysis mass for non-volatile contaminants.

Milling of a minimum 300 gram of soil is recommended (minimum mass necessary to address Fundamental Error). Milling of larger masses (e.g., 1 kg) is preferable. Milling of a minimum 30 gram subsample is recommended in cases where milling of larger masses is not feasible.

K.5.2. Milling Equipment

Puck and ring mills or “puck mills” (Figure K-4) are most commonly employed. Puck mills are able to reach a finer consistency, but can increase the temperature of samples and result in a loss of organic compounds. Puck mills can also normally only grind a small mass of soil at a time. Ball mills are able to mill larger masses of soil (e.g., up to 1+kg), provide more gentle, particle-size reduction and minimize heat generation in comparison to traditional puck mills. Ball mills (Figure K-5) cannot grind a sample to a consistent particle size and should not be relied upon for final sample processing and collection of subsamples. Note that suitable grinders are expensive, add cost to processing and analysis of samples, and might not be available at many labs.

Figure K-4. Ball mill with ceramic cylinders used for moderate crushing of large soil volumes. Ball mills are less able to crush soil to a consistent particle size.

Figure K-5. Puck and ring mill, used to crush small masses of soil to very fine, consistent grain size.

Consider the chemical composition of the mill and target analytes of interest when selecting an
appropriate mill. Pucks and rings in puck mills and cylinders in ball mills are typically composed of stainless steel, tungsten carbide or ceramic. Stainless steel pucks and rings or cylinders should, for example, not be used when trivalent chromium is an analyte of interest or when heat generation is a concern (e.g., elemental mercury).

Note that non-elemental, mercury-based compounds used as fungicides at former sugarcane operations such as phenylmercuric acetate are not considered to be significantly volatile or susceptible to loss during processing, especially in aged releases to soil (USNLM 2016). An experience lab technician can normally control heat generation by milling a sample in short pulses. A ceramic mill can also be used to minimize heating of the sample, if needed. Ceramic equipment can, however, contribute aluminum to the sample.

K.6. Semi-volatile and Unstable Chemicals

Samples to be tested for semi-volatile organic compounds (SVOCs) or non-volatile chemicals with a very short half-life (e.g., <30 days) should be immediately subsampled for testing after receipt by the laboratory and prior to air drying and sieving to minimize significant contaminant loss (e.g., >10% of original mass).

For the purposes of this guidance, a chemical is considered to be semi-volatile if its vapor pressure is between 0.1- and 1.0-mm Hg or if it is a liquid at 25°C or if the Henry’s Law Constant exceeds 0.00001atm-m³/mol (USEPA, 2019b). Chemicals that fall into this category include Total Petroleum Hydrocarbon as diesel (TPHd), some polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) and elemental mercury. A chemical is considered unstable if its half-life is less than 30 days. This will most commonly be a potential concern for pesticides with a low persistence. These criteria might be overly conservative for aged chemicals in soil or other factors that could reduce volatility in comparison to fresh product. Discuss the acceptability to subsample without drying and sieving with the laboratory. Note and justify any deviation from the default recommendations in the laboratory report.

Samples to be tested for SVOCs and other unstable chemicals should be immediately cooled after collection. At the laboratory, the samples should be spread out and subsampled prior to drying and sieving. Surface soil samples that have been exposed to air on site prior to sample collection are acceptable for air drying (if needed) even when determining higher vapor pressure SVOCs. This and other alternative approaches should be discussed with the overseeing regulatory agency and described in the investigation Sampling and Analysis Plan. Check with the laboratory to determine feasibility of wet sieving the sample to remove > 2 mm particles prior to subsampling. An effort should otherwise be made to collect < 2 mm particles in lab subsamples (i.e., avoid collection of gravel or larger materials if possible). A separate subsample should also be collected from the wet material in the same manner as done for targeted analytes and used to test for soil moisture, so analytical results can be converted to a dry-weight basis. Ensure that minimum subsample masses discussed in Section K-4 are met or the limitations of the resulting data otherwise noted.

Note that mercury in soils impacted by release of phenylmercuric acetate and similar mercury-based fungicides is not anticipated to be significantly mobile or volatile and normal MI samples processing methods are acceptable (USNLM 2016). When released to soil, these compounds are expected to dissociate forming relatively stable cations and adsorb to organic matter and clay more strongly than the parent compounds. Volatilization from moist soil and water surfaces will not be significant.

Follow standard sample drying and sieving methods described above if additional tests are required for non-volatile chemicals using a different lab analysis. If both semi-volatile and non-volatile PAHs are
targeted as contaminants of potential concern, then include testing for both in laboratory subsamples collected from the sample prior to drying and sieving. Note that naphthalene can be reported under most VOC analyses if the laboratory is notified ahead of time.

K.7. Testing of Samples for Contaminant Bioaccessibility

Adjustment of sample data to reflect the predicted, bioaccessibility and bioavailability of the targeted contaminant is acceptable if the test method has been approved by the overseeing, regulatory agency. Risk-based screening levels developed for soil normally assume that 100% of the target contaminant will be released in the receptor’s digestive tract and available for uptake into the body.

Only a fraction of the contaminant is likely to be stripped from the soil and enter the blood stream. The remainder is excreted along with the soil particles. The portion of the contaminant that stripped from the soil and enters the gut (or lung fluids) is referred to as the “bioaccessible” fraction. The portion of the bioaccessible fraction that actually enters the blood stream and cells, where it could cause harm, is referred to as the “bioavailable” fraction.

Expensive and time-consuming animal testing is usually required to accurately estimate the bioavailable fraction of a contaminant in soil. As an alternative, relatively simple methods that estimate the bioaccessible fraction have been developed for some chemicals. In short, the total concentration of the contaminant in the soil sample is first determined through normal analytical methods. A second subsample of the soil is then collected. The mass of the contaminant in the subsample is estimated based on the initial concentration data. The subsample is then placed in a solution of artificial, digestion fluid and agitated for many hours. The fluid is then tested and the concentration and mass of the contaminant that moved into the fluid estimated.

The ratio of the fraction of the contaminant that was stripped from the soil to the original mass of the contaminant in the soil represents the bioaccessible fraction. The bioaccessible fraction is conservatively assumed to represent the bioavailable fraction of the contaminant, even though some of the contaminant stripped from the soil is likely to pass through the digestive tract without being taken up into the body.

The total concentration of the contaminant initially reported for the sample is multiplied by the bioaccessible fraction and the bioaccessible concentration of the contaminant calculated for comparison to risk-based screening levels. Data for related samples are similarly adjusted by the same, bioaccessible fraction for comparison to screening levels.

Consult with the local regulatory agency, laboratories and other experts for methods to test the bioaccessibility of other contaminants in soil. Bioaccessibility test methods are well developed for lead and arsenic (Ruby et al. 1996; SBRC 1999; Ruby 2001; Kelly 2002; Juhaz 2007; HIDOH 2021). Methods are also being developed for other metals and contaminants. The test methods normally recommend that the <250 µm or finer fraction of the soil be tested. The entire, original sample should be sieved to the target, particle size fraction without grinding. Multi Increment subsampling methods should then be used to collect subsamples for total contaminant concentration and bioaccessibility testing.
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Appendix L. Collection and Evaluation of Replicate Sample Data

L.1. Collection of Field Sample Replicates

Three independent field Multi Increment (MI) samples (primary plus two replicates) should be collected and tested from at least 10% of the Decision Units (DUs) designated as part of a site investigation to assess the precision of the overall sample collection and analysis method. This is accomplished by collecting three increments from each increment grid cell designated for the DU (Figure L-1).

If a single sample is to be collected from the DU then a single increment is collected from the center of each grid cell and then combined to prepare a single MI sample (refer to Section 5.3 of main text). Three increments are independent collected from each grid cell for preparation of triplicate samples, one increment for each sample. Label the replicate samples “A,” “B” and “C” at the end of the DU identification code (e.g., DU-1A, DU-1B, DU-1C).

Place an equilateral triangle over the center point of the grid (Figure L-2; real or imagined). Label each point “A,” “B” and “C.” Each point represents the increment collection location for one of the three replicate samples. Collect an increment from each point in separate containers labeled with the sample identification number (e.g., plastic bucket with sample identification number taped to side).

Use a triangle side length (a) equal to 1/3rd of DU increment spacing (i). This will provide adequate spacing between replicate sample increments. The length “h” from the equilateral center point to the increment...
sample collection points at the tips of the triangle is calculated by the formula:

\[ h = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \times a \]

Assuming the side of the triangle “a” equal to 1/3rd of the increment spacing “i” yields:

\[ h = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{2} \times \frac{i}{3} \]

or (rounding to one significant digit):

\[ h = 0.3i \]

An appropriate distance from the center of each grid cell for the collection of increments for triplicate samples is therefore 30% of the increment spacing determined for the DU as a whole. The increment for the first sample is collected immediately above the grid cell cent point (Sample A in Figure L-2). An increment for each of the two duplicate samples is then collected below and 120 degrees to the left and to the right of the center point (Sample B and Sample C in Figure L-2). Laboratory subsample replicates are collected in a similar manner as described above for field samples. Subsamples should be collected in an identical manner and meet minimum requirements for total number of increments and subsample mass.

L.2. Collection of Laboratory Subsample Replicates

The collection of laboratory subsamples is described in Appendix K. Subsample replicates are collected either using sectorial splitter or manually in much the same way as replicate samples are collected in the field. If collected manually, ensure that subsample increments are collected in a systematic, random manner from independent locations with the sample. Be careful to collect the entire mass of soil or other particulate media at the increment location, including fines that might have settled to the bottom of the spread out sample.

Replicates collected from methanol-preserved samples are used to assess analytical precision, rather than the precision of the method used to collect an aliquot of methanol from the sample container (refer to Appendix I). The potential for volatile contaminants to be unevenly distributed within the methanol and serve as a source of data error should be discussed with the laboratory if a significant variability in subsample data is reported.

L.3. Evaluation of Data Usability

L.3.1. Review of Field Sample and Laboratory Subsample Collection Methods

The evaluation of data quality begins with a review of the method used to collect samples in the field and subsamples in the laboratory. Refer to Section 7 of the main document for a checklist of sample and subsample collection methods.

If the field sample and/or laboratory subsample was not properly collected, as described in this guidance, then the reliability and representativeness of the resulting data must be considered unknown even if the precision of replicate data is very good. This is because statistical tests only assess the ability of the test utilized to estimate a mean for the data set provided. Statistical tests do not directly assess the actual representativeness of the data set provided.
L.3.2. Calculation of Replicate Sample RSDs

The total precision of MI sample data is evaluated based on a comparison of data for replicate samples collected from the same DU. Replicate sample data and data usability are specific to individual contaminants. Replicate data might vary significantly for some contaminants identified in a DU and only slightly for others.

Acceptance criteria for the statistical evaluation of the sample data are established as part of the Data Quality Objectives process for the site investigation. A two-step process is presented. The Relative Standard Deviation (RSD) of the contaminant concentration reported for each replicate sample is first calculated. This provides a measure of the precision of the MI sampling method used to estimate the mean contaminant concentration for the DU in terms of combined field and laboratory error.

Data precision is evaluated by comparing data for replicate samples collected from the same DU. Replicate MI sample are intended to provide estimates of the mean concentration of a contaminant in a DU that approximate a statistically normal distribution. This allows statistical evaluation of data with as few as three replicate samples. The precision of the data for a given DU can be evaluated in terms of the Standard Deviation (SD) or more specifically the Relative Standard Deviation (RSD) of replicates. The SD and RSD reflect the total sum of field and laboratory error in the data (i.e., field sampling error + lab processing/subsampling error + lab analysis error).

The RSD represents the ratio of the standard deviation of the replicate set over the mean of the replicate set, expressed as a percentage:

\[ \text{RSD} (\%) = \frac{\text{Replicate Standard Deviation}}{\text{Replicate Mean}} \times 100\% \quad \text{Eq. 2} \]

The lower the RSD the more precise the sampling approach used, and the more reproducible the data. Replicate MI sample data for the same DU should be normally distributed if the samples are properly collected (Pitard 2019). An RSD ≤35% confirms potential normal distribution of the data and is considered to reflect good precision for estimates of the mean. This implies that the sampling method used, including the number, spacing, and size/shape of increments and total mass of soil collected was adequate to capture and reflect small-scale heterogeneity of contaminant distribution within the DU and that error in the laboratory processing and analysis methods was low.

As discussed below, an RSD of 35% is considered to indicate good reproducibility and reliable data for decision making. An RSD of >100% is considered to be very poor, and not typically appropriate for final decision making (see discussion below). An RSD of <15% is desirable for laboratory subsample replicate data, although a higher RSD might be required for analytical methods with an inherent poor precision. High RSDs otherwise suggest poor subsampling methods and/or an inadequate subsample mass. Use of a sectoral splitter or even milling (grinding) of the sample might be required to achieve acceptable replicate data results for samples that contain small chips or nuggets of contaminants.

A low standard deviation for soil sample data is achieved by minimizing error in sample collection, processing and analysis to the extent feasible. This, in combination with a low standard deviation of replicate data, indicate high confidence in the representativeness of the data for decision making. When the mean concentration of a contaminant reported for a set of MIS replicate samples is close to the screening level, a lower standard deviation for the replicates provides stronger evidence that the true DU mean is indeed below the action level.

Confidence in the representativeness of data for a single MI sample decreases as the precision of the
replicate sample data decreases. An RSD (e.g., >35%) calls into question the normal distribution of the replicate sample data and could be associated with error in the field and/or laboratory. Field sampling error is the most likely source of data variability. Inadequate sample processing and subsampling is the main source of error at the laboratory, rather than analytical error. This can be evaluated by a review of sample collection, processing and subsampling procedures, as well as testing of replicate samples. The field replicate RSDs are used to estimate the total error for the sample data. The lab subsampling and analysis RSDs are used to estimate the lab subsampling and analysis error for the sample data.

The laboratory subsampling and analysis error can then be subtracted from the total error to compare errors attributable to 1) Field sampling, and 2) Laboratory subsampling and analysis. This analysis should be routinely carried out to evaluate sample data and help identify errors that might be corrected. In limited instances, grinding of samples in the laboratory might be required to reduce the grain size and allow the collection of more representative subsamples, since the ability to increase the mass of soil extracted and tested is limited (see Appendix K).

If the RSD for field replicate samples (total error) is unexpectedly high and RSD(s) for the lab subsampling and analysis replicates are reasonably low, then collection of the samples in the field is the likely source of error. A high RSD typically indicates either an inadequate number of increments used to prepare the samples and/or the presence of small nuggets of the contaminant in soil. The precision of field replicate samples for a DU can be improved by increasing the number of increments and total sample mass to provide better coverage and sample support.

Note that the replicate data only evaluate the precision of the overall sample collection and testing method; i.e., the reproducibility of the sample data. The accuracy of the data with respect to the true mean concentration of the contaminant in the subject DU area and volume of soil can only be known by extracting the chemical from the entire volume of soil and measuring the mass. This is routinely done in mining operations (e.g., extraction of gold from crushed ore) but not as part of most environmental investigation and remediation projects, although error in sample data can sometimes be estimated as part of an in-situ remediation project. The total error in the data therefore also cannot be determined. The only conclusion that can be stated is that the samples were collected in accordance with Gy’s sampling theory and that the precision of the data is good, moderate, poor or very poor.

L.3.3. Data Usability Based on Replicate Sample Precision

Table L-1 presents a recommended approach for evaluation of DU data based on a review of replicate sample data, either collected directly from the DU in question or based from replicate data from similar DUs. Although somewhat subjective, the approach helps minimize the need to re-sample DUs when proper field and laboratory protocols are followed, while balancing the need to ensure that significant risks to human health and the environment are not inadvertently missed.

If multiple sets of replicate samples were collected from a similar, targeted area, then refer to the replicate data with the highest RSD to assess overall data precision. If separate sets of replicate samples were collected from anticipated low-concentration and high-concentration areas (recommended), then use the RSD calculated for each data set to separately evaluate the precision of data for the respective areas.

\( \text{RSD} \leq 35\% \) (Good Data Precision)

Direct comparison of unadjusted DU data, or the arithmetic mean of replicate data to target action levels, is acceptable when the RSD of the representative replicate data set for the contaminant of concern is less than 35%. This assumes, of course, that the samples were collected, processed, and tested in an unbiased manner and are reasonably representative of the targeted DU. If soil remediation
is carried out then unadjusted DU data can be used for confirmation samples.

**35%<RSD≤50% (Moderate Data Precision)**
An RSD >35% but ≤50% indicates less reliable but in most cases still acceptable for decision making. A thorough review of field and laboratory procedures should be included in the site investigation report. This review can help identify the need for improvements in field or laboratory methods for future investigations.

Error associated with the sample data can in most cases be assumed to be well within the margin of safety incorporated into most risk-based screening levels. Exceeding a screening level does not indicate that adverse health effects will occur. Toxicity factors and exposure assumptions used to establish safe levels of exposure and develop screening levels typically include a minimum ten-fold safety factor (USEPA 2002b, 2005).

The collection of additional MI samples is recommended for confirmation of remediation of DUs that exceeded action levels, even if Boundary DU data collected during the initial investigation were below screening levels. The confirmation sampling should include the use of a greater number of increments per DU and sample mass and/or division of the area into smaller DUs for re-characterization.

**50%<RSD≤100% (Poor Data Precision)**
If the RSD of the replicate sample data is between 50% and 100%, it is necessary (again) to review the on-site sampling method and laboratory processing and analysis methods in the investigation, and to discuss the potential causes of the error. Review laboratory replicate sample data to determine if the error might be associated with sample processing and testing, rather than collection in the field.

If laboratory error is suspected, then one or more of the following methods should be used to improve subsampling precision (refer to Appendix K): 1) Use a sectoral splitter to prepare laboratory subsamples rather than manual subsample collection; 2) If manual collection of subsamples is still required, then increase the number of increments used to prepare the subsample; 3) Increase the mass of the laboratory subsample to 30 grams for unground samples or 4) Grind each sample and collect a minimum 10-gram subsample using a sectoral splitter. If data quality adequately improves, then the same method should be used to process and test all other samples.

If field error is determined to be the cause of the problem, then there are two options: 1) Collect new samples from the affected DUs with a larger number of increments and greater total mass or 2) Use the maximum-reported concentration of the contaminant for DUs with replicate sample data and adjust data for all related DUs upward by the replicate DU RSD. For the first option, increase collect a minimum of 75-increment samples and ensure a minimum, 2 to 3 kg total sample mass. The collection of more than 100 increments per sample is usually not considered beneficial. If replicate precision is still low in this scenario and the need for remediation still uncertain, then consider the collection of a larger mass of soil and subdivision of the DU into smaller areas for separate testing.

Under the second option, adjust data for a DU where replicate sample data were not collected upwards by the RSD calculated for the replicate sample data set associated with that DU. This approach treats the reported concentration of a contaminant as a hypothetical, replicate sample set mean and generates the highest concentration of the contaminant that would be reported if replicate samples were collected and the same RSD applied. Use of the sample data in this manner should be carried in in coordination with a risk assessor trained in DU-MIS sampling methods and Gy’s Theory of Sampling.

Note that the collection of additional samples is not necessary when the reported concentration of the contaminant is well above the screening or cleanup level and there is high confidence that the DU
requires remediation. One exception might be the need to obtain a more accurate estimate of total contaminant mass for heavily contaminated DUs to assist in the design of in situ or ex situ remediation projects.

**RSD > 100 % (Very Poor Data Precision)**

If replicate sample data exceed an RSD of 100%, then both the highest concentration reported for a set of replicate samples and the adjusted concentration of sample data for DUs where replicate samples were not collected cannot be considered to be conservatively representative of the true mean. Very high RSDs can be related to the presence of nuggets or chips of the contaminant in the soil. High RSDs can also be generated as the reported concentration of the contaminant approaches the laboratory reporting level.

Retesting is not required for DUs where the need for remediation is already clear from the data and other field evidence but retesting of other DUs should be considered. A review of field sampling methods and laboratory processing and testing methods should again be evaluated and potential sources of error in the data determined. If laboratory error is suspected, then follow guidance presented above for retesting of samples and re-evaluate corresponding replicate sample data.

Addressing error in the field requires the preparation of larger mass samples from a larger number of increments and possible subdivision of initially tested DUs to better isolate potentially high-concentration areas (refer to Appendices F-J). Addressing laboratory error similarly requires testing of larger mass subsamples from a larger number of points and/or grinding of samples (refer to Appendix L).

In cases where DU data are substantially lower than target screening levels, potential use of the data in a similar manner as described for cases where the replicate RSD falls between 50% and 100% should be reviewed in coordination with a risk assessor trained in MI sampling methods and Gy’s Theory of Sampling. Larger-mass samples composed of a greater number of increments should be collected to confirm contaminant concentrations in high-risk, exposure areas and to confirm any remedial actions.

Localized areas of heavy contamination within a DU can result in an elevated RSD for replicate samples of the samples are not properly collected (i.e., adequate number of increments and bulk sample mass). If known or suspected to be present, then such “source areas” should be designated as a separate DU and independently characterized at the beginning of the project (refer to Section 4 of the main document and Appendix C). This will also assist in optimization of remedial actions, if required.

Belated dividing of an initial Exposure Area DU into smaller DUs for characterization might or might not be beneficial, depending on the nature of contaminant distribution. The use of smaller DUs might not improve data precision, if the contaminant is evenly dispersed throughout the DU but highly heterogeneous at the scale of an individual increment. In this case, an increase in the number of increments collected and the mass of sample collected will be necessary to obtain representative and reproducible data.
Table L-1. Recommendations for assessment of data quality based on the relative standard deviation of replicate samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Replicate Sample Data Precision</th>
<th>Use of DU Data for Decision Making</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Good</strong> (<em>RSD</em>≤35%)</td>
<td>• Data for DUs where replicate samples were not collected can be assumed to be representative without adjustment;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Compare unadjusted MIS data directly with target screening values (use arithmetic mean of replicate sample data).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Collection of follow-up, confirmation samples for DUs where remedial action is necessary <strong>not required</strong> if data for Boundary DUs meet target screening levels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Moderate</strong> (<em>35%&lt;RSD≤50%</em>)</td>
<td>• Data for DUs where replicate samples were not collected have lower confidence but are adequate for comparison to screening levels or use in a risk assessment without adjustment;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Review and discuss sampling methods and laboratory processing and analysis methods and summarize potential sources of error in reports for future reference (e.g., inadequate increment collection methods, insufficient number of increments, inadequate laboratory processing, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Compare unadjusted MIS data directly with target screening values (use the arithmetic mean of replicate sample data);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Collection of follow-up, more reliable confirmation samples for DUs where remedial action is necessary <strong>required</strong> even if data for Boundary DUs meet target screening levels (e.g., number of increments and total sample mass increased; laboratory processing steps improved, etc.).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poor</strong> (*50%&lt;RSD≤100%)</td>
<td>• Data for DUs where replicate samples were not collected are not reliably representative of the DU mean;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Review and discuss field sampling methods and laboratory processing and summarize potential sources of error in reports for future reference;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If the majority of the total error is due to subsampling or (less likely) analysis in the laboratory, require the laboratory to reprocess and retest the samples, including milling of samples if necessary, with additional replicate subsamples collected and tested to reassess precision;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If replicate sample data precision is still poor, consider retesting affected DUs using samples with a greater number of increments and total, bulk mass;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>OR</strong>, If determined acceptable by a risk assessor trained in Multi Increment sampling methods:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• For DUs with replicate sample data, compare of the highest reported concentration of the contaminant to the screening or cleanup level;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• For DUs without replicate sample data, adjust the reported contaminant concentration upwards by the RSD calculated for the DU with replicate sample data;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
|                                 | • Additional evidence of data acceptance (or rejection) should be provided for decision-making purposes, including site history and potential for contamination above the level of concern, adequacy of methods used in collecting, processing.
and analyzing samples, closeness of data to screening levels and safety margins built into the screening levels, and other information as available and pertinent.

- Collection of additional confirmation sampling in DUs where remedial action is necessary required, using samples with a greater number of increments and total, bulk mass and the collection of replicate samples.

### Very Poor (RSD>100%)

- Data for all DUs are not reliably representative of the DU mean, including data for DUs where replicate samples were collected;
- If the majority of the total error is due to subsampling or (less likely) analysis in the laboratory, require the laboratory to reprocess and retest the samples, including milling of samples if necessary, with additional replicate subsamples collected and tested to reassess precision;
- Review and discuss field sampling methods and laboratory processing and analysis methods and summarize potential sources of error in reports for future reference;
- Retesting is not required for DUs where the need for remediation is already clear from the data and other field evidence.
- Consider the collection of new samples in DUs using the following approach: a) If known, designate suspected source areas as separate DUs for individual characterization, b) Collect a minimum of 75 increments per sample; c) Ensure a minimum, 2 to 3 kg final sample mass; d) Collect replicate samples in all anticipated high-concentration and high-risk DUs;
- As an alternative, consult with a risk assessor trained in Multi Increment sampling methods regarding the safety level incorporated into the target screening level or cleanup level and the need to resample high exposure risk areas (e.g., all sample data an order of magnitude or more below screening levels).
- Additional evidence of data acceptance (or rejection) should be provided for decision-making purposes, including site history and potential for contamination above the level of concern, adequacy of methods used in collecting, processing and analyzing samples, closeness of data to screening levels and safety margins built into the screening levels, and other information as available and pertinent.
- Collect replicate confirmation samples in all DUs requiring remediation.
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M.1. Inappropriately Sized DUs

The designation of Decision Units (DUs) for site characterization is discussed in Section 5 of main document. It is important to ensure that DUs are appropriately sized to meet site investigation objectives. Decision Units should ultimately be sized to address potential environmental hazards posed by contaminants in soil at the site. This always includes direct exposure and depending on the contaminant can also include leaching, gross contamination and other concerns (see Appendix B).

Direct exposure concerns under current site conditions are most directly evaluated through the designation of Exposure Area DUs. As discussed below, however, separate characterization of known or suspected spill areas within an exposure area is still recommended. Leaching, gross contamination and other concerns are most directly evaluated based on Spill Area DUs. The latter requires a more detailed understanding of the locations of potential heavy contamination (i.e., "spill areas") based on the site history, field observations, and interviews with people knowledgeable of the site and related information. Spill Area DUs are commonly a few tens to a few hundreds of square meters in size and typically smaller than Exposure Area DUs that might be designated at the same site. The maximum size of a Spill Area DU for characterization purposes is generally set to the maximum DU size likely to be acceptable for exposure areas. Multiple DUs might be required for characterization for very large spill areas to assess both risk and remedial optimization concerns.

Failure to adequately identify and characterize suspect spill areas at the beginning of an investigation can have several consequences. Foremost is the need to identify suspect spill areas as a basic objective of an environmental investigation. If historical information or field observations suggest that contamination might be concentrated in a specific area of a site, then this area must be characterized separately from anticipated clean areas. The knowing inclusion of small areas of heavy contamination within large areas of otherwise clean soil for characterization can also cause the entire DU to fail and unnecessarily drive up cleanup costs.

Assume for example that an older building on a 500 m² lot is to be demolished and a new home constructed. The entire lot might be considered to represent a single, "Exposure Area" DU for evaluation of direct exposure risk. Soil around the perimeter of the existing house is, however, suspected to have been treated with Technical Chlordane (chlordane), widely used in the past as a termiticide. Exceptionally high concentrations of chlordane in this area could erroneously imply that the entire property is contaminated above soil action levels.

This highlights the need to characterize the house perimeter as a separate, Spill Area DU, with the remaining area of the yard tested as an Exposure Area DU. The perimeter of the house will likely be flagged for potential direct exposure concerns. If the new house is to be constructed on the existing foundation then exposure to treated soil in this area can subsequently be minimized by placing gravel, landscaping or pavement around the perimeter.

Contamination associated with spill areas can also extend below the depth of soil included in the original Exposure Area DU. This deeper soil could potentially be excavated during future redevelopment and spread out across the surface, resulting in a higher exposure area concentration of chlordane than estimated from the original investigation.

Significant disagreement between replicate samples can indicate the presence of a localized spill area(s) within an initially large DU. If this occurs and the resulting data are inadequate for decision making
(refer to Appendix L), then the original DU should be subdivided into smaller DUs for re-characterization. This situation can be avoided for contaminants known to be subject to potential exceptionally high small-scale variability (e.g., lead shot, PCBs, etc.) by designating reasonably small DUs up front and increasing the number and/or mass of increments collected within a DU.

The use of inappropriately small DUs can also interfere with an efficient site investigation. Decision unit sizes are guided by the need to address risk and optimize remedial efforts. While a strong resolution of contaminated versus clean areas is desirable, the use of excessively small DUs to characterize an area is generally not beneficial and unnecessarily adds to the cost of the investigation.

M.2. Data Gaps Between Surface DUs and Subsurface DU Layers

Traditional discrete sampling methods require extrapolation of contaminant concentrations between individual sample points, where data are not available. As discussed in the Hawaii field study of discrete sample variability, extrapolation between discrete data points can be highly unreliable (see Brewer et al. 2017a,b). Under Decision Unit-Multi Increment Sample (DU-MIS) investigation approach, the data generated represent the mean contaminant concentration for a designated area rather than a single point. The use of adjoining DUs and subsurface DU layers minimizes gaps in data obtained for a site. This helps avoid the need for additional characterization should contamination be found as well as help optimize remedial actions. Data gaps for precise delineation of the lateral or vertical extent of a spill area might be acceptable under some circumstances but should be reviewed and discussed on a site-by-site basis.

Perimeter DUs surrounding suspect spill areas of heavy contamination should ideally be placed immediately adjacent to the Spill Area DU, with no gaps of untested soil present (see Section 5 of main document). Multiple rings of DUs might be advantageous in case inner DUs unexpectedly fail action levels. If gaps are unavoidable, for example due to buildings or other access limitations between spill areas and anticipated clean areas, then contamination in the untested area of soil should be assumed to be similar to that identified for the primary spill area unless additional information suggests otherwise.

The same need to minimize data gaps holds true for subsurface soil. Traditional discrete sampling of subsurface cores involved testing of soil at widely spaced intervals at depth below the ground surface (e.g., every 5 feet). Contamination was typically assumed to extend halfway between points where concentrations above and below action levels were reported. Under a DU-MIS investigation approach the entire depth of soil targeted for collection of a Multi Increment (MI) sample is divided into separate but adjoining, DU layers for representative sampling and characterization. Extrapolation across data gaps is not necessary or desirable.

M.3. Inadequate Number of Increments and Bulk Sample Mass

Sampling theory requires that a sample of adequate mass be collected from an adequate number of points within a targeted DU to capture and represent distributional heterogeneity within the DU and to estimate a reliable mean (refer to Appendix D).

Recall that the number of increments collected and the representative sample methodology used is independent of the size of the DU (refer to Section 5.3 of main document). The number of increments might vary somewhat based on the form of the contaminant (e.g., more for lead nuggets or PCB droplets) or other suspicions about the degree of contaminant heterogeneity but increasing increments in such cases would apply to both small and larger DUs as well. The number of increments might vary somewhat based on the form of the contaminant (e.g., more for lead nuggets or PCB droplets) or other suspicions about the degree of contaminant heterogeneity but increasing increments in such cases
would apply to both small and larger DUs as well.

A minimum of 30 to 75+ increments per DU is recommended, with a default of 50 for sites where the nature of contamination is uncertain (refer to Section 5.3 of main document). If the target contaminant does not show an unusual degree of heterogeneity in the DU soil, then approximately 30-50 increments are typically adequate to determine a representative mean concentration (determined by the collection and analysis of field replicate samples). For contaminants or situations where there is a relatively high degree of contaminant heterogeneity in the DU, larger numbers of increment (and/or larger masses for increments) are typically needed to obtain representative mean values. The adequacy of the number and mass of increments included is tested through the collection of replicate samples (refer to Appendix L).

An adequate mass and number of increments to obtain a representative sample is required for both surface soil as well as subsurface soil, discussed below. If a less-than-recommended number of increments can be collected from a targeted DU, especially in the case of subsurface soil, then field replicate data is crucial to help evaluate the usefulness of the data for decision-making. In general, using fewer increments than recommended increases the likelihood that the data might not prove to be adequately representative. Any limitations of the data identified should be discussed in the investigation report, as well as the potential need for more reliable characterization in the future.

Some sampling guidance documents and training classes have suggested that increments initially collected from a DU be combined into smaller "sampling unit" subsets for separate testing to provide a better understanding of contaminant distribution variability within the DU. For example, a DU might be divided into four subareas with 8 increments collected from each "SU" and combined and tested separately. This approach suffers from several shortcomings. Most importantly, DUs should be appropriately sized to the desired scale of decision making at the start of the investigation. If better resolution might be needed for an initially large DU then the DU should simply be subdivided into smaller DUs with an MI sample of adequate mass and number of increments collected from each DU.

Testing of poor quality samples from DUs when a proper number of increments could have been collected is wasteful of investigation resources and should be avoided. The resulting data cannot be assumed to be representative of the area where the combined increments were collected (see Brewer et al. 2017a,b). From a field perspective, the added time and cost to collect an adequate number of increments (e.g., 30 to 75+) from each smaller area is also negligible, especially given the importance of the resulting data in decision making.

Collecting an adequate mass of soil (e.g., 1 to 3 kg) is usually feasible for a project, as is the collection of an adequate number of increments from exposed, surface soil. The collection of a large number of increments from subsurface soil DU layers might not be practical, however, due to cost or access issues (see Section 5.5 of the main document and Appendix G). If this is the case, then limitations on the reliability of data should be clearly discussed in the investigation report. Replicate data from at least 10% of the DUs are especially important in such cases (refer to Appendix L).

**M.4. Improper Increment Spacing**

Improper spacing of sample increments is a common mistake in DU-MIS investigations. Sample data are most reproducible when increment spaced equally apart in all directions, referred to as "systematic random." This applies to both the both the “x” and “y” directions laterally and, in the case of subsurface borings, in the “z” direction (Figure M-1; refer to Section 5.3 of main document). This approach helps to
ensure that the distributional heterogeneity of a contaminant within the DU is reliably captured and represented by the sample collected (refer to Appendix D).

Examples of less reliable increment spacing methods are depicted in Figure M-2. Simple random (Figure M-2a) and stratified random (Figure M-2b) strategies can under or over represent localized areas of elevated contamination and are not reliable for characterization of soil, sediment and other types of “infinite element” particulate media (refer to Appendix D).

As a shortcut in the field, it can also be tempting to collect a large number of closely spaced increments from a few widely spaced lines (Figure M-2c) or single spots or pits (Figure M-2d) within a DU (examples c and d). These strategies will not provide an adequate coverage of the DU area and are especially prone to under estimation of the mean contaminant concentration for the DU as a whole.

The same potential for error holds true for the collection of closely spaced increments from widely
spaced borings installed to collect samples from subsurface DUs (Figure M-2e). The vertical distance between increments collected within a single borehole should be approximately equal to the distance between the boreholes themselves. Since the thickness of DUs tends to be substantially less than the lateral length and width, the entire core extracted from a boring will in most cases represent a single increment (refer to Appendix G, Section G.3).

The only difference in comparison to the collection of increments from surface soils is that much larger sampling tubes (e.g., via a direct-push rig) are normally used to collect core increments from subsurface DU layers. The individual increments are normally too large for combination as a single sample. A subsample of each core increment must instead be prepared, for example by collection of 10, 5-gram, evenly spaced plugs of soil from a targeted DU layer interval. The plugs are subsamples of the core increment and do not represent individual increments themselves.

None of the increment spacing strategies depicted in Figure M-2 will produce reliable sample data and should be avoided. Poor increment spacing can cause replicate samples to fail and require re-characterization of the DU, wasting resources and unnecessarily extending the time and cost required to complete the project. Unreliable data can also pose future liability issues for the property owner.

M.5. Improper Increment Shape

Gardening trowels are easy to use and decontaminate in the field for the collection of soil samples. Such tools are prone to collect wedge-shaped increments, however. This can bias the subsequent MI sample to the upper portion of the targeted DU layer, where the greater mass of soil was collected, and call into question the representativeness of the data in terms of the site investigation objectives. Note that this bias would not necessarily be reflected in replicates samples collected from the same DU, since the same error is carried forward in each individual sample.

Trowels should be avoided when tools that allow the collection of more core-shaped increments can be utilized (e.g., sampling tubes). A core-shaped increment is ideal since it equally represents the targeted DU layer in both the vertical and lateral direction (refer to Section 5.3 of the main document and Appendix F). The use of trowels and/or other tools might be unavoidable for hard-packed or gravely soils, however (see Appendix F). If this is the case, then an effort should be made to collect cylindrical-shaped increments that are equally representative of the full thickness of the DU. This approach might also be required for dry, loose soils that would otherwise fall out of sampling tubes or not be evenly extracted with drills or other coring equipment. Non-coring sampling alternatives might result in the collection of larger individual increment masses and larger bulk MI sample. This needs to be considered when planning the investigation and coordinating with the laboratory.

M.6. Misuse of Co-located Discrete Samples and Increment Splits

Field studies indicate that contaminant concentrations within a single sample or increment and co-located samples or increments can vary by orders of magnitude in an unpredictable and random manner (see Brewer et al. 2017a,b). The concentration of the contaminant in a simple subdivision of the discrete sample or increment (sometimes referred to as a split) or otherwise co-located sample/increment could well have no bearing on the concentration of the contaminant in the increment collected from the same location. Attempting to combine small groups of co-located increments into bulk MI sample for testing similarly poses the same risk of non-representativeness as described above.

Note also that replicate samples should not be collected from the same (or co-located with) initial increment locations (see Appendix L). While technically a separate sample, the precision of the MI sample data for a specific DU is accurately assessed by the collection of replicate samples from widely
separated and completely independent locations.

**M.7. Inadequate Laboratory Processing**

Inadequate processing of an MI sample negates the field representativeness of the sample and the validity of the resulting data. The resulting data reported by the laboratory can be considered to be no more useful than a single discrete sample collected from within the DU area.

It is important to ensure that the laboratory that receives the MI sample has a written standard procedure in place to properly process and collect a subsample for testing (refer to Appendix K). For non-volatile contaminants this includes drying, sieving and subsampling in accordance with sampling theory methodologies. Request a copy of the laboratories Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) for incremental sample processing and testing. Ideally the lab should be visited and the procedures used to manage MI samples demonstrated.

**M.8. Inadequate Subsample Mass for Analysis**

The mass of soil collected in the field and extracted for analysis by a laboratory is dictated by sampling theory and must address both Fundamental Error associated with inherent, compositional and distributional heterogeneity and error in the physical collection of a representative subsample (see Appendix D). A minimum subsample mass for analysis of 10 to 30 grams is recommended for soil samples sieved to the <2 mm particle size (see Appendix K). When possible, a larger subsample mass is preferable to help further reduce the potential lab subsampling error and improve the precision of laboratory subsample replicates. Grinding (milling) of samples to a smaller particle size can allow for collection of a smaller lab subsample where appropriate for the contaminant or specified in a standard lab method (see Appendix K). Such cases should be discussed with the laboratory and the overseeing regulatory agency during sample investigation planning.

Standard laboratory methods for testing of metals in soil only require one gram or less to meet analytical needs. The same is true for per- and per-and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFASs). Unless the bulk sample has been ground, however, this is inadequate to ensure that the resulting data will be representative of the sample collected. The need to extract a larger mass of soil for metals analysis should be clarified with the laboratory prior to the initialization of field work.

Extraction of a larger subsample mass and/or grinding of the sample might be required if laboratory replicate samples indicate poor subsampling precision (see Appendix L). This should be discussed with the laboratory prior to submittal of the samples and procedures for retesting of samples included in the investigation work plan and instructions to the laboratory.

**M.9. Lack of Field Replicate Sample Data**

The need to collect replicate data might seem redundant with experience gained for a specific contaminant or a geographical area (see Appendix L). For example, 30-increment MI samples have been routinely demonstrated to generate reproducible data for are normally adequate to test for pesticides applied to agriculture fields or for soil contaminated by wastewater (refer to Section 5.3 of main document). The representativeness of a DU sample can only be evaluated and documented if replicate samples are collected, however.

Routine collection of field replicates is required to demonstrate that correct sampling procedures were utilized (e.g., number of increments, systematic random sample spacing, correct increment shape and adequate sample mass, field handling/processing procedures, etc.).
The precision of MI sample data can decrease as the mean concentration of a contaminant increases. Unanticipated areas of localized contamination within DUs can also lead to decreased precision of normally acceptable MI samples. Field studies indicate that the concentration of a contaminant can vary by an order of magnitude or more in replicate samples collected from the same DU, even when an MI sample consists of greater than 50 increments (Brewer et al. 2017a,b). Under some circumstances even the higher recommended default of 75 increments per sample could be inadequate to demonstrate a representative mean contaminant concentration in a DU, such as when contaminants are distributed in a very heterogenic "nugget" form (e.g., lead pellets, or lead paint chips).

Testing of large numbers of discrete samples from a DU, for example with a portable XRF, can provide a semi-quantitative indication of the degree of small-scale variability within the DU and provide an indication of the relative number of increments necessary to collect a representative MI sample (e.g., greater number of increments needed for increasing heterogeneity). Statistical methods used to estimate the number of discrete samples needed to estimate the mean concentration of a contaminant within a DU (USEPA 2013) are not, however, directly translatable to the number of increments required under an MI investigation and cannot be used as a substitute for the collection of replicate samples. This is due to multiple factors, including consistency in the manner in which the individual discrete samples were collected (e.g., shape, mass, etc.) and perhaps more importantly the mass of soil represented by each sample data point in comparison to the mass of soil typically represented by a single increment.

M.10. Reversion to Discrete Sampling

Perhaps the most egregious error in site investigations is a reversion to discrete sampling due to real or perceived difficulties for the collection of proper MI sample in the field (refer to Appendix E). This is especially common for characterization of subsurface soil (see Appendix G). Sampling theory and the use of DU-MIS to characterize soil is not simply one alternative to past discrete sampling methods, it is a much needed replacement.

The concept of "DUs" was an inherent part of early, discrete soil sample investigation guidance (see Appendix C and Section 4 of main document). Discrete soil sample collection points were typically designated based on a desire to characterize contamination in one area versus another. As discussed below, the area intended to be represented by a single, discrete sample point (or cluster of sample points) is designated as a separate DU for characterization. A large-mass MI sample is then collected from multiple (e.g., 30-75+) locations within this area rather than reliance on a small, discrete soil sample collected from a single location. The number of DUs designated for a particular investigation not coincidentally corresponds with the number of discrete soil samples or clusters of samples that might have been collected under past approaches.

The unreliability and inefficiency of discrete sample data remains the same regardless of the nature and location of the targeted soil. Consideration of sampling theory is still required to ensure that the resulting data are technically defensible and useful for decision making purposes. The fact that a targeted layer of soil is covered by additional soil that must first be penetrated for the collection of an MI sample cannot be used as a reason to revert to discrete sample collection approaches.

Targeted DU areas and layers, rather than single horizons, must always be designated as part of a site investigation regardless of the manner used to characterize the soil. As is the case for surface soil samples, subsurface samples must be of adequate mass and distribution within the DU to address fundamental error. Samples must also be processed at the laboratory in accordance with MI subsampling methods. If an ideal number of increments cannot be included in a DU layer sample due to access or cost limitations, then limitations regarding the reliability of the resulting data must be assessed.
and discussed based on a review of the replicate sample data. Identification of data limitations is also important where single borings are used for decision making purposes (see Appendix G).

Another error sometimes encountered in site investigations is a reversion to the collection of a single discrete sample when the targeted DU is very small, for example <10 m² or even <1 m². Sampling theory is independent of DU area and volume (refer to Appendix C). A minimum 1 to 3 kg sample must still be collected from the DU to address fundamental error. If collection of the recommended default number of increments from the DU is somehow not practical, then this should be noted and replicates collected and reviewed to determine precision of the sampling data. Any limitations identified through analysis of the replicate data should be discussed when reporting the results. The sample must be processed and subsampled for testing at the laboratory in accordance with MI sampling methods.

If the DU is so small that the entire volume of soil is to be collected and submitted to the laboratory, then processing and subsampling in accordance with MI sampling methods are still required (e.g., testing of sediment in a small sump). In this sense the soil submitted is not a true "sample" in terms of sampling theory, since the entire DU volume of interest is collected for analysis. The use of MI sampling methods to collect a representative sample from the DU in the field was not necessary. Any error in the resulting data would be fully attributable to laboratory subsampling and analysis errors since the entire mass is not being analyzed and a laboratory subsample must be collected.

Similar concerns and requirements as noted above also apply to the characterization of sediment that happens to be covered by a layer of water. Simplistic contouring between discrete sample points cannot be assumed to be reliable beyond the gross recognition of large contaminant patterns. DU layers, rather than single horizons should be designated and targeted for characterization (see Appendix G). Increments collected within a DU must be of adequate shape, number and mass to address fundamental error and generate a representative sample. It is possible that fewer numbers of increments might be adequate to collect a representative sample of sediment from designated DU areas, due to the nature in which the contaminant was released and the sediment deposited. This issue has not been evaluated in detail in the field to our knowledge, however. Limitations on the reliability of resulting data when an adequate number of increments cannot be collected must be discussed in the investigation report.
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